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cool summer DEALS
to put all others

in the shade!

mm

The world's fastest RISC OS computer is available now!
The Kinetic RiscPC delivers a breath-taking performance
and is up to 40 times faster than the original RiscPC!

• Rev T Strong ARM processor

• RISC OS 4

• 128Mb Fast SDRAM

• 2Mb VRAM

* 40Gb hard drive

* 40x CDRW CD ROM drive

* FREE software -

Oregano, EasiWriter (reads
MS Word docs), Resultz

Offer price

£1291

Code Description

KIN53 Kinetic CDRW

Advanced 32-bit technology

Unbeatable 32-bit 100BaseT

network podule
Full/Half Duplex Support
Switched Ethernet Support
Auto negotiation 10/100

Code Description Retail price

NET20 32-bit 10/1 OOBaseT podule £116
NET21 10/100BaseT NIC card £89

.Rfl(§GDK] CD re-writer
Use our IDE CD burner to create

CDs for archive and publication -
also doubles as standard CD reader

40x read, 24x write, 10x rewrite
FREE - iCDBurn software

FREE - Internal fitting kit
SCSI and faster drives also available

Code Description Brochure price Offer price

CDR25 CD re-writer £210 £149

F/ilustekl colour scanner
A4 flatbed scanner

30-bit

Parallel port scanner
Printer through connector
David Piiling's Scanning Software
Twain and PC software

SCSI version also available

Code Description Brochure price Offer price

SCA23 Mustek 1200CP £151 £99

TECHNOLOGY*

HVama Dual input LCD flat screens

New flicker free TFT LCD technology
Recommended resolutions

17"-1280x1024

15"-1024x768 *technology

Wide angleviewing \ £
Tiny footprint °'^ °*
16 million colours

Single input available at lower price
3 year on-site warranty

to^L o*„

Code Description Offer price

MON21 liyama 15" LCD dual input £419
MON23 liyama 17"LCD dual input £589

Upgrade to KINETIC
New SDRAM processor card for all RISC PCs
4x faster than equivalent «cAAL °^
StrongARM card <? ™EE %
Free 64Mb SDRAM ^ b4 *
FreeRISCOS 4 %Vt<f

Prices from £351.32 (trading up from R04and StrongARM)

iE3

CASTLE

4-port USB Interface

4 port USB interface card
for RiscPC and A7000

Free Keyboard & Mouse driver
DeviceFS compliant
USB 1.1 compliant
Further drivers available shortly

*BLf,

Code DescriptionCode Description Ketail

USB01 4-port USB interface £116
Retail price Offer price

£89

SALES OFFICE OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY

9am-5pm Tel: 01728 723200

24 HOUR ORDERING Fax: 01728 727427

E-mail: sales@castle.uk.co Web: www.castle.uk.co

Castle Technology Ltd, Ore Trading Estate, Woodbridge Road, Framlingham, Suffolk IP13 9LL UK
Offers valid until I st December 2002 or whilst stocks last. Prices include vat but exclude delivery

which is £15 per order. Full terms and conditions available on request. Official education orders
accepted. Payment by credit/debit card, cheque, postal order. E&OE
*FREE 15" CRT Monitor or FREE 600dpi Mustek scanner inc Imagemaster and Twain.

•BHanM

CASTLE
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Editor's Comment

On the plus side, the RISC OS market saw a brilliant show and a lot of
new hardware: Network cards, USB cards and a new computer which,
contrary to a small confusion, was really running RISC OS.

Yes it's true, the prototype RISC OS portable is running and has been
seen to be running. Now all we need are the final working versions.

On the downside, at least for British (well Global really) industry, Microsoft
continues to move toward its goal of driving all the middlemen out of the
market and having complete control of business.

They were forced to put back the change to full "subscription" as opposed
to licensing of software, but the time is drawing ever closer when they will.
But it's not too late if you have a business that uses Microsoft products,
you can still stick up two fingers at them for a while longer.

And finally, this month sees the start of a new regular on USB. This
development provides our market with its biggest boost in a long time so
keep an eye on what you can get and make sure you upgrade your
machine to take advantage of it.The "Through the desktop" article will
return next month.
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you missed.
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Really basic Basic programming with the
Wimp skeleton that's easy to use.
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What's the latest in the education arena?

Are things going quiet or building up?
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This time we look at the very latest addition
to the Textease family, Logo.
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Stay up-to-date with your copies of Acorn
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fM RiscStation
RISC Based Technologies Tel

Fax

It's time to upgrade to a
modern computer Ji RiscStation

RISC Based Technologies

RiscStation Special Deal

I can't upgrade to RISCOS 4
because my Acorn is too old!

SOLUTION

A Modern R7500 + Computer
System from only £21.72* per

month and your old Acorn #
taken as full deposit.

* APR 19.9 % #Any working RISCOS m/c.

'The R7500 series are currently the most highly featured machines
available in the RISCOS world."

50 mip ARM7500FE system with 64Mb of fast 50ns Ram Memory,
The only machine with BUILTIN ZIP drive support, Midi support, 3D sound, & sampler,
(including FREE Audio Sampling and mixing software), lObascT port as standard,
RISC OS 4 as standard, High speed serial, High speed parallel, expandable to 256Mb.

Systems include Over £500 worth of FREE SOFTWARE

!•!

The enhanced R7500 Plus wi h 50ns 64MB/ 20G hard Drive

Plus base only £549 +VAT £645.08 only £23.89 / month

Plus 15' System £639 +VAT £750.83 only £27.81 / month

Plusir System £659 +VAT £774.33 only £28.68 / month

Plus 19' System £724 +VAT £850.70 only £31.51 / month

Claim your
FREE Midi

cable with

this Advert

The R7500 + Scorcher from RiscStation

arrives with a quality CD ROM Reader/
ReWritcr and media, providing a brilliant

CD mastering platform for home & business.

from£669 + Vat (£786.08)
only£29.II /month
Twindeck base

from £699 +Vat(£821.33)
only O0.43/nionth

Claim your FREE 14" monitor with any Base Unit

0% Interest FREE credit (6 months) or
LOW cost finance or leasing on all systems (from £5.30/week)
inc. peripherals, software & 2/3 vr optional warranties (min. deposit 10%)

RiscStation Portable
Specification

Magnesium Alloy Casing, WeighsOnly
1.3Kg !, As small as 242 x 190 x 30mm!,
8.4" TFT 800x600 Colour Screen, 64Mb

RAM Onboard., 10Gb IDE HD (min),
Touchscreen, GlidePoint Touchpad,
PCMCIA Onboard, USB Onboard,
lOObaseT Ethernet Onboard.TV out

VGA Output with DDC support. Audio
Input, Audio Output, Onboard Stereo
Speakers, 20W 3 cell LiFe battery,
RISCOS4 and Utilities.

Optional Extras Include:
Docking Station with CD, Floppy, Serial,
Parallel, VGA and PS2 Ports, Car Power

Adapter, High Capacity 40W Battery
Specifications maybe subject to change.

CD-ROM REWRITERS

*® ScorchIT
Sm4

Taking Orders NOW

Place your £100 deposit
ASAP to ensure you will
receive a portable when

manufactured

**NEW PRODUCT**

RISCSTATION

EXPANSION ROM

Add 2Mb of user

programable ROM to
your System only

£19.95 mc VAT

(£81.08 inc.)

"•&

CD Writer

Pack

OlTWOTO n|TW®^H0 RjscStation Palmtop MicroDigital Omega

Upgrade your Acorn or RiscStation 7500 with a
home CD authoring package as round in the
KiscSunion SCORCHER machine. This package
contains the latest version oT CD Bum, Writable

and Rewritable media to get you started and one

powerrull24xl0x 40x CD ROM Rewriter.

Ollly £127 +Vat (£149.23)
SCSI 12xl0x32x Re-Writer

only £189+vat (£222)
with CDburn only £210 + vat

Removable Media
ex VAT inc VAT

from £399 + Vat (£468.83) £15.32/monih

HD fr'm£449 +Vat (£527.57) £17.24/mth
50 mip Arm750O system with 16Mb memory,
(HD version & Hard Drive), built in ZIP
drive support, Midi support, 3D sound, &
sampler, lObaseT port as standard, RISCOS
4 as standard. High speed serial, High speed
parallel, expandable io 256Mb memory &
hard drive / CD-ROM etc.

Kodak LCD Camera

Only
£99.00

inc Vat

(£84.26)

Resolution 1152x 864

Built in Flash c-flash exp.
LCD monitor X2 Zoom

From only £143.83 +VAT

(£169.00 inc.VAT)
Basic Model £143.83 £169.00

With Plus Pack £169.36 £199.00

ClassRoom Pack (5) £720.00 £846.00

8 MB Machine with 1/2 VGA Screen

Built in WP, SS, Diary, Sketch, Jotter,
Spellcheck and Internet WWW and E-
mail s/w. Psion © Comparable.

Lowest cost Camera

Only
£59.00

inc Vat

(£50.21)

Resolution 640x480

Takes Smartmedia to

64Mb , 8Mb inc. (USB)

Place a £50 deposit and
get an extra 256Mb free

From £999.00 +VAT (£1173.83 inc.)
287Mhz StrongARM, ATX Tower case

Full spec, on release
Free software pack

Above pricesdo notInclude monitor*, pleasesee
separate pru t Iin

Camera Accessories
Media

Compact Flash Smart Media

32MB £17.00 £19.98 £13.00 £15.27

64MB £25.00 £29.37 £22.00 £25.85

128MB £43.00 £50.52 £43.00 C50.52

256MB C78.00 £91.65

512MB £185.00 £217.37

Readers for Smart media or

Compact Hash inc RISCOS S/W

£79 + Vat

CDR 80 min Branded

CDR80min10pkUB
CDR 80min 50 pk B'd

CDR80min100pkUB

CDR/W CD-ROM

CDRAVIOpack

5.2Gb DVD RAM

LS120 Media

Zip 100 Media

Zip 100 Media 5 pk

Zip 250 Media

Zip 250 Media 5 pk

650MB PD Media

750Mb Nomai

2GBJazMedia

2.2 GB ORB Media

£0.68

£3.83

£17.01

£21.28

£0.85

£7.65

£25.00

£4.00

£7.65

£34.03

£9.40

£45.00

£19.00

£38.00

£68.00

£32.00

CD-ROMS

£0.80

£4.50

£19.99

£25.00

£1.00

£8.99

£29.37

£4.70

£8.99

£39.99

£11.05

£52.87

£22.32

£44.65

£79.90

£37.60

SCSI8x

4way Autochanger

£75.00 + vat

(£88.13)

52xlDE £25.00 £29 37

56xlDE £30.00 £35.25

External CD ROMs

52x IDE (with cable) £85 + VAT
40x SCSI I(with cable) £115 + VAT

40x SCSI II(with cable) £120 + VAT
6x40x CD Tower («u>-«» £449 +VAT

40xSCSI £65.00 £76.37

32XSCSI £59.00 £69.33

Internet Packs from £85 + VAT (£99.88) available for all machines include Internet software, ISP setup and 56K modem



HOW To SAVE Money (& support RISC OS)
Buying your consumables from CTA Direct

can save you £££££'s.
TONER cartridges from CTA DIRECT

Original and Re-manufactured.

INKJET cartridges from CTA DIRECT
Original and high quality Branded clone.

INKJET REFILLS from CTA DIRECT
Standard packs available in C,M,Y,K

from 22ml to 1 litre (5 litres special order)

PC Computers from CTA DIRECT
Yes even buying PCs from CTA Direct saves

£££££'s and helps us support RISC OS.
We can supply new and Re-furbished machines.

No Hidden costs ofOwnership,
No £1.00 per minute support costs,

Free advice on suitability ofmachines.

Simply quote your existing suppliers price
on any and all items and CTA will match

or beat that price whenever possible.

Schools and commercial buyers simply FAX or
E-mail your comparisons / requirements.

MONITORS

17" LCD

only £450 +vat
(£528.75)

(3 yr warranty)

AKF52 Multisync 14" 1yrRTB

15" LCD (3yr on-site)

17" LCD (3yr on-site)

18" LCD (3yr on-site)

15" SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-site)

15" SVGA 0.28 Multi-Media

17" SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-site)

19"SVGA0.26 (3yron-site)
21" SVGA 0.25 (3yr on-site)

u" iiyim* virion Master (702)

17" liyama Pro (703UT)

19"llyama(902UT

19" liyama Pro (901U)

22" liyama 2010

Multisync A300/A3000 cable

All monitors inc 3 yrs wty

Ex VAT

£127.00

£288.51

£450.00

£POA

£84.25

£119.00

£107.00

£161.00

£479.00

£120.00

£165.00

£170.00

£243.00

£467.00

£8.50

Inc VAT

£149.22

£339.00

£528.75

£0.00

£98.99

£139.83

£125.73

£189.18

£562.83

£141.00

£217.37

£199.75

£285.53

£548.73

£9.99

unless specified

Refurb MONITORS

21" IiyamaPRO
only £199.75 inc

AKFI2PAL 14" (speaker)

AKF52/53 U'sync Svoa/Pal

AKF6S MModia 14-SVGA

15" SVGA 0.28

17" SVGA 0.28

17-SVGA 0.28 M-M(wsl)

81" SVGA(llyama.Taxanetc.)
Multisync A300/A3000 cable

Ex VAT Inc VAT

£42.00

£65.00

£42.00

£55.00

£75.00

£75.00

£170.00

£8.50

£49.35

£76.37

£49.35

£64.62

£88.12

£88.12

£199.75

£9.99

All rcfurb. monitors 90 days wty unless specified

PRINTERS

\

HP laser differs from

one shown

Mega-Deal
HP Laserjet 4L

only

£79.00

inc. VAT
units are refurbished

with 90 days wty

Ex VAT Inc VAT

Postscriptcolourlnkjolfrom M £199.00 £233.83

Postscript colour laser Irom M £102500 £1204.37

Postscript B/W Laser 4-1 £245.00 £287.87
Canon BJC 2100 colour (€) A4 £50.21 £59.00

Canon BJC S750 Photo « A4 £170.00 £199.75

# Photo Drivers tor £58.72 £69.00

€ Ne«a Enlmncod Ortvw £29.79 £35.00

Returbisiied HP LaserJol 4 A4 £67.23 £79.00

Refurbished HP LaserJet 5 A4 £80 CO £94.00

Refurbished HP LaserJul 6 A4 £90.00 £105.75

Refurbished HP CotorJot 5 A4 C340.00 £399.50

3.5" IDE Hard Drives

Ex VAT Inc VAT

210MbWulb> £10.00 £11.75

500MB/1GB £38.00 £44.65

10.2GB* £55.00 £64.62

20.1GB* £60.00 £70.50

40.0GB * £65.00 £76.37

60.0GB * £80.00 £94.00

80.0GB * £93.00 £109.28

100 GB* £120.00 £141.00

120 GB* £129.00 £151.58

SCSI HARD DRIVES

1.0 Gb limited supply £35.00 £41.12

2.0 Gb limited supply £50.00 £58.75

4.3Gb (5400 or 7200) £60.00 £70.50

9.1Gb (7200 rpm) £75.00 £88.12

18.6Gb (7200 rpm) £115.00 £135.12

NETWORKING Saver Deals
You liked the SHOW deals, So we've made them permanent.

NETIOO RPC/A7000 Net Card £69+ £81.08
lOObaseT network card (nic) with 16K buffering

and additional user programmable 512K EEprom.

NETIOO Network Starter Kit £99+ £116.33
Inc. NETIOO card, a 5 port switching hub and 2

cables up to 3 metres. Ask for larger sizes.

NETIOO RPC & PC Starter Kit £108+ £126.90
Inc. NETIOO, PCI 10/100 card, 5 port switch
and 2 cables up to 3 metres. Ask for larger sizes.

NETIOO RPC & 1 PC from only £79+ £128.08
Inc. NETIOO card PCI 10/100 card, and x-over

cable up to 3M. Ask for larger sizes.

NETIOO ADSL/Router Pack £TBA+ £TBA

IP sharer inc. Firewall £99+ £116.33

5 Port 10/100 Switching Hub £35+ £41.13
8 Port 10/100 Switching Hub £40+ £47.00
8 Port lObT + Ixl0b2 Hub £35+ £41.13

1 port printer server * £149+ £175.08
3 port printer server * £75+ £88.13
Lanman98 (Pc connect s/w) £35+ £41.13
RISCOS Printer server s/w £TBA+ £TBA

SEE March Issue for ;
CD MP3 player for only £79.00 inc

SEE June Issue for ;
Classic Acorn machine upgrades
from A305 to A5000 / A4

Software Bargains Galore from
under £5.00

Please ring for Prices or lists

No More Balls!
Optical Wheel Mouse RSM330

RS7500/A7000 etc.

only £19.95 inc
(£16.98 +VAT)

RPC Version

£38.50 inc.

Optical / Radio Mouse RSM400

RS7500 /A7000 etc.

only £39.95 inc
(£34 + VAT)

RPC Version

£58.95 inc.

Radio keyboard & mouse

i cm ixu rcn in

£34.00 + VAT (£39.95)

UPS's

500 VA

£49.00

+VAT

Spike protection, RFI filter and
modem protector. Power boost
function to correct low mains voltage

More models available.

MEMORY

8Mb SIMM EDO/FPM

16MbSIMMEDO/FPM

32Mb SIMMEDO/FPM

64Mb SIMMEDO'FPM

64Mb SIMM RS 50ns

128Mb SIMM from

1Mb VRAM

2Mb VRAM

64MB 133MSDRam

128MB 133MSDRam

256MB l33MSDRam

512MBl33MSDRam

Ex VAT

£6.49

£12.00

£17.00

£35.00

£45.00

£85.00

£20.00

£69.00

£9.50

£16.00

£30.00

£62.00

Inc VAT

£7.63

£14.10

£19.98

£41.12

£52.87

£99.87

£23.50

£81.08

£11.16

£18.80

£35.25

£72.85

HOW TO ORDER
BY MAIL or PHONE: Cheques or P.O.s should be
made payable to 'CTA DIRECT.
CREDIT CARD / SWITCH please give name,
address, tel. no, card no. expiry dale, issue no.
BY EMAIL: sales@cladirect.co.uk
OFFICIAL ORDERS by MAIL or FAX please
Carriage charges inc. ins, & packaging charged at cost

Small items (under 2Kg) no more than £6 + vat
One box of items totalling upto 25kg...£6.50 + vat
Computer systems £13 + vat
All prices are correct going to press. E&OE
All goods are fully guaranteed but not suppliedon
approval.
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APDL release new software at Wakefield
APDL have released two updates to
existing packages. The first is an update to
the original Clares Micro Supplies
"Celebration" suite on CD-ROM.

"Celebration 2"contains everything you
need to produce bits and pieces for a
special event, from calendars to
certificates, gift wrap to greetings cards
and more.

Six applications make up the
Celebration 2 suite.

• Gift Wrap (allowing users to produce
their own wrapping paper)

• Certify (print certificates for just about
any situation)

• Banner (produce banners of up to
several meters long)

• Calendar (quickly create professional
calendars for any year)

• Card Shop (professional greeting cards
in an instant)
• DrawTrix (produce fancy effects with

Drawfiles)
APDL also include almost a hundred

outline fonts, suitable for use with RISC
OS 3.10 or later; and full documentation.
The new Celebration suite costs £19.90.

The second release. 'The Fun Learning
Collection" is also available on a CD-ROM

comprising of "DataWord", "Picture Book",
"Money Matters" and 'Target Maths"all
previously published byThe Really Good
Software Company.

DataWord is best described as an

JPEG Thumbnails
Precedence Technologies Ltd have
released TinyThumb v1.00 which will
generate a series of thumbnails from a
directory of JPEGs (optionally recursing).
The thumbnailsall have the same config
urable width or height. In addition,
TinyThumbcan generate a series of
HTML pages showing the thumbnails, but
with links to the original version.

TinyThumb is particularly useful for use
with digital cameras as they can often
produce very large images with cryptic
filenames which can take a long time to
search through ifyou want to locate a
certain photo.

TinyThumb is free and can be
downloaded from:

www.precedence.co.uk/downloads/tinythu
mb/

Precedence point out that owners of
Precedence NetManagers with TotalBoot
will automatically get this software as
part of the automated upgrade system.

introduction to data handling. Using the
standard RISC OS interface, users have
the opportunity to gain an understanding
of how databases are constructed and

linked together; or take advantage of some
of the friendly multiple-choice quiz games
available.

Picture Book is a child's first ABC book.

Using bright graphics and meaningful
sounds, users have the opportunity to gain
a better understanding of both the
alphabet and spelling words of the
alphabet. The version supplied has been
updated considerably to interact better with
the RISC OS 4 environment, but is still
fully RISC OS 3 compatible.

Target Maths aims to develop a child's
understanding of numbers (through
multiplication, subtraction, addition and
division) further through playing of
entertaining yet educational games.

Finally, Money Matters uses a circus as
the basis for a series of fun number

problemsfor childrenof all ages.
Supplied on RISC OS CD-ROM, the Fun

Learning Collection is priced at £14.90 and
is supplied with full documentation, in a
convenient DVD-style packaging.

Easy C upgrade
C programmers will be pleased to here

that APDL and Proaction have released a

major upgrade to their EasyC C and C++
compiler.

The program has undergone some

major changes including:
• support for the more recent versions of

the standard RISC OS libraries (for
both C and C++ compilation)

• a significant number of examples are
supplied on the disc

• new step by step tutorials have been
added

• new C tutorials have been added

• Vigil (previously a separate product) is
now bundled with the application

The upgraded pack contains a manual in
HTML format on the CD-ROM together
with all the updated materials. The new
pricing structure is as follows:
• Easy C++ CD-ROM (incorporating all

material above, and of course Easy C)
-£19.90

• Easy C++ Upgrade (with all new
material and Vigil) - £10.00

• Easy C++ Manual (new updated
edition, also includes Vigil manual) -
£12.00

• Easy C++ Manual (ifbought at same
time as program) - £10.00
Overseas orders will be subject to a

£2.00 postage charge for the CD-ROM
alone, £3.00 for the manual alone or £4.00
if manual is bought with the software.

To order or for further details of both

packages, contact APDLon 020 8778
2659, email info@apdl.co.ukor write to
APDL, 39 Knighton Park Road,
Sydenham, London SE26 5RN.

Cerilica sell out ofVantage
Cerilica reported such a demand for
the re-priced Vantage package, they
had sold out of copied by lunchtime
on the first day of the Wakefield
show!

The Wakefield show saw the

launch of Vantage's on-CD electronic
manual format. The CD now contains

three PDF full manuals. This change
in product format has allowed the
base price of Vantage to drop signifi
cantly from the previous £241.50 to
£177.50 (UK, including package,
postage and VAT).

For those who prefer to read a
physical manual, the option to
purchase the 230+ page item is still
available at £25.00 (UK, fully
inclusive). This option is especially
attractive to German-language
customers who are now able to

purchase a fully translated and
printed manual exclusively from
Cerilica's German distributors,
a4com.

All existing customers of Cerilica
Vantage will gain full access to the
forthcoming major release, Vantage
1.10 which was previewed at
Wakefield. More information on the

upgrade along with some new
sample images may be found on
Cerilica's web site.

Cerilica Limited, PO Box 40, Ross-
on-Wye, HR9 7WH, England Tel:
(UK) 0870 2411731 e-mail:
cerilica@cerilica.com Web:

www.cerilica.com
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DiscKnight
The ARM Club is pleased to announce
that DiscKnight is once again available for
purchase by credit card from their web
site following the collapse of their
previous credit card hosts. Orders are
processed within24-48 hours and the
software delivered by email.

www.armclub.org.uk/products/discknight
DiscKnight is a repair tool for standard

and RISC OS 4 format hard discs, with
file recovery and backup features. A free
checking-only version is available for
download from the URL above.

Omega news

Pace slash jobs
Pace Microtechnology have culled almost
50% of their engineering staff at their ex-
Acorn Cambridge office. Nearly 28
engineers were given their notice, out of
58 engineers at the site. There will also
be up to 8 job losses at management and
team leader level. Pace, who are suffering
badly from the aftermath of the Digital TV
fiasco after making over optimistic
predictions on how many Set Top Boxes
the likes of ITV Digital (formerly
OnDigital) and NTL would be buying from
them.

With the collapse of ITV Digital, and
NTL restructuring following massive
losses, Pace are tightening their belts and
cutting staff. It's not yet know whether the
majorityof engineers are former Acorn
employees, however the drastic reduction
in development staff means the future of
RISC OS within Pace looks uncertain,
with the majority of their products now
based upon a LinuxSTB.

Those with Internet access may have
noticed the recent flurry of activity on the
Microdigital Web site. Their news pages
are been updated almost daily and are
becoming somewhat of a news portal in
themselves.

Dave Atkins, the man behind
Microdigital and the Omega has posted
various snippets of information as the
progress of the much sought-after piece

Castle announce

USB cards
Castle have announced a USB podule
supporting 4 USB 1.1s slots. Showing
pre-production copies at the Wakefield
show, the cards software is still in an
early stage of development, but is based
upon the work Pace did on a DeviceFS-
based API.

The release, although welcome in the
RISC OS world, is somewhat confusing
for developers as there are now two
differing USB APIs, the Simtec one being
the other and the one also used in the

Riscstation portable. Whether Castle and
Simtec can come to an agreement on a
common API remains to be seen, but it
has to be asked whether a market the

size of this can support two vastly
differing standards for USB devices.
Microdigital seem to be sitting on the
fence, perhaps awaiting an overall
"winner" before deciding on whose APIs
to support in the Omega.

The details of the Castle API and

example software can be found at
www.castle.uk.co/support/usb/ while the
Simtec offering can be found at
www.riscos-usb.org/

ARM news
Stephen Furber, one of the original
designers of the ARM processor and
developer of the asynchronous ARM
processor, has been made a Fellow of
the Royal Society. Furber, Professor of
Computer Engineering at the University of
Manchester, was cited for "his
fundamental contributions to the design
and analysis of electronic systems,
especially microprocessors".

Meanwhile, Broadcom have licensed
several ARM processor cores for use in
their own products. This may come as no
surprise to some, as Broadcom

purchased Element 14, the company
formed by Stan Boland after Acorn was
split up and its assets sold to Pace.
Element 14 kept many of the original
Acorn management, including Sophie
Wilson, another of the original ARM
design team, who now work for
Broadcom.

ARM seem to be on a roll, announcing
they will have shipped their billionth
processor core in June and that Microsoft
are porting their Smartphone 2002
operating system to the ARM10 platform.

of hardware. According to the site, they
have a development version up and
running RISC OS 4 with applications
such as Cerilica Vantage. A preview of
the mythical beast has also been given to
Dave Holden of APDL, although
Microdigital are not planning on any
further private viewings so those living
locally can put down those telephones.

Business

and other news
Hewlett-Packard has developed a method
to cool computers using inkjet technology.
Microscopic inkjet nozzles squirt streams
of Fluorinert, a non-corrosive coolant that
does not conduct electricity, onto the
surface of semiconductor chips. An array
of the jets can be turned on and off
precisely to cool particular hot spots on a
chip efficiently.

HP is planning to package the new
cooling system in snap-on devices that
would replace the passive air-cooling
metal fins that now sit atop Pentium and
AMD microprocessor chips. The device
includes coolant recovery pipes.
Commercial versions could be ready by
2005.

Heat is a growing problem in the PC
world as each new generation of chips
crams more transistors onto stamp-size
silicon dies. Power densities, which are
now 60 watts per square centimetre, are
expected to reach 200 watts by 2003.
More transistors means that more heat

has to be dissipated.
There have been a number of

approaches to cooling chips including
water jackets used in old IBM mainframes
and onboard refrigeration units. Transmeta,
a company who produce low power x86-
compatible processors has a different
approach to silicon-based heat. They move
the microcode that's normally in silicon off
the chip and into software. It's cooler, but
slower. And our own StrongARM
technology uses a RISC instruction set
with requires fewer transistors thus
dissipating less heat.

The inkjet idea is interesting because it's
a re-purposing of existing and well-
understood technology. Any product that
builds upon the past has an advantage,
because its time-to-market is generally
quicker than a revolutionary product.

<7>,



Need access to a PC but don't

have space for a new mojjltflfc
keyboard and mouse?
STEP 1 - Specify a PC base unit if you don't have one3
We can supply off-ihe shelf or custom PC base units to your requirements.

i

eg:

• Duron 1.1 GHZCPU. 128MB memory. 40GB hard drive. CD drive. 8-64MB graphics C499incVAT and Delivery

• Athlon XP 1800+ CPU. 256MB DDR . 60GB ATA133 hard drive. DVD. CD rewriter. Geforce 2MX400graphics £799inc VAT &Delivery

All machines come with internal modem, our Multimedia Keyboard. Wheel mouse and Loudspeakers.

• Windows ME or XP. add £80inc VAT. MS Works, add ,C20inc VAT.

STEP 2 - Add our Keyboard Controlled Switch
This miniature switch allows keyboard, monitor and mouse to be shared between two machines.
Modifiedfor RISC OS macules, rated to 1920x1440 display, complete with all cables.

• Supplied as a pack including our PS2MouseMini interface : £99.95inc VAT (Was £113.90)

• Above pack when purchased with PC base unit: £90inc VAT(was £100)

Keyboard Controlled switch alone: £89.95inc VAT (was £99.95)
PS2MouseMini Interface (allows PC mice to be used on RISC OS machines): £18.95

(not to scale - it's about the size of two kitchen machboxesl)

STEP 3 - Attach to your existing RISCPC/A7000 and monitor
Add a networking pack if required
... and switch between the two with a couple of keypresses.

Mices! MMK!

• STD Standard Mouse £19.95inc

(Acorn mouse port, PS2Mini not req.)
• 3 button PS/2 mouse £5.95inc

• Genius Wheel mouse £12.95inc

• Genius OPTICAL mouse £17.95inc

Multimedia Keyboard
For RISC PC / A7000 etc

19 Multimedia keys
Complete with Drivers
Click/non click versions

Simtec USB Card.

Supplied with keyboard
mouse and joystick drivers.
Drivers for other devices

Available.

Non-A7000 machines require our £24.95 inc VAT (was £34.95) £79+del+VAT = £99inc
PS2MouseMini interface £18.95inc.
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Long Long ago, in a place no\
far from here, there was a

dream of a new standard. TV\e

new standard would allow R\SC

OS machines to be integrated

into fast networks. It wou\c\

enable fast file transfers. \\

would reduce latency an&
congestion on busy networks,
Now that dream is reaWty.
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• 10/100BaseT Network Interface Card for RiscPC/A7000

• Provision for access to 10 or 100 Megabit networks
• Several hundred Kilobytes of FLASH memory for drivers
• Provision to allow users to change flash contents
• Lower latency than conventional 10megabit cards
• Includes B00TP client software

• High integration brings affordable networking
Only £69+delivery+VAT = £89inc

Pack to link RISC OS to PC (NET100, PC Net card, Crossover cable) = £110inc
Pack to link 2x RISCPC or A7000 (NET100x2, Crossover cable) = £185inc

High performance network switches: 5 port = £45inc; 8 port = £75inc
LanMan98 £35. Cables and other networking devices available.

Remember - all calls to our 0845 number are charged at local rate

Stuart Tyrrell Developments

Stuart Tyrrell Developments
PO Box 183, OLDHAM OL2 8FB
Tel: 0845 458 8803 / 01706 848 600

Fax: 0870 164 1604 (national rate)
Email: lnfo@stdevel.co.uk
http://www.stdevel.co.uk

Phone, Fax or email for a
free product information flyer!

All prices include VAT and P&P
Delta/Visa/Mastercard welcomed.

All trademarks acknowleged. E&OE.
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Linux for

Playstation
comes to UK

Sony has started taking orders in
Britain for a kit to turn the Playstation
2 games console into a computer
running the Linux operating system.
Besides Linux, the kit contains a
hard disk, keyboard, mouse, monitor,
and network interface. PS2 owners
buying the kit should be able to
connect their console to a home

network or to the Internet. The kit

costs £155 and buyers still need to
provide a compatible monitor.

Solar cloth

offers movable

power
Textiles that incorporate solar cells
could allow some travellers to

dispense with batteries altogether.
Scottish researchers believe that thin

films of silicon on a glass substrate
could be laid on clothing fibres prior
to the weaving process.
Improvements in cell efficiency might
allow a patch on the back of a jacket,
or the side of a bag, to power the
Riscstation laptop or trickle charge a
mobile phone.

Six arrested

over "Nigerian"
e-mail fraud

Six people were arrested in South
Africa this month on suspicion of
being involved in the infamous
"Nigerian" e-mail and letter fraud.
Potential victims receive an e-mail

telling them that the sender is trying
to move a large sum of money and
offering them a substantial fee in
return for letting it be deposited into
their bank account. People who
express an interest are then told that
they must first hand over an amount
of money to cover expenses. The
scam is thought to have defrauded
hundreds of millions of dollars from

victims

NVM Digital plan it big
Readers may recall the excellent
walking tours of the Lake District from
NVM as reviewed in Acorn User, and
their latest release will be reviewed in

the August issue.
Although the Foot and Mouth crisis

put a dampener on sales last year
things are picking up again and NVM's

director Dave Mulligan revealed that
the company intends to do walking tour
CDs to cover the entirety of the Lake
District.

The RISC OS Academy
Paul Vigay, of ANT Utils and Argo
support fame, is offering RISC OS
users who are keen to learn

programming skills the opportunity to
enrol in a programming course,
labelled "The RISC OS Academy".
The course caters for learning
programming skills on a variety of
topics and at a choice of different
levels.

People who dabbled with BBC
Basic before but felt daunted by all
the new facilities available in later

versions of RISC OS will be ideally
catered for, as will anyone who's just
bought a RISC OS computer and
wants to learn a bit more about how

to program it.
Running a bit like a

correspondence course, people can
learn at their own speed and in their
own time, with a complete set of
internet based resources to help
them - clearly written tutorial articles,
program examples, possible
problems worked through and even

r •(10

full applications. Help is provided via
email, and each person can learn at
their own rate.

Initially, 12 courses will be
available (one fee gains entry to the
entire Academy web site, so people
can learn whatever they choose,
when they choose). The course
details are:

General info and

conversion/refresher courses

1. What is RISC OS

2. Introduction to RISC OS

3. RISC OS for Windows users
4. RISC OS for Apple Mac OS

users

Introduction to Programming
courses

5. Introduction to RISC OS as a

development platform
6. Beginners Introduction to BBC

BASIC

7. Beginners Introduction to Wimp
Programming

8. Intermediate BBC BASIC

9. Intermediate Wimp Programming

Introduction to HTML Web

Design
using RISC OS

10. Beginners Introduction to HTML
Web Design

11. Intermediate level Web Design
Introduction to Internet

Programming
12. Introduction to CGI

programming
using PERL

Future, more advanced courses, as
well as courses on other topics are
planned for the future.

The RISC OS Academy officially
opens on 1st September 2002, and
costs £50.00 per year (runs from the
day you subscribe rather than Sep-
Sep) or £75.00 for a family
membership.

For more information, please visit
The RISC OS Academy web site at
www.vigay.com/academy/

c



The Scheme

ofThings
Clares are pleased to announce that
their spreadsheet Schema 2 and
special converter software SchemEx
can be bought together for just £80
inc VAT + postage. SchemEx is the
converter which allows you to import
and export files in HTML format
between Schema and Excel 2000/XP

retaining all formulae, styles, colours
and fonts.

Clares Micro Supplies Ltd, 75a
Webbs Lane, Middlewich, Cheshire,
UK, CW10 9DS; Tel: 01606 833999;
Fax: 01606 836111 Web:

www.claresmicro.com

C News

Buying
Outside

If you are buying a product from a
non - RISC OS supplier ensure you
have the hardware or the drivers to

run it.

RComp heard
it on the

Grapevine
RComp have a new release of their
new instant messaging and
communication program, Grapevine.
As Grapevine is an evolving
application, the latest release
includes a number of improvements
including:
• Support for the WimpCTCP IRC

extensions

• Support for the latest version of the
MSN protocol

• New graphics to represent whether
you are online with MSN and/or
IRC etc.

• Connection animation to indicate

activity during the connection
process

• Ability to chose your default
"status" when connecting

• Various extensions to IRC

functionality including finger
messages and implementation of
several more CTCP functions.

• Several problems reported post-
show have been rectified.

• Code to determine network

addresses for DCC chat/file and

other direct communication

facilities expanded.
• More emoticons

Future plans include MSN File
transfer and ICQ support. More
information (and ordering) about
Grapevine can be found at
www.rcomp.co.uk and follow the
Grapevine link.
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Make the right choice for the future with

RISC OS Select
Keep up to date with every new

version of RISC OS as it appears!

The RISC OSSelectscheme is thenew way of supplying RISC OS
upgrades. It provides a ROM image which issoft-loaded over
the internal RISC OS 4 ROM, alongwitha new Boot
sequence andapplications. Distribution of theupdates,
and technical support information, will beprimarily
via theSelect Web site,withperiodic releases on
CD. Payment for thescheme ismade by annual
subscription. All you need isa machine with
RISC OS 4 already in ROM on which to install
the RISC OS Select versions of RISC OS 4.

RISC OS fans! Join the

RISC OS

Foundation
and receive our ground

breaking quarterly CD magazine

FOUNDATION

RISC User

Now entering volume 3!
Foundation RISCUserisa truly innovative publication from RISCOS Ltd that
supports theheartof theRISC OS market. Themagazine articles combine useful
information withsoftware resources thatcanbelaunched witha simple click on
a link. Every issue ispacked with a wide range of substantial andauthoritative
features from respected writers, along with a comprehensive and fully integrated
database of current RISC OS products, developers anduser groups. Altogether,
\t\ arguably themost innovative andhighquality CDmagazine onany platform.

What does the Select scheme provide!
Byjoining Select you will receive the following benefits:

1. Periodic updates via the Select private Web site.
2. Up to three CDs per year, containing the latest

version of RISC OS plus optional beta-test copies of
software components in development. Every CD will

be bootable and contain a full, working disc image that
allows the easy selection of different boot sequences.

3. The right to upgrade up to ten RISC OS computers at one
site. Select is a personal scheme: you only need one subscription
even if you own several machines. However, RISC OS 4 is needed
for each one: Select cannot be used with RISC OS 3-7 or earlier.

4. Affiliate Registered Developer status: if you are a programmer,
joining Select entitles you to become an Affiliate Developer for no
extra charge, and have your products included in the Database
section of Foundation RISC User magazine and on the Web site.

RISC OS 4 upgrades and Select scheme prices
Subscriptions to Select are available on an annual basis, and may
be purchased in combination with a RISC OS 4 upgrade.
RISC OS 4 upgrade plus Select subscription:
RISC OS 4 upgrade only (new low price!):

Select subscription only:
(for existing RISC OS 4 users)

Select subscription only:
(for Foundation members)

Select group subscription: £3OO
(for sites with more than ten machines)
All prices above include VAT.
Please see our Web site for further

pricing details, overseas prices etc.

£179

£109

£105

£99

Testimonials from readers

of Foundation RISC User

•"The interface isvery friendly andbetter
thanmy perception of whata CD-based

magazine would belike!"—Andrew Weston
• "Thewhole CDisa joy, andsomething our

platform canbeproudof."—Geoff Sleeper
"The Foundation CDhascontradicted my opinion

that I wouldn't beable to reada CDmagazine happily.
It's very nicely laidout."—Fred Bambrough

•"Congratulations on Foundation RISC User... it works smoothly, looks
goodandhasmasses of useful and interesting content."—Gavin Wraith
•"Keep up theexcellent work! (And whatI REALLY appreciate issomeone who
canwrite, spell, talksense, andknows hisits-es andit's-es!)"—Jeremy Roberts
•"It'sa really excellent job."—David Pilling

Sample Foundation RISC User Online!
Visit oursampler edition, Foundation RISC User Online,at
http://foundation.riscos.com/fru.htm

FOOHDATIOM

\Riscnmi\

teat tne

price rise! Join the
Foundation or renew

your membership by
31st May for just

£35*25
(£30 ex. VAT)

iriscM

From 31stMay.prices will increase asfollows:
UK:£33+VAT (£38-78); EC:£35+VAT (£41-13);
Non-EC countries in Europe: £35(noVAT);
PostalZone1:£37(no VAT); Zone2: £39 (noVAT)

3 Clarendon ..

Cyncoed, Cardiff
Wales CF23

Tel. 02920 492324
Fax 02920 492326
www.nscos.com

sales@riscos.com



Step into the future

With the ViewFinder graphics card from Windfall Engineering,
your computing experience will be transformed. With graphics
acceleration and high specification screen modes capable of
driving the latest monitors to the limit, ViewFinder is the future
of Acorn Rise PC graphics.

Incorporating Uie popular ATI XPert2000 Pro AGPgraphics card, ViewFindergives you graphics capabilities never
before seen on the Rise PC. With a massive 32 megabytes of video RAM,ViewRnder removes the limitations of
the RisePCs videosystem,offeringhigher resolutions, more coloursand a flicker free displayforthe ultimate
high-productivityenvironment.

See the difference ViewFinder makes

Colours Standard Rise PC ViewFinder (examples)
16 million BOO X 600 & 60 Hz 2MB x 1536 0 67 Hz, 1920 X 1440 O 74 Hz, 1600 x 1200 O 91 Hz
32 thousand 1021 x 768 @ 75 Hz 2048 x 1536 @ 72 Hz, 1920 x 1440 & 76 Hz, 1600 x 1200 lffl91 Hz
256 1280 x 1024 @ 80 Hz 20-18 x 1536 (iu 72 Hz, 1920 x 1440 & 76 Hz, 1600 X 1200 <H> 91 Hz

ViewRnder Is available direct from Windfall Engineering, or contact your preferred RISCOS dealer.
For further informationand technical specifications, please visit the WindfallEngineeringweb site.

Windfall

Engineering

www.windfall.nl

The website maintainer's tool

Features

Include:

Search and Replace
Insert Alt Text

Convert Newlines

Insert Datestamps

Insert File Sizes

Insert Files

Convert Tag Case
Index Keywords
Validation Links

Change Filename Case
Add/Strip Extensions

Script Language
Sprite Splicer

JPEG Extractor

And Much More...

WebChange is a supporttool for websitedesigners
and maintainers. and is particularly suited to those
who. like the program's author, prefer to hand edit
their HTML rather than let software handle the

markup.

The primary function of the software is to enable
the site maintainer to make repetitive changes to a
local copy of a site quickly and easily, rather than
having to make the changes on a page by page
basis. However, that is merely the tip of the
iceberg...

One of the most notable features of WebChange is
a simpleyet powerfulscript language- usingthis
language, any recurring tasks can be reduced to
barely more than simply dragging a script file to
the program's main window. Scripts exist, for
example, to convert Pipedream files into HTML,
or extract tabular information from HTML files

and turn them into CSV files for importing into
spreadsheets.

WebChange costs just £15.00, and can be ordered from:

Soft Rock Software, 124 Marissal Road, Henbury, Bristol, BS10 7NP

Alternatively,you can order online using your credit card at:

http://www.webchange.co.uk

When ordering, please be sure to provide an email address al which you can be seni
access details to the WebChangc users website, in order to download the software.

NetManager: Perfect for all

platforms and all networks,

small or large.

Just see what you get if you

upgrade to NetManager

E-mail server and Web-based e-mail
Full IMAP4.1, POP3, SMTP server. Includes web-based e-mail
(including address books, attachments etc). Configurable on a per
user or per-group basis. Content filtering of incoming and outgoing
mail. Spam filtering and access control list.

Proxying
Stores web pages locally to speed-up Internet access, including
site blocking.

Internet
Connect through ISDN,modems or ADSL Dial-on-demand gives
you instant access to the web without constant connection.

Users

Unlimited number of users with their own e-mail addoss and
user area

Printing
Print sharing between RISCOS, PCs and Macs to either local or
network printers. Web-controlled queue management and configu
ration.

Support
Fullsupport is given by telephone, our support Web site, customer
mailing list and remote dial-in management. Software upgrades
and patches download via sophisticated and secure automated
upgrade system which identifieswhichserver you have and installs
all necessary upgrades. Choosing the upgrade option fromthe
admin menu is all that's needed.

Intranet
Each user can have their own personal Web pages

FullWeb server that can serve pages internally and externally
includingWeb technologies such as PHP, CGI-BIN, SQLand Perl.

Security
Fullkernel level firewallingto define exactly what machine can
access what.

Windows
Serve printers, CDs and homo areas to Windows computers as
though it was an NTserver but withoutthe licence cost or
management overheads. Fits neatly into existing NT networks.

Get the best of all worlds.

Network your Acorn to any PC or Mac.

Precedence Technologies Ltd
86 Kings Hedges Road
Cambridge
CB4 2PA

+44(0)1223 562500
+44(0)1223 563522

sales@precedence.co.uk
http://www.precedence.co.uk

o
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A: Surftec Ltd

Glen Road
Hindhead
Surrey
GU26 6QE

+44 (0)1428 608121
+44 (0)1428 608123

sales@surftec.com

http://www.surftec.com



ViewFinder Pro
Now using 32MB Rage Pro Cards with up to:-

2048xl536x32K@72Hz & 1920x1440x16M@74Hz

Can now runSibelius & Games etc without rebooting,
Dual inputmonitorpreferred

£240
15wayHD D Type to 5xBNC for dual input use £15

^W21" Hi Spec. Monitors
Hitachi CM828 £500t £2oP&P

0.21mm mask, Dual input.
2048xl536@71Hz

1920 x 1440 @ 75 Hz
3 Year Warranty

LCDs 15"£340, 17",»b«.a*£580, 19"i6oox,2oo£1520
S/H StrongARMs

from £150

Refurbished hi-spec monitors

17" from £1 lOf +£15p&p
21" from £220f +£20p&p

Iiyama Pro 21" £280f £20P&P
Phone for full specifications.

3 month warranty

Offers from ^4D
Hi Spec Lasers

Lexmark: tray fed, 12ppm

£260f + £10p&p
Network ver. £300+£iop&p

S/H RiscPCs from £130t
RiscPC, RO 3.60, 32MB, IMBvram & HD £200t

StrongARM Mk3 RiscPC, RO 3.7, 32MB
IMBvram, HD, CD & 14" Monitor £430t

A7000+RO 3.71, 8MB DRAM & HD £110f

A7000 RO 3.6,4MB DRAM £45t
AKF60 (£40t with system) £65|

t Fourth Dimension products have no VAT

3 Slice Pins Back in stock! £35t

S/H 2nd Slice upgrades inc. 4slot B/Plane £701

JaZ Drive; 1GB Internal orexternal £180f DisCS £79 f

S/H Ethernet Interfaces

10base2 & T RPC/A7000 NIC £70t

10base2 or T Access+ podules £601
10base2 & T Access+ podules £651
10base2 & T Access* mini podules £401

Canon BJC2100 A4 Printer inc Driver £90

Epson Perfection 1200S SCSI Scanner inc s/w £1701

Nikon Coolscan3 SCSI Slide scanner £470
Special offer extra £40 OFF!

IDE CD ReWriter 161032 with Acorn s/w £150

20GB IDE Hard Disc

Canon S450 (Ex Demo) inc Driver

HP960 inc Driver

586 PC card for RPC Lowest ever price!
RPC-PC Network pack, Interfaces cables

& Lanman98 £185

Printer Port 250MB Zip Drive with S/W £185

RAM A7000/+/RS7500 32MB £30, 64MB £50

RiscPC 64MB £55 & 128MB £100

2300+ Product pricelist at
http://www.ciemicros.co.uk/prices/

£110

£145t

£200

£90

Anglia Software CD Specials
RRP Offer

Being a Scientist £47 £30

Countries Of the World (needs Key Prog.) £47 £20

Eureka £47 £30

Exploring Castles £47 £35

Garden Wildlife £47 £10

Leaving the Planet £23 £15
Seashore Life £47 £10

Survival: Mysteries of Nature £47 £30

Understanding Energy £58 £25

Vikings £47 £15

The World's Weather £58 £30

Full list at http://www.cjemicros co.uk/swoffers/

+ *-

£22-95p.m + initial cost.
Up to 512K/Sec downloads (3.5+MB a minute)
Always on! NO call charges! No PC needed!

Everything you need to connect to the Internet
by ADSL, with full instructions.

Please phone for full details or see:-
http://www.cjemicros.co.uk/adsl/

Initial ISP costs from £0, cost of Router &
everything for RISC OS from £165

dependant on your existing hardware/software.

•

&

All CJE prices INCLUDE VAT @17.5% CJE Micro's & 4D

78 Brighton Road I
&UK mainland delivery. Official Orders Welcome E&OE Worthing

,: Prices subject to. change &stock. ,. West Sussex
,. :Items markedf are sold by,4D (Fourth Dimension) and have'ho VAT BN11 2EN

^cjEvesd Tel 01903523222 Fax01903 523679 sales@cjemicros.c6;uk:;:http://www.cjemicros.co.uk/



BEAT MICROSOFT MONOPOLY
Microsoft licensing explained
Software Assurance is a simpler way of obtaining the latest Microsoft

products. Microsoft Licence and Software Assurance is a model

available through the Open Licence and Select volume-licensing

programmes, which allows you to use the latest release of software

during your agreement coverage.

What are the benefits?

• You receive rights to new product versions released during the term

of coverage, taking the guesswork out of budgeting for soflware

upgrades.

• You choose when to deploy the latest versions of Microsoft

software, giving you flexibility and control.

• You can be confident in the knowledge that you are fully licence

compliant, since you own the rights to run the latest versions of the

products you use during the term of coverage, and any prior

versions of enrolled products.

How it works?

• For Open or Select licensing Customers

• If you purchase a new Licence and SoftwareAssurance (L&SA)

through the Open or Select volume-licensing programmes, you

receive the right to run the current version of the product as well as

any new versions released during the term of your agreement

coverage. (2 Years)

• For Boxed Product and OEM Customers

• If you have a current version of a Microsoft product now, order

before 31st July 2002 for Software Assurance only. You then have

the right to use any new versions of the product that is released

during the term of your coverage. (2 Years)

Why did Microsoft introduce this programme?

Microsoft is responding to customer and partner feedback. Licence

and Software Assurance was developed to simplify matters

because:

Microsoft licensing programmes were complex and offered too

many licence types.

The administration of licences was too time-consuming for

customers.

The required level of understanding for Microsoft licensing was too

high: 'I don't mind being a technical expert, but I do not want to

be a licensing expert.'

\
Licence and Software Assurance addresses these issues and offers:

• Increased simplicity in managing volume licences.

• Straightforward and predictable IT budgeting.

• A licensing model that is easy to understand - customers no longer

need to be licensing experts to ensure they are properly licensed.

Definitions
Microsoft Open or Select Licence
Microsoft Open 'B' and 'C as wellas Select Licence products are divided into three categories
or product pools: Application,System,and Server. Each product from each pool is allocated a
pointvalue by Microsoft. Licences can be obtained fromeach particularpooland can be added
together within the pool to help reach a higher discount level (except NLwhich mixesthe pools).

TheOpen and Select Licence programmes offer tiered pricing, based on initial order quantity.
Thehigherthe volumethe greater the discount. The discountlevel is applied to any additional
orders made throughout the following two-year period, with no minimum re-order level.

Upgrade Advantage
This isa very useful Microsoft licensing program, but itonly runs until the 31st ofJuly 2002 and
will notbe available afterthat. By purchasing Upgrade Advantage before the shutofftime for
each of your Microsoft products you willbe eligible to free upgrades and to run the verylatest
products (or your earlier versions) for the next two years. This applies toall business users -
whatever form of Microsoft software licensing you nave currently(Boxed, Open/ Select licensing,
older style paper licences, or OEM).

Software Assurance
This is a simpler way of obtaining the latest Microsoft products. It is only available now for
customers working on the current release of Microsoft products (Office2000, Windows 2000 &
Server 2000 products are consideredcurrent - but onlyup to the 31st of July). After thispoint,
products would need to be covered by SoftwareAssurance to get any upgrades licensingis
dicontinued from 31st July 2002

OEM
OriginalEquipment Manufacturer software is produced to be suppliedwithhardwareand can
be enhanced by both UpgradeAdvantageor Software Assurance as it enables the user to keep
their software on latest releases.

Keynote for Open & Select Licensing
Afterthe 31si July2002 you will no longer be able to 'upgrade' to the latest version of a
Microsoft produci(i.e. upgrade licences will disappear in Microsoft Open and Select licensing
programmes). You willhave to buy the full licence (ifyou are not already enrolled in the
Upgrade Advantage or SoftwareAssurance programmes).
Corporate Soflware 0870 870 7778

Corporate Software launch new e-Learning Division
E-learning is the economical training solution for the future. It
provides many additional benefits over traditional training methods.

What is e-learning?
E-learning is training delivered via a company network, the Internet
or CD. Corporate Software offer a library of over 850 courses that
are rich in multimedia content (contain a mixture of sound effects
graphics pictures and video clips with text and voice tracks as well as
animation). We also have the facility to write custom content courses
to your requirements.

We can install a complete library tailored to your needs often for less
than £100 a user for a full years training on up to 600 courses when
delivered on a larger scale (500+ users).

Advantages of e-learning
• Staff can study at different times and without the need for expensive

training facilities.
• Staff can study at their own pace thus can really get the most from

their training
• The content of the courses (video clips and pictures as well as

animated demonstrations) allows better comprehension and
understanding.

• The cost savings over traditional training are immense
• Allows home-workers and road-warriors to attend training (as we

use a patented streaming technology that allows even a 28kbs
modem to deliver a quality multimedia course)
For full information on courses offered please call one of our e-
learning representatives 0870 870 7778 or email einfo

www.corporatesoftware.org

Sales: 0870 870 7778 Fax: 0870 870 7779
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Microdigital Computers
Mlco £715.50

Omega £1179.og
Case and PSU upgrades/Expansion cards EC;

RiscStation Computers
R7500Lite £598...

00 Lite+ £656.75

NetWorx £480.50
NetWorx HD £539.30

Scorcher £797.50

Scorcher Twindeck £833.00

£180.00

saris Plus pack £210.00
Osaris Classroom pack £857.50
Portable £1173.00
Portable with docking station £1465.00
Games pack (with a system) £47.00

Rise PC Kinetic 300 series
Kinetic Ek (32+4+2Mb,10Gb HD,48x CD) £1105.00
Kinetic DVD (64+4+2Mb, 10Gb HD, DVD) £1179.00
Kinetic (128+4+2Mb, 30Gb HD,CD R/W) £1299.00
Kinetic internet (128+8+2Mb,30Gb, 48x, 56K) £1409.00
Kinetic CD Writer (70Mb, 30Gb, CD R/W, 17") £1505.00

Rise PC StrongARM series
Rise PC 8+OMb, 2Gb HD £890.00
Rise PC 16+OMb, 4Gb HD £948.00
Rise PC 16+2Mb, 4Gb HD, 48x CD £1039.00
Rise PC 32+2Mb 8Gb, DVD CD £1099.00
Web Wizard - 32+2Mb, 8Gb HD,CD, speakers,

Internet pack with Oregano & 56K modem £1179.00

itnitors
a1352(15"FST)

ia Vision Master 1401 (17" SF)
iiyama Vision Master 1402 (17" FST)
iiyama Vision Master 406 (17" SF) •<
iiyama Vision Master 407 (17" SF)
iiyama Vision Master Pro 1411 (17" NF) £188.25
iiyama Vision Master Pro 413 (17" HBNF) £226.25

iiyama Vision Master 1451 (19" FST) £206.00
iiyama Vision Master 452 (19" SF) £300.50
iiyama Vision Master Pro 452 (19" NF) £375.75
iiyama Vision Master Pro 453 (19" NF) £321.50
iiyama Vision Master Pro 454 (19" HBNF) £486.00

iiyama Vision Master 505 (21" FST) £606.75
iiyama Vision Master Pro 511 (22" NF) £588.00
iiyama Vision Master Pro 512 (22" NF) £669.75

iiyama Pro-Lite 3817 (15" LCD) ^
iiyama Pro-Lite 3819 (15" LCD)
iiyama Pro-Lite 3835 (15" LCD)
iiyama Pro-Lite 4314 (17" LCD) £573.00
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4315 (17" LCD) £657.50

£890.00

£948.00

£1039.00

£1099.00

£122.75

£210.00

£165.50

£241.20

£241.20

£188.25

£226.25

£206.00

£300.50

£375.75

£321.50

£486.00

£606.75

£588.00

£669.75

,£384.00

£431.75

£475.25

£573.00

£657.50

£771.50

£782.50

£894.00

£975.50

£1445.00

Call us for your nearest UK iiiyama Pro-Lite 4315 (17" LCD)
dealer for the POSum pointof H,yama Pro*Lite 4332 <17"LCD)
sale <?v<5tPm<? and thP FRWR iliyama Pro"Lite 4611 (18" LCD)saie systems ana tne tuwib „.,-__ Pro_L|tfi mmmo i» imiiyama Pro-Lite 4636(18.1" LCD)

liyama Pro-Lite 4637 (18.1" LCD)
iiyama Pro-Lite 4831 (19" LCD)

business management
solutions.

Authorised Registered
Installer Developer OTDK

Discs (e.g.20x black discs - £6.28)
Batteries (e.g. 4x AA Xtra alkaline - £2.14)

Also Audio & Video Tapes, Mini Discs,
CDRs, DAT tapes etc.

FREEPOST EH2725

Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
United Kingdom

Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

email: sales@liquid-silicon.com All prices INCLUDE VAT& UK carriage
http://WWW.liquid-SiliCOn.COm Official orders, foreign ordersand callerswelcome.

32-bit MID Sequencer ^^
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Memory Upgrades
Please call to check current prices.
Rise PC/A7000/RlscStatlon'Mico SIMMs:

IGMbFPM £28.20

32Mb EDO (HC, works In Rise PCs) £26.75
64Mb EDO (works in Rise PCs) £39.00
128Mb EDO £77.55
2Mb VRAM £92.00

Music & Sound Section
Please call (or other musical Items

MIDI interfaces:

MIDI Max II Internal 1 x1 x1 £93.95

Parallel Port 1x1xl (back in stock) £92.95
RiscStation MIDI drivers & cable £17.95
RiscStation XG card & cable £116.95

RiscStation XG card, cable & keyboard £245.95
Sibelius 6 £99.95

Sibelius 7 Student £319.95

Sibelius 7 £520.95
Sibelius for PC/Mac is also available

Sound module serial driver £37.95

Other Hardware
10/100BasoT othornet card (RCI/Simtec) £89.00
Mouse (Genlus/STD Acom-compatible) £19.95
Mouse (PS/2 Logitech) £14.99
PS2MouseMlnl adaptor for older machlnes£18.95
Printers ECall
Rise PC second slice (no PSU) £95.00
RISC OS 4 (fitting &Select available) £109.95
RiscStation second serial port £10.95
Scanners ECall

StrongARM & RISC OS 3.7 £269.00
StrongARM & RISC OS 4 £299.00
ViewFinder card (32Mb) £240.00

Other Software
Abuse £20.00

CD Burn £55.95
Chaos Engine £19.50
DataPower 2 £165.00

Doom* CDs £30.00

Descent CDs £25.00
Desktop Repton 3 CD £15.95
DialUp & Messenger Pro £54.95
EasiWriter Pro+ £139.95
FastSpool-t- £17.50
Grapevine £25.00
Heroes of Might & Magic 2 £32.00
Krlsalls Collection Gold CD £25.95

OHP 2 £37.95
Oregano CD £57.50
Other Worlds CD £17.95
Ovation Pro £138.95

Personal Accounts £44.00
Photodesk Olympic £127.95
Prophet 3+Pro £179.00
Quake £22.00

R-Comp Internet Suite £68.95
Schema 2 £121.50

SiteWriter £58.95
Sleuth 3 £65.95
Sound Plugin £11.50
SVGPIugln £11.50
Syndicate* £26.50
TBA Games CD £20.00

TechWrlter Pro+ £209.95

TEK £29.95

WebFX3D £24.50

Books & Manuals
RISC OS Manuals CD £29.95

We willattempt to match or beat any advertised price - even special offers.
Our free catalogue contains over 2000 items.

Please ask fora copy or visit our web site.
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Display advertising
Like it or not, advertising is

competition, and every advert is
attempting to stand out from the

crowd. In magazines, for example, each
advertiser is competing for your attention,
and ifyou're a small ad on a page full of
small ads, the competition is fierce. The
reader is confronted with a bombardment

of information, and if you don't do
something to make your ad distinctive in
some way, the fickle eye will be drawn to
more interesting fodder.

OK. Having depressed you about the
cold facts of advertising, let's think about
ways to get across more effectively
through design. We're going to look at
Display Ads, the cheaper end of the
advertising market. Display ads are
usually found at the back of magazines,
often in among the small ads. There are
two main aims you want to achieve with a
display ad: to capture the reader's
attention, and to convey your message
as simply and quickly as you can.

Look at a page of ads (you can use the
Acorn User small ads), and see which
ones you notice first. These are the most
successful ones. From a design
standpoint, there are ways you can
increase your advert's notice-ability, for
example with the use of white space. In a
page of ads, your eye is often drawn first
to ads with more white space. Ads with a
sizable amount of white space also tend
to evoke a more classy perception.

Of course, that then presents a
different problem: the more white space
you provide, the less area there is for
conveying your message. Therefore,
make your message simple and snappy.
Ifyou sell toilet seats, for example, a
large headline which says "Super Toilet
Seats!" might draw the reader's eye,
especially if they're thinking of buying a
toilet seat. You have simply said all that
needed to be said, and all subsidiary
information can be smaller, only
accessible to those who are interested in

pursuing the subject.
Let's take a specific example: we'll

design a small monochrome display ad to
be placed on a page of mono display
ads. Let's say we have a business selling
plant pots: Perfect Plant Pots. Before
starting the design, you need to decide
what your message is. What do you want
to convey? Can you simplify it? Can you
tease the reader with just a few words to

draw them in to read more?

It could be simply that our plant pots
are very good, and we'd like the reader to
visit our Web site to find out more. Do we

want an illustration? Well, in this case, we

want people to see an example of our
pots, so a taster illustration is not a bad
idea. Finally, we want the reader to be
able to get more information if required,
so either supply a URLor contact details:
telephone, e-mail, address if it's relevant.
Now we should know WHAT we want to

say, and it's time to think about HOW to
say it.

First, define the shape and size. With

display ads, this is more or less defined
for you; you'll be buying a square or
rectangle, usually the width of a column.
Let's say it's 40 x 60mm. Draw a
rectangle the exact size of the ad (to get
high accuracy measurements, use
Drawbox - URL below - which keeps the
outside dimensions regardless of line
thickness). Look at this "blank canvas" for
a while. Often an idea can form as the

creative juices start to flow.
The next stage is deciding how to

position information visually for the best
effect. Take the heading first.The heading
will either be your company name, or a
short, snappy statement to invite the
reader to investigate more. Our heading
is both. "Perfect Plant Pots" is the name

of the firm, and also nicely describes
what we do, so that's our hook, our

heading. Type it out.

PERFECT

P1ANT PQTS

A word about fonts. You have a wide

range of fonts you can try. Change the
font a few times, see what looks best. Be

warned, though: many people use fancy

fonts without considering how readable
the result will be. Keep in mind that your
prime concern is that the message can
be read. If the font reads well and looks

good, it's a bonus. The subsidiary
information - contact details, and so on -

can be displayed in a small font size; if
people have had their attention grabbed,
they'll seek out these details.

Once you've decided on a font for your

$
PERFECT

PIANT PQTS

Tel: 0123 456789

www.perfectpots.co.uk

heading, place the heading in your box.
Move it around, resize it, play with it. In
our ad we have three elements: the

logo/heading, the illustration and the
contact details. Group the components of
each of these elements so you can move
them around like a jigsaw puzzle, trying
various layouts. Resize the elements,
change their positions.

In the example below I've gone for a
centred design with plenty of white space
on either side. The bare minimum of

information is given: if people want to find
out more, they'll phone or visit the Web
site.

Bear in mind that although you have a
monochrome ad, that doesn't mean you
can't use colour. All shades of grey are
available, and in the example below, the
paper colour (white) is used as a second
colour.

Your display ad has to jostle and fight
for attention; give it the extra weight it
needs to rise above the throng.

PERFECT

PLANT PQTS

#
Tel: 0123 456789 • www.perfectpots.co.uk

Nigel Gatherer
gmpfiick@&colm^us$KCQmi

<U>® ®\



Surftec
Internet Computer Solutions Latest Prices June 2002

Logitech Mice
Logitech Optical Mice
WheelMouseOptical PS2/USB
Wheel Mouse Optical withAcorn Adapter
MouseMan Wheel Optical PS2/USB
MouseMan Wheel Optical withAcorn Adapter
PilotWheel Mousb Optical PS2/USB
Pilot Wheel Mouse Optical withAcorn Adapter

Cordless Optical Mouse Cordless MouseMan

Logitech Carded Mice
Mini Wheel Mouse PS2/USB

MiniWheelMousewith AcornAdapter
Pilot Wheel Mouse PS2/USB

Pilot WheelMousewith AcornAdaptor

Logitech Cordless Mice
Cordless Wheel Mouse PS2/USB

Cordless Wheel Mouse with Acorn Adaptor
Cordless MouseMan PS2/USB

Cordless MouseMan withAcorn Adaptor
Cordless TrackMan PS2/USB

Cordless TraclcMan withAcorn Adaptor
Cordless Optical MousePS2/USB *NEW*
Cordless Optical Mouse withAcorn Adaptor *NEW*

excVAT

27.00

33.00

42.00

54.00

1B.D0

30.00

inn VAT

31.72

45.B2

4B.35

63.45

21.15

35.25

v
Pilot WheelMouseOptical

bxc VAT inc VAT

17.00 19.97

29.00 34.07

17.00 19.97

29.00 34.07

bxc VAT

2B.00

40.00

46.00

56.00

39.00

51.0D

3B.B0

50.00

inc VAT

32.90

47.00

54.05

66.15

45.B2

59.92

44.65

56.75

Digital Cameras
Epson Digital Cameras bxc VAT inc VAT

PhotoPC 2100Z (3.1 MegaPixel) - CompactFlash 305.53 359.00
PhotoPC 3100Z(4.8MegaPixel) - CompactFlash 467.23 549.00

mmm
GV10 0V230D 0V3500 0V4000

Casio Digital Cameras bxcVAT inc VAT
GV10,1.3 megapixel, CompactFlash.-Watertight design* 237.36 276.92
QV2900,2.11 mega pixel,CompactFlash, Bxopticalzoom 351.25 412.72
0V3500, 3.34 megapixel, CompactFlash, 3x optical zoom 316.25 371.59
0V40D0, 4.13megapixel, CompactFlash, 3x optical zoom 450.00 526.75
CasioCamera Power Adaptor 29.00 34.07

Digital Camera Accessories
Digital Camera Media Card Readers exc VAT inc VAT
CompactFlash Parallel Beader with BISC OSDrivers 79.D0 92.82
SmartMedia Parallel Beader with RISC OS Drivers 79.00 92.B2

+ Add Photodesk's PhotoShow Software 20.00 23.50

•i- Add Warm Silence Software's Wln95FS 25.00 29.37

Long Life Digital Camera Batteries bxc VAT inc VAT
5 BourChargerwith 2 sets of 4 AA 1500mAH Batteries 20.00 23.50
Additional 2 pack ofAA1500mAil Batteries 5.00 5.B7

Digital Camera Media
SmartMedia Media

8MB

16MB

32MB

64MB

128MB

CompactFlash Media
8MB

16MB

32MB

64MB

128MB

256MB

340MB IBM MicroDrlve

IBB IBM MicroDrive

TFT Displays

bxc VAT inc VAT

B.4D 9.87

9.60 11.2B

16.20 19.03

25.20 29.61

52.60 62.04

exc VAT inc VAT

15.60 18.33

13.20 15.51

1B.00 21.15

27.60 32.43

49.20 57.B1

90.00 105.75

160.65 1B9.00

2B8.51 339.00

Iiyama TFT Screens bxc VAT inc VAT
381715" TFT, 1024x768 335.00 393.62

381915" TFT, 1024 x 768, DVI-I, Optional Audio Upgrade 375.00 440.62
3B35 15" TFT,1024 x 768, DVI-I, USB, Rotation 419.00 492.32

jdi/, ia in 3819,15"TFT 3B35,15" TFT

4314 17" TFT, 12B0x 1024 469.00 551.07
431517"TFT, 12B0 x 1024,DVI-I, Optional Audio Upgrade 525.00 616.87
4332 17" TFT,1280 x 1024, DV1-I x 2, Video, USD, Flotation 615.00 722.62

JET
4314,17" TFT 4315.17" TFT 4332,17" TFT

4611 IB" TFT, 12B0 x 1024 649.00 762.57

4636 1B.1"TFT,12B0x 1024, DVI-I,Video, USB, Audio 699.00 821.32

4637 1B.1"TFT,1280x1024, DVI-Ix 2, Video, USB, But' 765.00 B98.B7
4B31 19" TFT,1600 x 1200, DVI-I,USB, Audio, flotation 1,160.00 1,363.00

4B11,1B"TFT 463B, 1B.1"TFT 4S37,lB.rTFT 4B31,19"TFT

CRT Displays
Iiyama CRT Screens bxc VAT inc VAT
Vision Master 1352,15" CBT, 1024 x 768 @ 67Hz 91.00 106.92

Vision Master 1402,17" CBT, 1024 x 768 @ B5Bz 125.00 146.87
Vision Master 406,17" CBT, 1260x1024 @ 80Bz 179.00 210.32

We now accept credit
and debit cards...

Everything listed is
RISC OS compatible!



Next Day Delivery
on all orders received before 3pm*

'Subject to stock availability.
June 20D2

CRT Displays
Vision Master 407,17" CBT, 1600 x 1200 @ 75Hz

Vision Master Pro 1411,17" CBT, 1024 x 76B @ 85Bz
Vision Master Pro 413,17" CRT, 1600 x 1200 @ 75Hz
Vision Master 1451, 19" CRT, 1600 x 1200 @ 75Hz

Vision Master 452,19" CRT, 1600 x 1200 @ 75Hz

Vision Master Pro 452,19" CRT, 1600 x 1200 @ 75Bz
Vision Master Pro 454,19" CRT, 1800 x 1440 @ B5Hz
Vision Master 505, 21" CRT, 1800 x 1440 @ 75Hz
Vision Master Pro 511, 22" CRT, 1800 x 1440 @ 75Hz
VisionMaster Pro 512, 22" CRT, 2048 x 1536 @ 85Rz

2ft

1B9.00 222.07

135.00 158.62

169.00 19B.57

165.00 193.B7

230.00 270.25

265.00 311.37

285.00 334.B7

4B0.00 564.00

475.00 558.12

545.00 640.37

VM 1402 17" VM 1451 19" VM505 21* VM Pro 512 22"

Printers
Epson Colour Laser Printers exc VAT inc VAT

AcuLaserC2000PS, 600dpi, 20ppm mono,5ppm colour. 1,672.50 1,965.19
AcuLaser C2000PSDT, with Duplex and extrapaper tray. 2,468.75 2,900.7B
AcuLaser C4000PS, fastpostscript networkcolour laser. 2,395.00 2,B14.12

EpsonC2000PSDT Colour Laser

Fast Colour Laser Printing
from RISC OS!

The superb Epson AcuLaser C2000PS
PostScript Colour Laser Printer provides

wonderfully clear and crisp colour
prints directly from RISCOS.

Starting at just £1,672.50

HP Laser Printers bxc VAT inc VAT

HPLaserJet 2200D, 1200dpi- IB PPM - Duplex 573.85 674.27
HPLaserJet 2200DT, as 2200D with additional paper tray 700.35 B22.91
HP LaserJet 2200DN, as 2200D with Network Interface 668.85 B09.40

HPLaserJet 2200DTN, as 2200DT with Network Interface 94B.75 1,114.76
HP LaserJet 4100,1200dpi - 24ppm 603.65 944.52
HP LaserJet 4100N,as 41D0 withNetwork Interface 1,033.65 1,214.77
HP LaserJet 4100TN, as 4100Nwith additional paper tray 1,148.B5 1,349.90
HP LaserJet 4100DTN, as 4100TN with duplex 1,378.65 1,620.15

HP Colour Laser Printers exc VAT inc VAT

HPColourLaserJet 4550, 600dpi, 16PPM Mono,4 PPM C 1,376.65 1,620.15
HP Colour LaserJet 4550N, as 4550with Network Interlace 1,608.85 1,890.40
HP Colour LaserJet 4550DN, as 4550Nwith duplex 2,472.50 2,905.19
HPColourLaserJet 4550HDN, as 4550DN with 12BMB 2,655.00 3,119.62

Projectors
Phillips
cSmart, SVGA 1000 ANSILumens
cBright, SVGA 1500 ANSI Lumens

SONY XGA Projectors
CX10 XGA 1200 ANSI Lumens (ex-demo)
CX11 XGA 1500 ANDI Lumens

bxc VAT inc VAT

1,602.00 1.BB2.35
1,993.20 2,342.01

bxc VAT inc VAT

2,064.25 2,425.49

2,792.20 3,280.B3

Scanners
Epson SCSI Scanners
Perfection 1640SU (1600dpi) USB/SCSI
GT7000 (ex-demo) SCSI

exc VAT inc VAT

211.91 248.99

70.00 82.25

The Epson Perfection 1640SU
SCSI Scanner. Fast and easy

scanning for RISC OS!

Starting at just £211.91
Twain Driver and SCSICard are required!

EpsonPerfection 1B4DSU Scanner

Network Hubs and Switches
Netgear Switch
4PortlO/100mbpsHub
6PortlO/100mbpsHub
5 Port10/1OOmbps Switch
BPort 10/1ODmhps Switch
16 Port10/100mbps Switch

FS1D5, b h)rt Switch FS10B,ti Port Switch

bxc VAT inc VAT

20.00 23.50

26.00 30.55

45.00 62.50

65.00 76.37

120.00 141.00

FS11B, IBPortSwitch

Network Interface Cards
Network Interface Cards

100mbpsBISCPC/A7000NIC
DesignIT lOmbps BISC PC/A7000NIC

exc VAT

79.00

94.00

Network Accessories

Network Accessories

1 Meter, CAT 5 Patch Cable(Blue)
2 Meter, CAT5 Patch Cable (Blue)

3 Meter, CAT 5 Patch Cable (Blue)
5 Meter, CAT 5 Patch Cable (Blue)
15 Meter, CAT 5 Patch Cable (Blue)
30 Meter, CAT 5 Patch Cable (Blue)

Eicon Diva 1B30 ISDN Router

APCUPS

700va [Net

lOOOva lNet

1500va iNet

2200va lNet

Power Dackup

bxc VAT

1.93

2.10

2.70

4.34

17.15

26.00

229.50

exc VAT

196.80

255.13

350.40

53B.69

inc VAT

92.92

110.45

inc VAT

2.27

2.47

3.17

5.10

20.15

32.90

269.66

inc VAT

231.24

299.7B

411.72

632.96

VGA/Keyboard/Mouse Sharing
A-Ten Consols Sharing bxc VAT inc VAT
4 WayMouse, Keyboard, MonitorAutomaticSwitch Box 118.69 139.46
6 WayMouse, Keyboard, MonitorAutomaticSwitch Box 243.75 2B6.41
8 Way Mouse, Keyboard, MonitorAutomaticSwitch Box 36B.75 433.2B
16 WayMouse, Keyboard, MonitorAutomaticSwitch Box B68.75 1,020.78
Switch Box Bundled Lead, 2 x PS2,1 x VGA 15.63 18.37

Seen a price cheaper elsewhere?
Please give us a call, provide us with details

and we'll do our best to better that price!

Tel: +44 (0)1428 608121 • Fax: +44 (0)1428 608123 • E-Mail: sales@surftec.com • WWW: http://www.surftec.com

Sales Hotline: 0142BE0B121 Surftecr)SurftecLtd • Burma Cottage • Glen Boad • Beacon Hill • Hindhead • Surrey • GU26 60E • UK
Internet Computer Solutions

Prices are correctat timeof going to pressand are subject to change withoutnotice. E&OE. €5 Surftec Ltd, 2002 - Surftec isa trading nameof Surftec Ltd.
Carriage charge is £5 for small items (less than 5kg), 65p per kg thereafter.
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Tek: a new beginning

Medicine without frontiers

Like rather too many products
in the RISC OS market at the

moment, this one has taken rather a

long time to come to market. On the
other hand, like a lot of the promised
products in the RISC OS market, it has
arrived at last.

TEK is a realtime strategy game, it's
not a shoot'em up so it should appeal
to quite a wide range of people, it does
require thought, concentration and
probably more than one attempt at
each level - well it did for me.

It is not hard to play as there is not
too many different options, things are
fairly logically structured, but the
possible variations both in your
decisions and in the different scenarios

keeps the interest levels high.
Now we have had quite a lot of

coverage of the game, how the
graphics were done and so on but now
we've had it in our hands and this is

the realt thing.
What we have here is something that

is similar in type to the Dune or
Cannon Fodder strategy games, you
have your forces and there are the
opposing forces. You build up your
power using energy production to
create additional forces of different

types and fight the opposing group
which is doing exactly the same thing.

As you will have a lot of individual
units under your control you are able to
leave them to their own devices, give
them instructions in terms of what

actions to take, set them up in groups
with a leader - then you only have to
give instructions to the leader in order
to get the entire group to act that way.

By careful deployment of your forces
you attack and overcome the
opposition in order to achieve your
mission orders. At the simplest level
this can be 'wipe out the opposition'
but usually there is more to it: take
over the buildings of the opposing
force, build specific buildings and place
them, and no doubt others lOve not yet
come across.

The scenario

Naturally a game has to have a
scenario so here it is: The year is 2012
and multinational corporations have
started to buy smaller countries so that
the only purpose of the population is to
work for the company. Apparently this
brings peace and stops hunger, but it
also wipes out individualism and
national pride.

(20

Four years later there is a global
nuclear war which somehow manages
not to wipe everyone out, the reason
for this is the drug called SHOQ. This
is needed to prevent death by radiation
poisoning.

The corporations are still functioning
but only two of them know how to
produce SHOQ and in the nature of
multinational corporations each one
intends to have a monopoly. The two
companies are New Health
Corporation, run from Europe and the
Yamamoto Star which, surprise, is
Japanese. Note the refreshingly
complete lack of anything American.

Each company possesses private
armies intended to defend its SHOQ

transports however the word 'defend' is
used in its widest possible sense.

The history, as written by the
European faction, is that NHC did have
a SHOQ monopoly but the Japanese
company stole it. In response Unit
1608 was created to protect NHCOs
SHOQ supplies and production. And
you are in charge of Unit 1608 - and if
you fail Yamamoto Star will have the
monopoly instead and all the
governments of Earth will be controlled
by blackmail.

(The cynic in me wonders why this
won't also apply to NHC, but this is
only a game so I guess we have to be
the ones in the White Hats and they
have to be the ones in the Black Hats.)

Installation

The game itself comes on CD and
needs 40Mb free on your hard disc for

installation, it also needs the game in
the CD as well because even with the

40Mb installation data is still read off

the CD.

TEK is playable on anything from a
machine running with an ARM7500
upwards, so that includes the Castle
Odyssey, Riscstation R7500s, Rise
PCs and so on. At least a StrongARM
is recommended.

You put the CD in, double-click on
the Install icon, drag the icon to the
location on the hard disc you want the
game installed and let it get on with it.
There are other directories on the hard

disc containing several other games
including BotKiller and BotKiller2, Ankh
and Exodus. You may have these
already but if not they are a worthy
inclusion N I particularly like the
BotKiller games.

There is also a manual, this has 28
pages and covers everything you need
to know in a terse way, I did need to
refer to it frequently at the start and,
since you can't pause the game, this
lead to my downfall on a couple of
occasions.

I'll also mention at this point that
there doesn't seem to be anyway to
abandon a lost mission. There comes a

point in a game like this, just as in
chess, where you know that you can't
win and there is no point in continuing.
I could not find any obvious way of
giving up. I could only wait until the
enemy finally got around to beating me
whicy could take a while.

Starting play



Launch the game in the usual way and
pass quickly through the loading
screens until you get to the main
menu, you can opt to load a previously
saved game or start afresh.

You can save between missions,
there are probably just too many
variables and settings to save a
complete running game.

You can alter, as options, the size of
screen that you play on, for less
powerful processors a smaller screen
is better, and also the sound volume.

In the standard installation you then
choose between the beginners trial
level and starting the real missions,
there is an implication in the manual
that further "campaigns" might become
available.

The first battle

The beginning screen gives you
command of four or five troop units. It's
not clear exactly what these are,
whether they are individuals, or indeed
actually living - since they can be
produced in a factory one must
assume they are robots.

Using these you seek out and attack
the enemy base which is not very far to
the south east of you - I'm not really
giving anything away there.

I really
think that

something
more than

this should

have been

provided
because it

really doesn't
give you
much in the

way of scope
for practice.
However it

could be

argued that
since you
have to keep
attempting
the same

mission again
and again
until you
succeed the

actual

missions, as they build up in difficulty
level, provide a training ground.

My view, as someone who gets very
involved in this kind of thing, is that if
I'm playing a real mission then it's a
real mission and the tension level is so

much higher. I just get really stressed
out if I feel like I'm losing the battle for

the whole world, you know?
Anyway how do we play? Each unit

has a number of attributes, some are

fixed: Armour, Speed, Weapon,
Production Cost and perhaps a special
ability.; Plus there are variable
attributes: Energy, Loyalty, Morale and
Experience.

You click with the pouse pointer on a
unit to select it, you can use
Shift+Select to add or subtract a unit to

the currently selected ones. You can
also drag a box on screen to select or
de-select one or more units.

Selected units can be instructed to

have different behaviour. Just clicking
on the ground will cause the selected
units to head to that spot, this is pretty
much all you need for the training
mission. Alt+Click tells all selected

units to fire at the point targeted.
Click Menu to pop-up a graphical

menu which allows you to assign tasks
to the unit. These are usually: Wait,
Guard - you specify which unit should
be guarded it can be one that is
moving; Search area, the unit travels
round the area selected looking for
enemies; Patrol, you can set up patrol
routes (from a separate window) and
here you can assign it; Quiet or
Aggressive, in Quiet mode the unit will

shoot at enemies but not move towards

them, in Aggressive mode it will move.
Under certain circumstances there

are additional icons: If you have
multiple units selected you have an
icon to make the current unit into the

leader for the selected group; from
then on you only need to give that one

•c Strategy

orders for the rest to follow.

You can create extra camera

windows, if the unit being clicked on is
in a camera window you get an icon
which will make that camera track and

follow that unit. Best used on the

leader of a group, or on a unit that has
been sent to scout an area so you can
see what it sees.

The Transporter unit also has its own
icons to instruct it to load or unload

cargo.

What toys you can have
Let's now look at the actual units

available and what they can do. As
previously mentioned you have the
basic Trooper, low armour, slow, light
gun but with the special ability of
capturing an enemy building - critically
important.

Ghost and Cossack are tanks, the
former being heavier and slower, but
better armoured than the latter, the

Dervish is the jeep with good speed,
medium gun but little armour. An
alternative to that is the Bloodhound

which is a walking battle machine with
the same cost (unless that's a typo in
the manual, I never got to build one)
but a better gun and better armour.

One feature of the game is that there
are terrain

objects which
can obscure

the view and

even if you
have mapped
part of the
landscape,
only if you
have units in

an area can

you see what's
going on
there.

I mention the

terrain

because the

above units

are limited by
what they can
travel over.

When it comes

to the Drone,
Angel and
Raven those

limitations do not apply. The Drone has
no weapons and little armour but is a
cheap, fast scout. The Angel has a
light gun and some armour, it can be
quite devastating because it can fly
straight to your HQ and start taking
pot-shots. The Raven is slower with
more armour and a heavier gun.

21 • ,
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STARRING

Engelke, Hein,
Speckhart, Zirk

Technical Director

Creative Director
Coordination
Programming

Dominik Heide
Jan Klose
David Youngs
Barry Aulton
Lee Johnston

Music
Voice

cs Marco Bahn

Ivon Brandao

Max Palmer
Marco Bahn
Alexander
Van Ingen

There are two fixed guns which you
can build and transport to their proper
location, Guardian and Defender. Not
too expensive to produce and certainly
a necessary option for fortifying your
bases and advanced positions.

Real estate

Apart from the combat units there are
also some types of building that you
can create, and these are critical to the
game.

The most important two are the
Factory and the Hauling Plant. The
latter is the energy generation unit and
the more you have working for you the
faster you will be able to build new
buildings and units. Similarly the more
of these that the enemy has active, the
more energy he will have to build the
opposition.

Most buildings, particularly the
Hauling Plants and Factories, can be
occupied by the enemy - and the
enemy ones can be occupied by you.
You simply shoot at them until they
turn grey and send in a trooper at
which point they are yours and any
power from a Hauling Plant goes to
you instead of them.

As you can see it is quite important
to locate and capture the enemy's
Hauling Plants as soon as you can, far
more important than destroying or
capturing their factories.

So other buildings include the Repair
Station, which can re-energise
damaged units; Headquarters, lose
that and you've lost the game but you
can build another to work from, you
must have at least one; Radar
buildings can be used to see further.

»•(£

The Factory works like this: You have
an energy store and in any particular
mission there will be a set of blueprints
for units and buildings that you can
have. You select an object to construct
and the factory starts, you can create a
whole list of items to build and in what

order so you don't have to keep
coming back to it.

More interestingly you can modify
the blueprint of an existing object to
create something new, you can change
its weaponry, speed and so on. Then
build it.

What's it like?

I found the training mission very easy,
controlling the trooper units is not a
problem but when I went into the first
mission I did have a false impression
of how easy it would be. I was wiped
out three times before I could work out

a strategy that seemed to work well.
Drones are irritating, they don't seem

to be very good at obeying orders. It is
definitely worth creating groups with
leaders I found it easiest to think with a

group of troopers and a jeep (sorry,
Dervish) as its leader.

In the first mission (jungle/swamp
based) you have to defend your HQ
while attacking and capturing the
enemy's HQ which is located fairly
nearby but across a narrow causeway.
Now that causeway caused no end of
problems with my units who found it
very hard to get across without my
undivided attention directing them
every step of the way. perhaps using
the Wait command might have helped.

The mission advice says protect your
own HQ, actually an all-out attack

serves better. The enemy has a factory,
you don't, you have to get over there,
take over the factory and the hauling
plants as fast as possible before he
has time to build up troops for defence.
Obviously the more firepower you take
with you, the better.

In these circumstances the drone

was useful (eventually) in scouting out
the location of the hauling plants but
also in being useful as an additional
target. To be honest I can see definite
mileage in creating a modified drone
that is slower and has even less

armour. All you need do is create
dozens of them and set them off

patrolling a specific defensive
perimeter where they would act as
cannon fodder if any attacking force
happened to turn up.

Once I had got the hang of that
mission it was easy but the next one
was tougher. Here you are located in
the desert with your own factory and
you have to build and protect a second
HQ while wiping out the opposition
forces. You are in a position to build
new forces rapidly but I hadn't learned
the golden rule by the time I had to
stop and write this review.

In this mission the enemy once again
has a lot of hauling plants, you have to
find them and capture them as fast as
you can otherwise you will very rapidly
be overwhelmed by the forces being
built against you - and the enemy is
very keen on using Angels against you.
They come in fast and make straight
for the factory and HQ. Very nasty.

Summing up
I really enjoyed this, I wish I had had
more time to play it before writing the
review. There is a lot of depth to it and
I have really only scratched the
surface. Buy it, you will have fun.

Product: TEK

Price: £30
Supplier: R-Comp Interactive,

22 Robert Moffat,
High Leigh,
Knutsford, Cheshire
WA16 6PS

Tel: 01925 755043

Fax: 01925 757377
E-mail: rci@rcomp.co.uk
Web: www.rcomp.co.uk

Steve Turnbull

stevet@acornuser.com m
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mStatiom In-Car iVVP3 Jukebox,

The Latest In-Car Entertainment - 3000 Song MP3 Julceb
Wc listen to more music in our cars than anywhere else - 6 CDs is jusl not enough! station will change the way we listen to music.
imagine having a small jukebox containing your entire music collection, allowing you to listen to any track from every album you have ever
owned, instantly - that's mstation! Compactas a CD autochangcr, iuStation is easily added to your existing car stereo and stores over 3000
ofyour all-time favouritesongs,allowing you to listen to any one of them instantly. Workingin conjunction with your PC, you can transfer
any of your own CDs lo station in less than 6 minutes using a specially developed version of RealJukebox - the world's favourite jukebox
software. Music is stored on the Station using the MP3 audio technology. Most MP3 playershave typically32Mb of storage, station has
10Gb! MP3 filesarc stored in directories you choose,so you can fileyour songs how you like,by artist, in albums, music type ( pop, rock,classical, easy listening..) etc. making
it easyto select the typeof musicyouor your partner wishesto hear instantly. Minimum requirements:. PC with free 51a" Bay & IDE interface, Wind0WS®98SE or later.

As reviewed in July's issue of In-Cars magazine, Similar units in Halfords for £499 ( 23/04/02 fitted
Join the Digital age install a mStation 1VIP3 jukebox: now. Full 1 Year Warranty

i

£149.00 (£175.08)
•while stocks lctst:
More Options on Web:

mStation crcur kit includes:

mStation

Cd to MP3 Software
PC Docking Station
In-Car docking station
In-Car Wireless remote
Cables & mounting Kit
FM modulator
Carry case

mStation

mStation ion 2 Pocket:
The Latest version with Redesigned controls
with back lighting for easier control at
night. Redesigned connections allowing
easy mounting in confined spaces

£199.99 (£234.99)
40Gb ( 12,000 Songs ) £269 ( £316.08 )
60Gbf 18,000 Songs ) £329 ( £384.93 )

fULi ttAUy^rbm. Oyer Stock &Failed Orders
DELL Servers. Upto 65% Saving over Dell current
prices, Most models, PE300 to 6400, PA-Web & Cache.
Full list on Web. All are new and unused Dell failed
orders. Free standing and Rack Mount models.
90 Day RTB Warranty.

Examples:
PE300 800MHz, 10Gb IDE, 128Mb, CD/Net £325 (£381.88)
PE1300 700MHz, 9Gb SCSI 256Mb CD/Net £425 (£499.38)
PE1400 933MHz 9Gb SCSI 256Mb CD/Net £459 (£539.33 )
PE2450 Dual733MHz, 2x 18Gb SCSI, 512Mb, 2 PSU £995 (£1169.13 )
PE2450 Dual 866MHz, 36Gb SCSI, 512Mb, 2 PSU £1155 (£1357.13 )
PE6450 DualXeon (Quad Ready )700/lMb, 1Gb, 4x 9Gb SCSI 3 PSU £2995 (£3519.13 )
PE6450 Dual Xeon (Quad Ready )700/lMb, 2Gb. 2x 9Gb SCSI 3 PSUE3185 ( £3742.38

DELL PC S, GX100, 110, 150, 200, 240 &400. All use INTEL Pentium'in
or 4 Processorswithspeeds to 2GHz, CD RomCD-RW and DVD Options, Networking
as standard All arc Unused and havebeenrc-lcstcd. Supplied with Driver CD, Keyboard
&Mouse, 90Day RTB Warranty,Extendable (Monitoror Operating systemNOT Included )
Sample Prices, Stocks Vary, See Web:
GX100 800MHZ1, 20G, 64Mb. CD, Net £289 (£339.58)
GX110 1000MHz2, 10G, 256Mb, CD, Net £459 (£539.33 )
GX150 800MHz2, IX, 128Mb, CD, Net £389 (£457.08)
GX2001000MHz2, 20G, 256Mb, CD, Net £479 (£562.83)
GX240 1700MHz3, 20G, 256Mb, CD, Net £589 (£692.08 )
Manyother Spec's available Call or See Web for details.

2 INTEL Pentium*HI. 3 Pentium®IV & 1 Celeron™ Processors.

DELL NOtebOOkS, Fully refurbished to as New.
optional but supplied with driver CD. Allnotebooks come with
case. 1 Year return to Base Warranty. Full List on our Web

Example Prices Inspiron Models:
Insp2500, IChz, 20Gb/128Mb, 15"DVD/CDRW, WinXP,New
Insp4000.750Mhz, 6Gb/256Mb, 14.1"CD
Insp8000.700Mhz, 20Gb/128Mb, 15"1400x 1050 DVD
Insp8100, lGhz, 30Gb/256Mb. 15"1600x 1200 DVD/CDRW
Example Prices Lattitude Models:
LatC500,700MHzC, 10Gb/128Mb. 14.1" CD,Mod,Net
Lat C610,1000MHz, 20Gb/512Mb, 1400x1050 14.1"CD.Mod.Ncl
Lat C800,800MHz, 6Gb/128Mb, 14.1" 1400x 1050,CD.Mod
LatL400, 700MHz, 10Gb/128Mb, 12.1" CD.Mod.Net

A portable version of mStation. Hold all your music collection
in your pocket. Even use it as a portable
backup for your PC or Notebook, have those
important files backed up independent of
your PC. Simple to use USB Interface.

10Gb

20Gb

3000 Songs
6000 Songs

£179

£225

£210.33

£264.38

iVVoNirOR.S e TJFT'
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Large stock of NEC,
Hitachi, Dell & Compaq
FST &Trinitron monitors. Resolutions

upto 2048x 1536, 0.21Dp & 0.24Ag.
1 Year / 90 Day RTB Warranty.
See Web for extensive list

New

15" 1024X 768 £62 ( £72.85 )
17" 1280x1024 £95 (£111.63)
17" 1600x1200 £125 (£146.88)
19" 1600x 1200 £145 ( £170.38 ]

As New/Refurb
Refurb Sold Out

From £75 (£88.13)
From £85 (£99.88)
From £115 (£135.13

Operating system
a New Dell Carry
site.

£1049 (£123258)
£739 ( £86833)
£809 ( £95058)
£1519 (£1784.83)

£629

£1179

£759

£769

(£739.08)
(£1385.33)
(£891.83)
I £903.58)

Prices Shown in brackets are Inclusive ofVAT. E&OE.
DELTA &Switch Cards are FREE. Credit &AMEX surcharged @ 2%. Prices exclude delivery byCity
Link courier rates. All goods arc newunless otherwise slated. New items are warranted for 1year
and 2nd usergoods arc warranted for90Days. Prices subject to changewithout notice.
Goods arenot supplied ona trial basis ifitems arereturned for restocking a charge will apply.
Saturn Computersterms & conditionswill apply copy available on request.
Designated trademarks and brands are the property of their respective owners.
Opening Hours 9Am - 6Pm Monday lo Friday. *««11«m1».. »„.,„:.,*»„»,♦
Stocks arc finite. Please call to check availability before travelling. {.QMS Dy AppOintulQlL
#332
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NEC 15" TFT. Model LS15 & 1530V. 1024x 768@75Hz,
New with 1Year warranty. f?*J"| JZ ( p?1^? f/7 \

Lexim+sjrk: InkJet Printers

Some of the Highest resolution printers on
the market @ an unbelievable price!, Fully
factory Refurbished As New with New Heads*.
Z13 1200 X1200 6ppm USB 0nly£28 ( £32.90 )
222*1200 X1200 6.5ppm +USB £32 ( £37.60
232*1200 X1200 lOppm +USB £45 £52.88
242*2400 X1200 lOppm +USB £54 ( £63.45
X73 2400 Print & 48Bit Scan £89 ( £104.58 )
Combined colour printer, scanner and copier
(with PC ).All with 90Day RTBWarranty, Extendable to 1 Year.

SCSI & Networking
Large selection of SCSI Disks, RAID Controllers, Cables, Enclosures, DAT, DLT,

JTape drives, Network Starter kits, Cards, Hubs, Switches, Network Cables.
See our web site for full selection

SATURN

Tel: 01189 73 33 73
Fax: 01189 73 53 73

SATURN COMPUTERS LIMITED
9 Ivanhoe Road, Hogwood Lane IndustrialEstate,
Finchampstead, Wokingham, Berks, RG40 4QQ



Domain names
Why register your own domain?

• A unique Internet identity
Once registered, your domain Is yours to own indcf inctcly
Register your surname, company, organisation, product or trademark - before someone else doesl

- Reduce spam by changing your email address
Also, all our clients receive a free guide to help them reduce unwanted email

• Flexibility of using any ISP and not having to change email addresses

Pricing
Domain registration with forwarding

2 yonr registrations

£20

£40

.CO.UK, .ORG.UK

.COM, .NET, .ORG,

.INFO, .BIZ

.UK.COM, .GB.COM,

.UK.NET, .GB.NET

Domain registration fee:

DNS Hosting

Email forwarding
URL forwarding

.COM, .ORG and .NET long-term

1 year only (.com. .not. .org) £25

5 years £100

10 years £180

Extras :

POPS mailboxes £10

Mailing list £50
Auto-responder £20
Transparent forwarding £10

We can also host or even design your web site

Professional hosting with cgi-bin, PHP4, and MySQL available!

II 'tMinas[amPLitEr£tnrmri
Ci '•iii-.l
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domains@spellinw
Tel. 07785 935497

45 Hillview Close

Purley
Surrey. CR81

We support the 3^

C@mpkins Future Vision
CANON DIGITAL CENTRE IN CAMBRIDGE

Your local centre to handle
the latest technology

From camera to computer to print.
Check for latest special prices on

camcorders, cameras, printers
and scanners.

WaTlo^
SPECIAL DISPLAY CLEARANCE ITEMS

Olympus C700
OlympusC3000
Olympus C1
Olympus C1 zoom.
Olympus C2
Olympus C200

..£369.00

,.£319.00

..£135.00

..£149.99

..£145.00

..£189.99

Olympus C2040 £329.'

Olympus C860L
1.3MP FANTASTIC OFFER

.£119.99

Kodak DC3215 £140.00
Fuji6900 £550.00
Canon A10 £189.00

Canon A20 £219.00

Pentax E1 2000 £339.00
Spypen £59.99
Nikon 995 £499.99

Jenoptik JD 350 £59.99

LATEST MODELS

FROM

NIKON-CANON - FUJI

- PENTAX - OLYMPUS

AVAILABLE NOW!

USED ITEMS

Canon Pro 70 £395.00

Olympus 860L in under water housing £249.00
Fuji 1300 £109.00
Minota Zoom 1500 £119.00

CAMPKINS FUTURE VISION
12A KINGS PARADE, CAMBRIDGE CB2 US TEL: 01223 368087

11 ROSE CRESENT, CAMBRIDGE CB2 3LP
TEL: 01223 353335, 01223 364223

sales@campkinsfuturevision.co.uk
www.campkinsfuturevision.co.uk

www.tau-press.com

• Concept
• Design
• Authoring
• Layout
• Print

• Mailing

MURES • CATALOGUES • MAGAZINES

The complete publishing solution
28a Middle Hillgate, Stockport, SKI 3AY. Tel: 0161 429 8902 Fax: 0161 429 0685 E-mail: enquiries@tau-press.com
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First prize

il^rfirfgfli^

plUlii^rll mailboxes ho^4^n yoyr dbjriaih

Runners up

i|o)ii(N)r.org.uk2 year registration

»i'EI^I§ll^iSM^^i^^^^^S^i^6>8i.'DNS hosting, Email ferwarding URL forwarding

Spellings CompJ^r/^rvjees also> fi<3lt and; run th0 Association ^^(^^M^^rpps Web site atwwwaaug.net

How to Enter

All you have to doto enter thisgreatcompetition is answer the following question and send the answer, with your nameand

address, to Acorn Us,e,r..lf you win SpellingsComputerServices wilf work with you to find the domain name that you want.

So here's the question:

What is the domain name of the Assocation of Acorn User Groups?

Sendyour answer-toi Domain Name Competition, Acorn User, 28a Middle^ Hjllgate, Stockport SK1 3AY.

Competition closes 31st July 2002
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Artworks: A new beginning
You've read the book

now draw the

picture! A couple of
issues ago Martin
Wuerthner, the new power
behind Artworks. He

explained his history with
the program and how he
had come to take over all

its development and
marketing.

It's quite a story made
all the more special by the
fact that this program is
over ten years old yet its
basic design has meant
that it could be expanded
far beyond its original
concept. Not unlike the
main machine it runs on,

the Rise PC. It is true there were

some fatal problems; the dreaded
"Clipping failed due to lack of
memory" error when trying to export
being, for me, the worst especially
running with a machine that has
over 80Mb of free RAM.

And the story isn't finished. I was
not alone in thinking that, even with
Martin's clever little modules that

expanded the range of drawing
tools, Artworks would be completely
overshadowed by Cerilica's Vantage
and driven into obscurity. But it
hasn't been in fact the appearance
of Vantage appears to have been the
spur that has pricked Artworks
development to even greater
heights.

Working in the field of publishing,
and even though I am very far from
being an artist, I have had occasion
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to use Artworks in many different
ways, from simple diagrams to huge
multi-layered
geographical
maps. I've drawn
street maps using
a fast and

effective

technique I
developed
(though others
may also have
done the same of

course); plus I
have produced
graphics for the
Web. All this was

just using the
basic set of

Artworks tools for

the most part.
It's a good

program and now
it's

even better.

As clear as

crystal
In this issue I am just
going to examine the
new Crystal module,
next time I will go
through the rest of
the modules providing
a brief overview of

each and how they
can combine with

each other.

Figure I shows the
full complement of
new Artworks tools,

with the Crystal tool

^highlighted and its toolbar
showing below. Before
taking a closer look at that
we need to create two

shapes to try out the
transparency.

Looking at the
toolbar now you can see a
field with a menu attached

showing "Mix" this is one
of the three types of
transparency available, the
Display button switches

^transparency display on
and off while Percentage
controls the level of

4! transparency.
The group button, as

|the help file tells it,
provides a facility that no

other program in the world does. A
group of objects can be treated as a

Ik y

single item and have the same
transparency level applied to it. This
is different from each part of the
group having its own transparency
because in a complex drawing
overlapping elements with individual
transparency would probably look
awful.

Anyway let's examine what we can
do on the simple level. Figure III
shows several levels of Mix

transparency in our simple example.
The Mix effect does a mathematical

averaging between the object's
colour and the one underneath.

Figure IV is Stained Glass which
simulates the colour underneath

being filtered through the



transparent object. The result is
always darker than the underlying
colour as we are always filtering out,
which is why I changed the bottom
colour from blue to cyan N the blue
showed no difference at all.

Finally (Figure V) there is Bleach,
this is the opposite of Stained glass
and adds brightness and colour as if
you were shining lights on to a wall
instead. This produces quite
interesting effects with our chosen
colours.

Although graduated transparency
is not officially available it is
possible to achieve as Figure VI
shows, this is done by using a white
to black gradation with either stained
glass or bleach, the one in this
diagram shows a black to white
radial fill using bleach, which has no
effect in the black area and

produces a complete white-out at
the edges.

Other

modules
As you might
expect, all of
Martin's other

tools will work with

the transparency
so you can create
complex hatched
objects which are
semi-transparent
overlaying other
hatched objects in
different colours.

Transparent
objects can be
distorted, text can

be transparent, as
can the newer text

areas, in fact the
whole thing works
beautifully.

The only
exception are
blends (from the
original Artworks)
and Martin's

Replicates. In a
blend you cannot
have one part
transparent and
another part not,
the transparency
applies to the
whole blended

object, it is a
group object
automatically as

far as Crystal is concerned.
Similarly the Replicates,

which are essentially all
the same object, can only
have one level and type of
transparency applied - I
can't see this being a real
problem.

Hardcopy
Printing is an issue
because it is very hard to
produce transparency
output, not only because
the RISC OS printer
drivers aren't designed for
it, but even Postscript
printer drivers on other
machines aren't really set up for this
kind of thing. However Martin is a
clever fellow and he has succeeded

in persuading both non-Postscript
and Postscript printer drivers to
cope.

In the case of the latter the image

c Artworks

is displayed as a bitmap image
rather than a vector format N it is

the only practical way around the
problem.

Portability
One of the key difficulties with
earlier modules designed by Martin
is the fact that you cannot display
these images in programs like
Impression or Ovation Pro, unfortu
nately this continues to be true
although a future development of the
AWRender module will probably
allow transparency to work.

However you can use the export
facilities of Artworks to create a

bitmap image which can be imported
into anything that will take a sprite
(or GIF). This procedure works

without problems so you can create
even more interesting images for
your Web site.

Draw and EPS formats won't use

the transparency option since
neither format understands

transparency.

Summing up
I can honestly say that this upgrade
is truly brilliant, it was so
unexpected and so well implemented
that it suddenly makes Artworks a
really useful program all over again.
Well done.

Next month I shall get ecstatic
over the other modules and the bug
fixing upgrade.

Steve Turnbull

stevet©acornuser.com
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• One BBC Master 128

with Z80 Torch pack (CP/M)
fitted and twin Z80 disk

drives. Second BBC Master

128 with internal 6502 2nd
processor fitted with twin
Cumana 40/80 drives.
Offers please 01702585358
or e-mail:

jar89@btinternet.com

• Acorn Rise PC

(upgraded), PLUS
strongarm,Windows 2000,
scanner, colour printer
(Epson), Pro-artisan art,
Impression word process.
Dorset. £500. E-mail:

Sueedwards01@yahoo.co.uk

• For sale: A4000S (A4000
in Semerc case), 2Mb Ram,
400 Meg harddisk, Serial
mouse, A5000 keyboard,
Userport podule (HCCS
Multipodule), RISC OS 3.11.
Sensible offers. Can supply
VGA monitor for extra 30

pounds. Tel: Bristol (0117)
9425082.

• Anyone want an original
unused 486 PC Card (ACA
42) for Rise PC with DOS
Software all boxed, manuals
etc. Pay the postage or
collect from SE London. Tel:

020 7703 5158 or

des.dept@btinternet.com

• Wanted: 100MB Zip
drive, external parallel port
type, also Argo drivers. Will
pay £50 and collect within 50

miles of Bracknell. Richard

07956 624412

richarda.green@invensys.com

• For sale: (a) Acorn 1
A7000+ with inkjet printer.
(2) Acorn 2 A3020 with scsi
MEU inc cd rom drive. Both

have monitors are in
working order and are ex
school systems. Offers
please, purchaser must
collect Stalybridge, Cheshire,
England. E-mail acorns@rastin.com
or text 0777 934 1383 I will

reply to the best offers

• RISC OS 3 PRM's and

other Acorn programming
books. Free to pick up or 20
GBP. tel: Cheltenham (01242)
244227 - Chris. Also Acorn

user mags issues around
780-130? free to pick up only.

• For sale: Acorn pocket
book 2, with A-link,
manuals, etc. £50. Tel 01424
846213

• A7000+, RISC OS 3.71,
1.2 Gig Disc. CD,Monitor,
Keyboard etc, Rise PC 600,
RISC OS 3.5,17 Meg Disc,
CD,Monitor, Keyboard etc
School selling up and
converting to the dreaded
Microsoft PC. Also a range
of other Acorns A5000,
40000. No reasonable offer

refused. South Birmingham
area. Contact Mike on

Mike.baggotthoc@talk21 .com.

• OAP needs "OakDraw

for Windows" to allow

drawfile transfer to PC. As

cheap as possible please.
Reply to: john@hamiltoni5l.freeserve.co.uk

• Little used, VERY well
treated Printer and Video

Interface Podule cw

manuals, leads etc. 600dpi
output. Works with
everything from an
Archimedes A340 to current

RiscPC SA. (V4.0). Not
being given the workload it
is clearly capable of. A solid
workhorse. Nearly new
toner. Offers please to
h.boyd@argonet.co.uk Buyer pays
carriage.

• Surplus CDROMs
Medieval and Tudor

Hampshire reviewed issue
213. 400 copies £2k or
smaller quantities
negotiable. Contact
david.bond@Hants.gov.uk Winchester
Hants 01962846154.

• Clan optima NLE video
system software and
hardware package, has been
unused. Can be upgraded in
future requries SA RPC
offers around £900enquiries
to aokai@tiscali.co.uk Merseyside
area. K. Andersen - Tel 0151-

547 3993

• Kinetic RiscPC 233Mhz

17" Iiyama monitor 10Gb
HD, 52xCDRom, internet
ready (RComp Dial Up) and

software VGC hardly used
18 months old, cost £1490.00,
must sell, reasonable offer
accepted, postage extra,
email verseau@ukgateway.net or
louis@raynal.freeserve.co.uk Tel 01706
812516

• I need a double/double
side disc drive (maybe
CUMANA for A BBC B with

Acorn DFS. I also need a

connection lead for or

complete Micropulse
external Rom box

dolton.hussey@btopenworld.com

• For Sale: Acorn Rise

PC600 with StrongARM
processor, RISC OS 3.7,
486DX2 / 66 PC Card, 32mb
Ram, 1Mb VRAM, 3Gb Hard
drive, 40x CD Rom drive
and Mozart 16 bit

soundcard. Bundled with

various software/games
including SimCity 2000 and
Acorn Doom. £425 or nearest

offer. Email : db@davidbaxter.co.uk
Telephone 01524 69212
(evening) or 0777 3461099.

• WANTED URGENTLY:

Acorn A4 portable. 2Mb or
4Mb, Any sized hard drive.
Must have battery pack, all
leads and manuals, etc.
Willing to travel to collect.
Good price will be paid.
07775 776217 anytime.
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Acorn User Free Ads Service
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Why not take advantage of our free reader ad service? Fill in
your details on this coupon (24 words maximum, one word
per box below) and send it to Free Ads, Acorn User, 28a
Middle Hillgate, Stockport SKI 3AYor by e-mail to:
freeads@acornuser.com. Only one ad per reader please,
private sales or wanted only.

Although we try to publish every ad we receive, we can

wvr-
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make no guarantees; publication is entirely dependent on
space and time constraints.

Please fill in your name and telephone number below -
these will not be published but enable us to contact you in
case of any queries. Make sure you include your own
town/county in your ad to help potential buyers with their
purchasing decision.

Yourname: Your phone number:
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Cut spam with MailScout
Scientists would have us believe that

improvements in technology benefit
mankind, but one aspect of the

communications revolution that wastes

resources and time, irritates people and
damages their property is "spam", more
correctly described as unwanted e-mail. As
a postmaster of a small mail domain that
receives around 200 junk e-mails a day, I
can vouch for the time wasted and

annoyance caused.
I have recently implemented some new

automatic processing rules on the Arcade
BBS E-mail gateway that have drastically
reduced the delivery of this daily torrent of
spam. Examining a typical selection of e-
mail message headers, one finds that in
almost every case, if an e-mail has been
received for a specific username without
the presence of the user's e-mail address
in the To: field, the message will be
unsolicited.

Using such a rule on its own to
automatically eliminate unwanted
messages works well, but there are
occasions where this will remove valid

messages, such as when the recipient is on
a mailing list or in a group list, or where
blind copies are used, and the mailout
software scrimps on the way it addresses
the additional copy e-mails. One answer is
to use correctly-compliant software in the
first place but that is usually out of the
recipient's control.

Another way you can eliminate spam is to
delete it manually from your ISP's mail
server before it is sent to you. It's pretty
easy for a human being to tell from the
subject lines and the sender's address what
is spam and what isn't, but much more
difficult for a computer program. Many ISPs
offer a Webmail service where you can list,
read, reply to and delete e-mail that is
waiting to be downloaded from their server.
This can still be a time-consuming process
with unwieldy Webmail readers such as
that offered by Demon Internet.

PC users have had applications to do this
automatically for them for a while, such as
Nick Bolton's MailWasher

(www.mailwasher.net), which is a freeware
mail server inspection program for Windows

(TM).
Now RISC OS users can use MailScout,

which is a low-cost mail server viewer by
Darren Windsor of Imagesoft, that
examines the mail waiting for you at your
ISP. It includes a filtering system that allows
it to pick up suspected junk e-mails and
flag them for deletion based on rules that
use "kill words" applied to various header
fields. MailScout's filtering allows e-mails to
be scanned by subject, sender (including
country, ISP, and so on) or recipient.
Imagesoft are compiling pre-defined filters
that will be downloadable from their Web

site to make setting up easier.
In use, MailScout is pretty simple. You

click its iconbar icon to connect to your ISP,

Scanning mailbox ...

and a connection status display is shown.
Dib dib dib - MailScout gets to work

MailScout lists the e-mails in your mailbox,
showing those that it suspects are spams
as ticked, and allows you to tick any others
that you want to be deleted from the server.
You confirm these deletions, and MailScout
tells your ISP's mail server to junk the
ticked e-mails. Then you can use your
normal mail fetcher and reader to access

your cleaned-up mailbox and download the
remaining mail.

-••-:—

Dob dob bob - an AntiSpam badge is on the way.

MailScout can access both IMAP and

POP3 mailboxes and only requires your
mail server's address and your e-mail
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username and password.
POP along to Image Software

MailScout costs just £25 including VAT
and carriage, and you can order from
Image Software by credit or debit card.

www.imagesoft.co.uk
E-mail:

customer.services@imagesoft.co.uk

David Dade

comms @ acornuser.com

c Comms

In brief

Get a NETIOO

The Simtec NET100 network card for

RISC OS machines made its public
appearance at the Wakefield Show.
Commissioned by partners Stuart Tyrrell
Developments, R-Comp and
CTA/Riscstation, the NET100 is a
10/100BaseT full/half duplex RJ45
network card for RISC PC and A7000

series machines. Together with the
recently released Castle Technology
Network Podule card, these two

products are the first new NIC designs
since the demise of the Acorn-approved
parts from i-cubed (though these are still
being developed, manufactured and sold
by Design IT) and ANT/Atomwide.

Designed and manufactured by Simtec
for the partnership, the NET100 is a
multi-layer PCB containing easily
upgradable Flash memory-resident
software with additional space for users'
own modules which can be simply
installed by drag-and-drop. The price
reflects the development costs and
relatively small production run
compared to PC products, but is similar
to that of the original parts. The price of
the NET100 is £89 including delivery and
VAT.

Stuart Tyrrell Developments
www.stdevel.demon.co.uk

Heard it through it yet?
Grapevine is an Instant Messaging client
for RISC OS being developed by R-Comp
as an ongoing project but fully available
product. There are several competing
RISC OS IM clients around, including
Angelo Melis' original Acorn ICQ and
Russell Palmer's multi-protocol Natter.
Grapevine is initially written to support
the MSN service as well as the classic

chat-room IRC (Internet Relay Chat)
format.

R-Comp have designed Grapevine to
be easy to set up and friendly to use,
with as seamless as possible integration
of Windows-style features into the RISC
OS environment. There are plenty of
configuration and control options too for
the more technical and experienced IRC
user. Just when you thought the Internet
was just browsing the Web, Grapevine
comes along to put you in instant touch
with family and friends. Grapevine costs
£25 inc VAT and UK delivery.

Grapevine from R-c
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Liquid Silicon
Order your Portable now for
only £1173.00 (£1465.00 with

docking station) and get a
free ethernet cable (up to

10m) plus free carriage.

No deposit required.
Exact price and configuration will be

agreed before shipping.

\\&dS*$#•
ma • •

Order your Omega now (from £1179.00) and choose any of
the following offers:

Abuse £20.00

Chaos Engine £15.00
Descent 1 & 2 £28.00

Heretic & Hexen £25.00

Quake £18.00

No deposit required.
Games offer subject to stock levels.
Exact price and configuration will be
agreed before shipping.

SaSS*
FREEPOST EH2725

Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
United Kingdom

Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

email: sales@liquid-silicon.com All prices INCLUDE VAT& UK carriage
http://WWW.liquid-SiliCOn.com Official orders, foreign orders andcallers welcome.
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Castle Technology USB Podule
Welcome to the first of our new

series on USB, this will be a
regular column, (though

perhaps with different columnists), and
will cover all RISC OS USB cards and

peripherals for which drivers have been
written.

USB technology is supposed to be a
simple matter of plug and play for the
consumer, and so it will be but not quite
yet. The software is still in its infancy and
the drivers have yet to be written but
Castle Technology have decided to
release the hardware for developers
(£116) and those who want to be in place
at the cutting edge of RISC OS
technology. They were offering them with
a 23% discount for those who wanted in

on the ride. The idea is that major dealers
in peripherals like digital cameras can
offer their wares along with this board
and

associated

software

and it's not

impossible
to produce
your own

drivers.

So let's

have a look

at the

hardware.

It's a

standard

size podule
that looks

sparcely
populated
as you can see from the photograph.
There are four USB sockets on the back

panel each with their filtering components
and a signal driver chip. In the centre the
TransDimension UHC124 chip which is a
four-port USB Host Controller.Moving
towards the back is a 1Mb Flash memory
and then on the back row is an

assortment of buffers and a

programmable logic array to mop up all
the interfacing.

The Flash memory is a sort of
programmable ROM that gives you non
volatile storage — it remembers when
the power is gone. It can be
reprogrammed about 10,000 times or
more before it is worn out and so this is

where the host software sits and be

automatically loaded into the computer
on power-up. At present this memory is
mainly empty and the software has to be
loaded up each session from disc.

Now what makes this interface possible
is the UHC124 chip, in that it is especially

osc,
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AtiAi

D,..Do

/CS

ANR

IRQ

ADS
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> 48MHz

USB Host
Control Logic

Memory/
n Register Com*
* Access *-^ *Jf™!y,^ . «—^ (2S6 Bytes)

&
MCU

Interface
C=J

ly%_. RogWera
v—v (16 Bytes)
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designed for embedded
systems. Normally, most
host controllers are

designed to work inside
a PC or Mac. That

means they also have a
PCI interface in them, to
allow easy access to the
computer's bus.

TransDimension are a

new company that have
spotted a gap in the
market for a simpler
interface chip and
Castle have seized on

their offering. Figure I
shows the inner

workings of this chip in block form. The
chip has some memory to minimise the
load it places on your computer's
processor. A full product description in

PDF format

is only a
Google
search

away.

USB

software is,
as a whole,
complex so
it is broken

down into a

number of

layers so
you only
have to

concentrate

on the

interaction

of these layers. This is shown in Figure II.
At the top you have your application, the
thing that wants to use the USB device.
This communicates with the device

drivers, the software that knows about
the format and commands the device can

take.

Next, this layer passes on the
information to the host controller stack

and this puts the data transfer requests
into packets and directly controls the
hardware interface chip. Data is then
passed through the cable to the device
itself.

Now there are classes of device in the

USB world so that each individual

peripheral does not have to have its own
driver if it sticks to the recognised
properties of its class. This would be
wonderful if there were many classes
defined but at the moment the only one
that every one has full agreement on is
the mouse class. So to the USB device

driver all mice are equal and the same.

Application

USB Device driver Software

USB Host Controller Stack

USB Host Controller

L USB Cable Hardware

USB Device

Figure 2 - USB Architecture

Root Hub

With
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IPOylOC,
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Figure 1 UHC124 block diagram

That's what is needed but what do we

get? Castle have supplied the host
controller layer along with a mouse and a
keyboard device driver. There is also a
generic device driver, written in C, so you
can make your own. The host controller
presents itself to the computer as a
device in much the same way as the
parallel port, the serial port and the filing
system. Once installed you should be
able to transfer data using the BGET and
BPUT BASIC commands used to write to

files.

However, the Device FS part of the
operating system is not so well
developed in versions of RISC OS less
than 4.0 and this is causing a bit of a
problem. The solution is to get that
portion of code from the latest operating
system and to put it into the flash
memory.

So the state of play at the moment is
that the USB interface will work with

RISC OS 4.0 and above allowingyou to
connect a mouse and a keyboard. This
should also work on lesser versions by
the time you read this. However, it is quite
a price to pay to have a cheap
replacement mouse and keyboard. The
true value will only be realised when the
scanner, printer and webcam device
drivers are written and we begin to see
software appearing to support all those
tasty peripherals. So while the bus is not
quite here yet with the hardware in place
its arrival is guaranteed.

Sponsored by Castle Technology
www.castle.uk.co

'Mike'Cook

rambles@a0rnus0ri(^rni
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The Wakefield Show

This year's Wakefield show took
place on the weekend of 18th
and 19th May, in the now well-

established venue of the Thornes

Park Athletic Stadium.

Since it had been made clear by
The ARM Club that there would be no

RISC OS 2002 show, Wakefield was
secure in its position as the most
important RISC OS show of the year.
So there was a lot of interest in

whether the show would be as

successful as previous years, or
whether both attractions and visitor

numbers would fall off substantially.
Arriving soon after opening time on

Saturday morning, the show seemed
pretty much as busy as last year. The
area of the hall occupied had
decreased somewhat compared with
the 2001 show, which had itself been
the first show where exhibitor stands

didn't occupy the full area of the
sports hall.

But the "shrinkage" this year wasn't
hugely noticeable, and much of it
seemed to be due to the circum

stances of two or three individual

exhibitors, rather than any
widespread crisis in the RISC OS
market. I may have misremembered
from last year, but it actually seemed
that a fair proportion of the reduction
in total stand space was due to the
charity stand being somewhat smaller
this year!

As with this year's South West
Show — which I covered in a

previous issue of Acorn User — there
did seem to be a quite rapid thinning
out of the crowds in the latter part of
both days of the show. Once again
this seemed related to the relatively
small number of new products being
released at the show, but again there
were some very noticeable
exceptions.

As usual, it was no surprise that the
Sunday was much quieter than the
Saturday, as at most two day RISC
OS shows. The recurring theme is
that, if you attend a two day show for
one day only and want to discuss
things in detail with exhibitors when
it's quiet, Sunday is the best day! If
you plan to attend both days and
want to get all the information you
can, then it's best to attend relevant
theatre presentations on the Saturday
— although they will be more
crowded, that will give you more time
to peruse the much less crowded
stands on the Sunday.

I •(32)« • • • •

USB descends on RISC OS

While there weren't so many new
releases as one might normally
expect at the Wakefield show, there
were some areas where new releases

were all the rage. Following on from
their almost simultaneous launch of

100Mbit network cards for RISC OS,
Castle and Simtec this time were

both releasing RISC OS USB
support.

USB is a technology that has been
widespread in the PC market for a
long time, however until now there
has been no overwhelming need for it
on RISC OS systems. Previously the
only real advantage of USB support
would have been to enable

downloads from digital cameras
which don't have serial ports, and
even this requirement was eclipsed to
a certain extent by Surftec's digital
camera memory card readers.
However, as USB has become more
and more important in the PC world
over time, its significance to the RISC
OS market has increased as well.

Increasingly, PC and peripheral
manufacturers are using USB instead
of more established interfaces such

as parallel and serial ports.
One particular advantage of USB

support is to drive low cost printers
which have USB interfaces but not

parallel interfaces. But there are a
great many other devices that can
use USB, and Castle's Jack
Lillingston had researched a long list
of them for his theatre presentation at
the show.

They include digital cameras and
memory card readers, disk devices
like Zip drives and even hard disks
(albeit at a slower rate than most
dedicated disk interfaces), cable
modems, CD drives and CD
jukeboxes, web phones, web cams,
MP3 music players, Bluetooth
wireless devices, digital speakers,
and now even some toys that allow
connection to computers.

While quite a few of these devices
can be connected by other means,
the advantage of USB is that it
provides one simple connection
standard that will support all of them.
USB connectors are much smaller

than traditional IDE, SCSI and
parallel ones, the connections do not
require termination or manually
specified device ids like SCSI, and
hot swapping of connections is
possible.

• • • Q O
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Using USB hubs — which are
available very cheaply, sometimes
built into the back of monitors for

example — up to 126 devices can be
connected, which should be more

than enough for anyone. To add even
more flexibility, there is support for up
to 16 addresses for each device; thus
a single device could be a CD stacker
able to address 16 CDs individually.

Castle's USB podule has four ports
which is a good start, Apple Macs
only come with two as standard, and
will work in Rise PC and A7000

series machines. It was available at

the show, but this version was
intended mainly for developers, to
enable the required drivers for
different devices to be written — the

API is available on Castle's Web site.

Devices supported by the Castle
podule so far include hubs, keyboards
and mice — support for mice wasn't
entirely complete at the time of the
show though, with mice connected to
the USB podule working for "about
fifteen seconds" before halting.

Drivers for other devices should

appear over time; there did seem to
be interest in the USB podules from
developers, and I saw at least one
being taken away by a developer at
the show. Castle plan a notional cost
for their card of about a hundred

pounds, but intend that most card
purchases will be as part of a bundle
from third party suppliers (for
example, a USB podule bundled with
a digital camera or printer, and so
on).

In his presentation, Jack Lillingston
emphasised that the aim was for
these early release USB cards to
provide a reliable and robust
foundation on which to build future

developments. One policy decision
had been not to seize upon new
developments in supporting chips for
USB until the chips actually appeared
on the market with definite supplies
available, as new developments quite
often promise one thing and deliver
another. So Castle's podule — like
Simtec's — currently supports USB
1.1 but not USB 2, an enhancement
which is far less a priority than
getting the many different drivers
written.

Castle's implementation supports
both 12Mbit/second and

1.5Mbit/second connections, the
latter being for devices like keyboards
and mice which do not need to

transfer large amounts of data. The
podule doesn't require a DMA podule

c The Wakefield Show

slot, which will be good news for
those of you already using, for
example, a Viewfinder graphics card
alongside a fast SCSI card or similar.

The USB developments from
Simtec also seemed to be making
progress, with drivers for a much
wider range of devices already
available, although I have heard of
some developers having problems
getting access to the hardware for
development purposes. Some parts
are still awaited from Taiwan for the

main batch of production USB cards
from Simtec.

I did see a basic command line

demonstration at the Photodesk Ltd

stand of USB download from a digital
camera into a Rise PC using the
Simtec card. Simtec have also helped
to set up a Web site to support USB
developments for RISC OS from all
parties, at http://www.usb-riscos.com/

More on I OOMbit net cards

The release of competing products by
Simtec and Castle in the fields of

both USB and 100MBit networking
doesn't seem to have caused any
great acrimony, but I was able to
tempt both sides into talking a little
about the advantages of their 100Mbit
solution over the competition.

Castle are offering 100Mbit cards
for both podule slots and NIC slots,
whereas the Simtec offering (a joint
project also involving Stuart Tyrrell
Developments, R-Comp and CTA
Direct) is for NIC slots and
RiscStation ISA slots only. Because
of this, Castle are able to announce
their card as the only 32-bit (rather
than 16-bit) 100Mbit RISC OS
network card.

On the other side of the coin, the
Simtec offering uses a larger memory
buffer on the card (12KB read and
4KB write, rather than 4KB read and
4KB write), which can give a
noticeable performance advantage,
particularly with larger packet sizes
used by protocols such as NFS.

I was able to take a look at some

early benchmark figures comparing
the Castle and Simtec cards using
RISC OS 4.02 which, while not
independent, gave some initial ideas
of the performance expected.
According to these figures, the Castle
card was rather faster for transfers in

10Mbit mode, while the performance
for both cards was roughly similar for
writing data in 100MBit mode; but the
Castle card was vastly slower when
reading data in 100Mbit mode.
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Equally important is that the actual

performance achieved is very much
dependent on the IP stack in use by
the operating system, rather than the
network card itself. The Simtec card

achieved around 25% better

performance when using the latest
official release of RISC OS Select

(RISC OS 4.29) instead of RISC OS
4.02, managing over 1,500KB/sec for
reading data, and tests on an even
more advanced development version
of RISC OS Select apparently gave
even greater speed gains.

The good news here is that the
performance of these new network
cards looks set to increase steadily
as the operating system is improved
under RISC OS Select. In addition,
both cards, like most previous RISC
OS network cards, feature onboard
flash ROM to hold their network

software, so if there are any glitches
that are affecting performance in the
early versions of the software, they
can easily be corrected.

Both varieties of card support both
half duplex and full duplex operation,
as well as the ability to auto-detect
and auto-negotiate both duplex and
speed settings with the device at the
other end of the link; however these
automatic features can be turned off

if you prefer to set the speed and
duplex settings explicitly.

A more obscure extra for the

Simtec card is the possible release of
an upgrade kit to support a second
parallel port via their network card.
This might seem a rather odd thing to
fit to a network card, however for
those using a wide variety of parallel
devices, it could come in useful.

It's worth noting that you won't see
the full benefit of the new network

cards if you're still using an old
10Mbit hub, and for the best
performance with several machines a
100Mbit switch is a worthwhile

investment — R-Comp, Stuart Tyrrell,
Castle and other companies were
selling these for a few dozen pounds
each at the show.

RiscStation laptop appears
One of the major items of interest at
shows like these is always the
question of what progress will be
displayed on promised new RISC OS
computers that have yet to appear.
On this occasion RiscStation took

most of the limelight, with the
appearance of a fully working
prototype of the RiscStation laptop.

At previous shows and
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demonstrations, only the Windows
version of the laptop had been
available for demonstration, which
had been useful for showing the
case, and how the system might look
with RISC OS running on it, but less
impressive from the point of view of
demonstrating how much progress
had been made towards actual

release of the final product.
On this occasion however, a fully

working system with motherboard and
LCD screen was displayed, running
RISC OS natively and with USB being
used to control the mouse. The case

and docking station were also on
display separately, with one version
running Windows, and one empty of
its innards to show the very light
weight of the case itself.

RiscStation hadn't booked a theatre

presentation for this demonstration,
and the demonstration, presented by
Simtec on RiscStation's stand, wasn't
available throughout the show, but
instead was run at a specific time
early in the afternoon on both
Saturday and Sunday.

The presentation was announced
on the tannoy, and drew a very large
and very visible crowd around the
stand, however there was some

disgruntlement from people who had
visited the RiscStation stand earlier in

the day, found no working prototype,
and left the show without being aware
that the presentation would be taking
place.

Further confusion was caused by
the fact that RiscStation had been

using Virtual Acorn, on the Windows
version of the portable, to
demonstrate what RISC OS would

look like running on the machine.
Thus when visitors who had been at

the show commented on the

newsgroups that a working RISC OS
portable had actually been on display,
they were angrily contradicted by
those who had seen the Windows

portables running Virtual Acorn but
not the working RISC OS prototype,
and assumed that other visitors had

misunderstood what it was they were
being shown.

Despite these problems with
publicity — and the fact that the
laptop is now considerably later than
planned — the response from the
show seemed to be very positive,
with visitors delighted to see concrete
signs that progress is being made
and that the final delivery of the
production machines does now
appear to be just round the corner.
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An interesting nugget of
information from the

presentation — and also
mentioned by RISCOS Ltd
— was that the laptop
might even ship with RISC
OS Select pre-installed,
which would make it the

first RISC OS computer to
do so.

Simtec had also been

busy with other
RiscStation related

developments, with the
announcement of 2Mb

flash ROMs for the third

ROM socket on the

RiscStation motherboard,

along with the flash
programming utility
(!Snafu) needed to load
modules into the ROM. I

didn't manage to take a
look at this at the show,
but apparently the
software can also be used

with other Simtec products
that contain flash ROM,
such as their 100Mbit

network interfaces, IDE

interfaces and USB

podule.

Omega news
Other positive news had
been released the day
before the show, with

David Holden of APDL

revealing that he had
spent several hours at
MicroDigital's Yorkshire
HQ trying out the
prototype Omega, which
he described as working
"very reliably", and
running applications such
as Cerilica's Vantage
without problems.

There has been much

public speculation about
the long delays in the
appearance of the Omega,
fuelled by MicroDigital's
absence from the majority
of RISC OS shows, in this
case including the
Wakefield show itself. So,
although there wasn't an
Omega prototype on the
APDL stand — or

anywhere else at the show
— there was great interest
from show visitors in

finding out what David's
impressions of the

prototype were, and
indeed how far from

completion it appeared to
be.

David agreed that the
prototype Omega was
indeed faster than the

287MHz Rise PC systems
currently available,
however he stressed that

its speed was not the
single most important
thing about it. Both David
and MicroDigital
emphasise that the
Omega, because of its
extensive use of

reprogrammable chips, is
the first ever "soft" desktop
computer, and thus
represents a completely
new approach to computer
design, with updates and
improvements to the
system being possible
without returning the
computer to a dealer.

David also pointed out
that current Rise PC

systems effectively
represent the end point of
a design cycle that began
the best part of a decade
ago, and has seen gradual
improvements since then
to give us performance far
in advance of the original
Rise PC 600. He hopes
that the release of the

Omega — for which there
was, perhaps wisely, still
no specific date given —
will mark the beginning of
a similar ten year cycle of
development and
improvement.

Exhibitors who didn't

have stands at this year's
show included not only
MicroDigital but also
Surftec, Cumana and
Zenta Multimedia. Robin

Watts of Warm Silence

Software was moving
house so couldn't attend

either, while at least one
developer was absent due
to getting married on the
weekend of the show.

Some exhibitors this year
took stands for only one of
the two days, with a
different exhibitor

replacing them the
following day.
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Cheesed off with your
current PC Card? There

is an option...

The

Microbits

Alternative

...is the answer you have
been looking for.

This is a real PC with a 1GHz

processor and ail the software
and cables you need to gain the
benefits of owning a state pf the
art PC without abandoning your
RISC OS computer.
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• Mini tower case

• 1 GHz Celeron or AMI

GHz CPU

• Socket A or Plll/Celer

Motherboard

• 128Mb 133 SDRam/D

266FSB (Duron)
• 20 Gb hard drive

• 3.5 floppy drive
• 24 Bit AGP graphics
• 16 bit Sound/blaster C

Check out our Web site

for the latest special deals
on RISC OS computers

from Castle Technology
and Riscstation

www.microbit.demon.co.uk

Front Offices,
Alfa Trading Est.
32 Adelaide St.,
Coventry CV1 5GT
Tel: 024 7655 0088

Fax: 024 7636 6452

Mobile: 0771 425 1011

E-mail: sales@microbit.demon.co.uk

Web: www.microbit.demon.co.uk
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David Atkins of MicroDigital was at
the show in person despite not having
a stand, in order to meet up with
some contacts — and indeed

produced an extensive show report
on the MicroDigital Web site. In a
strange coincidence, the Deputy
Mayor who opened the show was
called David Atkinson.

Old and new...

Castle and Cerilica

both had substan

tially smaller
stands than last

year, however both
had new products
on sale, and
Cerilica were

particularly
pleased with the
strong sales of
Vantage on both
days of the show.
Stands selling the
new 100Mbit

network cards

seemed to be

doing brisk
business, with R-
Comp also selling
the realtime

strategy game Tek
and the Grapevine
IRC and MSN

messaging
software for the

first time, while

Stuart Tyrrell
Developments
were also selling
optical mice,

switches and converters, as well as
PC systems bundled with Virtual
Acorn.

Virtual Acorn also had its own

separate stand for the first time,
showing RISC OS educational
software running on Windows laptops,
plus various other attractions. Another
new exhibitor were Brain Games, who
released their card game Vingt Et Un,
which also attracted a lot of interest

apparently due to some of the
photography included with the
package.

RISCOS Ltd had a large stand with
a variety of demonstration machines
that included a StrongARM-based
MP3 jukebox player. They seemed to
be making quite a few sales of RISC
OS 4 upgrades and RISC OS Select
memberships, as well as RISC OS
Foundation memberships, with
discounts on the increased

Foundation subscription cost for
those people renewing at the show.

Since the first RISC OS Select CD,
with RISC OS 4.29, a new version of
Printers, and many other goodies,
had shipped to subscribers a little
while before the show, there was little
else new to report, however I was
reassured that further development of
RISC OS Select was well under way.
Now that the long wait for that first
CD is over, Select does seem to be
going from strength to strength, with
the subscribers' mailing list busier
than most other RISC OS mailing
lists that I read — busier than quite a
few newsgroups in fact.

Other established exhibitors with

new products included Paul
Beverley's Archive Publications,
advertising the new "Living with
Technology" magazine — unfortu
nately not directly RISC OS related,
but mostly not about computers
either. Also not strictly computing was
the latest offering from Fleur Designs,
the rather complicated-looking
Rithmomachia game that was
released for the first time at the show,
to join a now very extensive range of
board games designed and produced
with RISC OS.

The charity stand was doing a brisk
trade as always, with quite a
selection of RISC OS machines

available at bargain prices, as well as
the ever present selection of
software, books, printers, redundant
PC systems and other items. Even
more of a bargain was to be found at
the stand of the show organisers
themselves, the recently renamed
Wakefield RISC OS Computer Club
(WROCC), who were giving away a
free floppy disk including not only
information about their club, but also
an electronic copy of an issue of the
club magazine.

Theatre presentations
Another thing that impressed me
about the show was the very good
attendance at the theatre presen-



had been asked for by a
Dutch artist who needed it

in order to abandon

graphics work on other
platforms and return to his
preferred choice of
Artworks on RISC OS.

Martin said that the

AWRender module, which
enables applications such
as Ovation Pro to render

Artworks files directly in
documents, will be
updated to support the
new transparency features
of the Crystal module. In
addition, he has a very
long list of other features
he plans to add.

Asked about his work

outside the RISC OS

world, Martin said that he
uses Linux, but doesn't
use Windows if he can

avoid it, and also
commented that the

majority of the money from
his work comes from sales

of RISC OS products. The
ongoing development of
Artworks certainly seems
to be quite a success
story, and although I do
very little graphics work
myself, it was certainly
very encouraging to see
such a lot of progress
being made on what many
once viewed as a "dead"

product.
Overall the show did

seem to have a great
many of these more
positive moments, and
there is certainly a lot of
enthusiasm emanating
from some developers,
even if new products are
not quite so thick on the
ground as they used to be.
As always the show was
very well organised by the
Wakefield club, and this
year there were no
unscheduled interruptions!

tations. The theatre

programme was totally
booked out — to the

extent that some

exhibitors who applied late
on were unable to obtain a

slot — and all of the

sessions seemed very
popular.

I managed to attend
Martin Wuerthner's

presentation on Saturday,
which had a very positive
reception from the
audience, underlining both
the ongoing popularity of
Artworks, and also
Martin's commitment to

develop it further. At the
show he only had time to
demonstrate a few of the

most significant add-on
modules he has produced
for Artworks; as he
pointed out, there are
dozens of them, so
demonstrating them all
would have been

impossible.
In addition to the add-on

modules, Martin gave
examples of some of the
free bugfixes that he has
made to the main

Artworks code (including
fixes for some of the

problems that cause
address exception errors,
and the colour picker tick
wrongly appearing as a
Euro in RISC OS 4), and
also some of the minor

additions to the main code

(for example the option to
draw rectangles with
inwards curving corners,
as well as outward curving
ones).

Questions covered

issues as diverse as

whether Martin will also

develop Impression further
(the answer being that he
has too many Artworks
improvements to
implement for that, and is
happy with Ovation Pro
himself), and what
additional graphics export
options are likely to be
available for Artworks.

Martin said that

TIFF export would
be appearing
shortly — in fact it Additional
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Part 6:Tracking media

Last issue we took another look

at the way we were controlling
the opening and closing of the

various zones using the control
window. Both at the beginning and the
end of that article I emphasised how
programming was essentially a
process of evolution and that, even
while writing the article, I had seen a
better way of doing things.

To re-cap, we have a control window
and its associated procedures and
data structures. Then we have a

series of 'zones', a zone is a part of
the program devoted to handling some
particular, logical area. It might be the
"media" or it might be a "recording"
and so on.

The zones register themselves with
the control section which controls

what they do, to some extent. This is
achieved by every zone having to
have a particular set of procedures
that the control section can call.

The reason we have the

"registering" idea is that it means that
we can construct the parts of the
program to be almost completely
autonomous: Adding and subtracting
zones does not affect whether the

application will run or not.
The main area of control is the

display and closing of the main zone
window. We also discussed the fact

that a zone might have its own
windows which would also need to be

opened and closed when the control
window buttons were clicked.

From here I had an idea based on a

feature of Mac OS: Clicking on the
iconbar icon would cause all the

windows belonging to the application
to disappear, and another click would
make them reappear. This is a good
idea and relatively easy to implement,
since the control program already
keeps track of which zone windows
are open and which are closed.

But we have already noted that a
zone might have its own zone-specific
windows and these need to be

opened and closed (a) when the zone
itself is opened and closed; and (b)
when all the windows are opened and
closed.

My initial reaction to this was to
have the control section call a

procedure in the zone telling it to
close or open its windows. The zone
keeps track of which windows are
open when the close instruction is
issued, and then re-opens only those
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ones when the open instruction is
received.

This is inherently inefficient: it
means that every zone must have the
same code to store window handles

and open or close them when
instructed. It would be far better for

the control section to manage the
zone's windows as well, then only one
section of code would need to be

written. We would need cooperation
from the zone itself but that would be

simpler to achieve.
So how would that be done? Simply

like this: Whenever a zone wants to

create, show, hide or dispose of its
own windows, instead of using the
'card new / show / hide / dispose'
command it calls a control procedure
to do it:

def proc control_zwin_new(zn,zs,h)

def proc control_zwin_show(zn,h)

def proc control_zwin_hide(zn,h)

def proc

control_zwin_dispose(zn,h)

In this zn is the zone number, zs is
the name of the window to create and

h is the handle of the window created.

In the control section itself we build

a data structure which can hold the

handle of any created window and a
flag which says whether it is on
screen (open) or not. To this we add
two further routines, one which closes
all a zone's windows (without
changing the open flag) and another
which opens all of a zone's windows if
their open flag is currently TRUE.

These two routines can be used

both when an individual zone is

opened and closed using the control
window, or when all the open zones
are closed or re-opened using the
iconbar icon. Simple.

There is one further procedure, is
find routine, which locates the window
being dealt with by its handle.

S-Base is quite capable of creating
some pretty complex data structures
— I have been

quite adventurous
on occasion — but

this time we are

not going to be
adventurous at all.

The

requirements are:
For each zone

registered we

must create an

array. Each
FigureI c
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element of the array must be a
structure containing two fields: a
handle and an open flag. And this is
what we create first. Go to the File

resource and create a new "file" (it's

Figure I b

really a memory buffer type) called
'zwin', this is shown in Figure la. Then
open it and create the two fields we
need.

We don't know how many zones are
going to get registered but we do
know that we have a maximum

number that can be allowed

(CTRL_MAXZONES). Likewise we
don't really know how many windows
a zone is going to need but we can
set a maximum which we can change
if it turns out not to be enough. So in
the Constant resource create a new

constant called CTRL_MAXZWINS
with a value of 10 (Figure Ic).

In passing you may notice in the
screenshot another new constant

called

NO_HANDLE. I
had been using a
value of -2 to

indicate a

situation where a

variable is meant

to contain a

handle but hadn't

been given one
yet. This is bad
practice because I
might want to
change it some



time. So I have created this constant

and replaced all occurrences of -2
being used for this.

Finally, back in the control
procedure, in its initialisation we
create a new array. This time it is a
two dimensional array and we find a
major departure between S-Base and
Basic. In Basic a two-dimensional

array definition looks like this:

din z zonal ctrl.zonesLCTRLJIAXZONES]
din z zuin ctrl_zHins[CTRL_HflXZONES]CCTRL_HflXZHIHS]

for zn=8 to CTRL.HAXZOHES-1
ctrLzonesfzn]. handle = HOJAHDLE
ctrl_zonesl"zn].nane = "zone "+§str(zn)
ctrl.zonesf.zn].label = "Dunny "♦Ostr(zn)
ctrLzonesEznLopen = FALSE
for zw=B to CTRL HAXZHINS-l

ctrl.zwinsCzntfzw].handle = NOJANDLE
ctrl_zuinslzn][zu].open = FALSE
next

next

Figure I d

DIM

ctrl_zwins(CTRL_MAXZONES,CT

RL_MAXZWINS)

The S-Base definition looks like this:

dim z zwin

ctrl_zwins[CTRL_MAXZONES][CT

RL_MAXZWINS]

If you recall from earlier in the series
this creates an array, this time with
two dimensions, where each element
consists of the structure defined by
'zwin'. Figure Id shows the final code
including the initialisation phase.

Figure II shows the zone window
management code, we will run
through them looking at their key
points, starting with the 'proc
control_zwin_find' procedure.

I have used a very simple method
for placing window handles in the
array: find the first empty space by
simple search and use that. When we
try to find handles (the same routine
is used for both) we use the same
linear search. We can afford to use

this method because we do not

envisage having lots of windows.
If you look at the code for 'proc

control_zwin_find' it has two
parameters, the first is the zone we
are currently working with and the
second is the handle we are looking
for. The handle might be
'NO_HANDLE' in which case we are
looking for a space to insert a new
handle.

Two variables are used within the

procedure: 'zw' is just for the loop and
'fnd' indicates if we have found what

we are looking for, initially set to
FALSE.

All we do is loop through checking
each entry, if a match is found 'fnd' is
set to TRUE and we break out of the

loop. If the match is not found we fall
out of the end of the loop 'fnd' is still
FALSE so the loop variable is set to
-2 (NO_HANDLE). Strictly speaking it
is a bit naughty using that constant
here because it is meant to be a non

existent handle not an invalid array
index, however the meaning is clear.

In 'proc control_zwin_new' we have
three parameters, the first two are the
zone number and the name of the

card to be created, the third is the
returned handle of the window that is

created.

There is a fourth returned value in

this case, the procedure returns a
string. If that string is zero length
(null) there has been no error. But if it
does actually contain information, a
message, there has been an error and
the message is the report of that.

This is a sensible way of doing
things, it allows an error to occur in a
routine but not force the program to
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flag that the window is not currently
open.

In the 'show' routine we find the

handle of the window to be shown, set
the flag to show the window is open
and then: IF the zone is currently an
open zone, show the card, but don't
show the card if the zone is not

currently open.
This is done because there might be

a situation where a zone receives a

message from another zone that
causes it to open a window. However
if the zone is not currently being
displayed we wouldn't want a rogue
window to pop-up.

Thought for the future: Under these
circumstances it would be useful to

have some sort of alert mechanism in

the control section which would,
perhaps, flash an alert symbol in the
control window next to the zone's

name telling the user that something
has happened in that zone which may

need attention. We

won't bother with that

now but a simple call
from this routine to the

necessary code would
do the trick, something
like 'proc
zone_alert(zn)'.

The 'hide' procedure
is much simpler, to hide
the window we don't

need to check whether

the zone is currently
open, we just hide it
anyway. We use a
special version of the
'card hide' command

which adds the 'update'
modifier. This makes S-

def proc control_zwin_neu(zn,zs,return h)
local s="",zw=proc control_zuin_find(zn,NO_HANDLt)
if (zu)-l)

card neu h.zs
ctrl_zwinsl.znJr.zw], handle= h
ctrl_zwins[zn][zw],open = FALSE

else
s="'Contror cannot open ana nore windows for '"+ctrl_zonesCzn].label*"

endif
return s

enddef

def proc control_zwin_shou(zn.h)
local ztpproc control.zwinJind(zn,h)
ctrl_zwinsEzn][zw].open=TRUE
if (ctrl.zonesCznLopen) then card show h

enddef

def proc control_zuin_hide(zn,h)
local zw=proc control.zwin find(zn,h)
ctrl_zwins[zn][zw].open=FALSE
card hide update h

enddef

def proc control_zwin_dispose(zn,h)
local zw=proo control.zwin find(zn.h)
ctrl_zwins[zn][zw].handle=RO_HAHOLE
ctrl_zuinsCzn][zu].open=FALSt
card dispose h

enddef

Figure II a

halt at that point. The
calling procedure can
either deal with the error

by (a) ignoring it; (b)
reporting it and halting;
(c) refering it to the user
to make a decision; or (d)
passing the error back to
its calling procedure to
deal with.

Getting back to the
'new' procedure: First we
check to see that there is

an empty entry by
searching for
NOJHANDLE. If one is
not found an error

message is passed back
to the caller. If a space is found, the
new card is created and the array
values are set with the handle and the

def proc control_zuin_find(zn,h)
local zu,fnd=FFlLSE
for zw=8 to CTRL MflXZHIHS-1

if (ctrl_zwinslzn][zw].handle=h)
fnd=TRUE
break

end if

ifllfnd) then zw=HOJAHDLE
return zw

enddef

def proc control_zwin_hide_all<zn)
local zw,h
for zu=9 to CTRL.HAXZMIHS-1

h=ctrl zwins[zn]Czw].handle
if <h<7H0_HAHDLE> then card hide update h
next

enddef

def proc control_zuin_shou_all(zn)
local zu,h
for zu=B to CTRL.HAXZWIHS-1

h=ctrl_zuins[zn][zw].handle
if (ctrl_zwins[zn][zu].open) then card show h
next

enddef

FigureII b

Base remember where the card is so

the next time it is created it appears in
the place it disappeared.

}
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Tracking media 1
In 'dispose' we find the appropriate

entry, get the window handle, set the
array element to its null values
(making the element available for a
new card in future) and dispose of the
card.

The 'hide_alP routine closes all the
windows in a zone but does not

change the 'open' flag. So when the
'show_all' routine is called it runs

through all the windows and re-opens
only those windows that were
previously open.

I have tested this by creating
another window in the dummy zone so
I know it works. I won't bore you with
the test details.

One other error has cropped up
which has to do with the buttons in the

&
abc

— hi*:

start of the file and delete the

comment marker from the start of the

first line. Now press F4 and do a
search and replace converting all
'dummy' to 'mediatype'.

Move to the line in 'proc
mediatype_startup' and change
"Dummies" to "Media types". Press F3
and Return to save.

Go to the Templates and copy
'dummy zone' as 'mediatype zone', we
want this to be the same for now so

just click OK. Close Templates and go
to Formats, copy 'dummy zone' as
'mediatype zone' again. This time
change the template to 'mediatype
zone' and click OK.

Press Control+F3 to save the whole

thing back to disc, just in case you
haven't been doing
this.

If you run the
application it will
now pop-up with
the control window

showing "Media
types" instead of
"Dummies" and

that appears in the
title bar of the zone

window as well.

We are going
to make an

assumption: Most
zones which can

be used to create, edit and delete
types of records will have the same
overall design and structure. They will
have the three buttons at the bottom

and, something we haven't inserted
yet, a list of current records in the
middle.

The first thing we'll do, just to make
things interesting, is build the button

t'i >rn:.il r!i ricnl <>;».'.'.ms

1-31

default

|Protected
\ Don't trim

| Don't blunt
| Don't dither
| r*'o /wrkground

IAutomatic recok

[Autoexpand

|Don't letaltered/lag
_JSDFproceatnt

\So entry

_JlWw

(9 U/t ,J Centre .J Right

<5' Top ^JMiddle J Bottom

Cancel OK

Figure III

control window, this part was not
working properly and I did have to
play with the options in the icon
element window until I found the right
settings for each icon. You will have to
change all yours (Figure III) unless
you are just downloading my version
from www.acornuser.com/downloads

Back to the media
The time has come to start work

on the actual application again.
This will go slowly at first as we
build the various elements

needed in a standard zone, but
subsequent zones will go faster.

The first type of object we are
going to look at creating and
editing a 'mediatype' which you
may recall from part three (March
2002) of this series.

The first step is to stop the
dummy zone from registering
itself by commenting out the first
registration line at the top. Close the
window and in the list of procedures
select dummy and make a copy called
'mediatype'. The copy is created and it
is opened. Place the cursor at the

,(40),

curzone = proc controlJind_zone(Ohandle)
if (curzone=CTRL_ZOHE_HOHE) then return

local znane = Otrin(ctrl_zonesCcurzone].nane)
ok=FALSE
zrnew=-l

case Gelickelenentlabel
when "new"
8exec("proc "+znanet"_new(Ohandle,zr,ok)")

when "edit"
8exec("proc "+znanet"_edit(Ohandle,ok)")

when "delete"
Oexec("proc "+znane+"_delete(Ohandle)°)

otherwise
6exec("proc "+znn+"_click(Ohandle,Oclickelenentlabel)")

Figure IV

handling routines and our first object
creation window.

Go to the handler sets and create a

new one called "zone", add an S Click

handler called "zone click" and then

click "New". Figure IV shows the basic

code we use, this is from experience
so a lot of development is bypassed.

The first two lines check to see what

zone has been clicked in using the
handle of the card just clicked, we
could have more than one on screen

so we need to know which. We exit if

it's no known zone.

Then we get the name of the zone,
this is used to call procedures within
the zone, we also set a couple of
global variables, we use 'ok' to check
outside the handler after it is finished

and 'zrnew' will hold the record

number of a newly created record.
The case..endcase structure checks

for the standard buttons and calls the

appropriate routine in the zone code
while the 'otherwise' part calls a
standard click handling routine for any
other element in the main zone

window that the standard routine

doesn't know about.

From here go to the Format list and
Control+double-click on the

'mediatype zone' entry, select the
handler set menu and choose the

'zone' entry to attach that handler set
to this window.

Run the application, open the
mediatypes zone window then click on
"New", you should get an error
message saying that procedure
'mediatype_new' does not exist —
which is correct because we haven't

written it yet.

Summing up
The next stage is going to get a bit
nasty so we will leave it there. We
have covered a fair bit of ground this
time including a round-up of how we
got to this point.

We also looked at finally making the
zones open and close properly
and began the creation of an
actual part of the application,
though even this also forms part of
the skeleton structure.

Next time we will go into the
actual creation, editing and
deletion of records, and work on
the user interface for this.

Steve Turnbull

stevet@acornuser.com
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Part 3: Dr Wimp in practice

DrWimp

Firstly, an apology. The first article
in this series referred to two

separate panels containing brief
introductions to 'handles' and 'window

templates'. Unfortunately these panels
were not printed with the article. They

should now be on the Acorn User Web

site at www.acornuser.com in

OvationPro format - and they are also

on Ray Favre's Web site (see end of
article). For anyone without Internet
access, Ray will exceptionally provide
printed copies of these panels if you
send him an SAE.

As promised, this article is going to
start with !MyApp3 as we left it last time
and develop it further. As before, to
avoid confusion, we will copy and
rename !MyApp3 to become !MyApp4
and actually start with that. Also as
before, the Acorn User Web site has a

copy of !MyApp4, all ready to go, in the
folder StartApp.

More icon manipulation
Firstly, take a copy of !MyApp4 and, to
remind ourselves where we are starting
from, run it and clicking Select over the
iconbar icon to get the window shown in
Figure I.

Clicking Select or Adjust over the top
icon again restores things to how they
were. Thus, however many icons you
have with the same ESG number, only

one of them can be selected at the

same time. If you want more than one
group of icons to act in a similar way,
just choose a different ESG number for
each of the other groups but use only
one number within each group. ESG
numbers can be in the range 1-31.

But note one other point: press Adjust
over an already-selected radio icon and
you'll see that it de-selects that icon but
does not cause the other radio icon to

become selected. We end up with

neither radio icon selected despite them

having the same ESG - which is not a
good thing. We can easily resolve this
with our coding and will pick it up again

below.

To start taking things further, let's get
rid of that introductory text currently in
the writable icons. Change Lines 340

and 350 of the initial IRunlmage listing

to:

340 PROCwimp_puticontext(main's,3,"")

350 PR0Cwimp_puticontext(main's,6,"")

Those double quote characters need

to be plain, boring ASCII character 34

1M Main

Example icons

Writable 1 Writable 1 (§ Text in 1

Writable 2 Writable 2 j Text in 2

Figure I: The initial main windowin the running
!MyApp4

Now let's explore the two radio icons
very briefly. As you can see, the top one
is initially selected and the lower one is
not. That was how we set them up last

time. We also gave them both the same
ESG (exclusive selection group) number

(1) in their template definitions. To
confirm what this means, click Select or

Adjust over the lower radio icon. You'll
see that this selects it and de-selects

the top one.

h Hf> Pj

as supplied by your ordinary text/Basic
editor. Copying lines from a clever word
processor using 'fancy quotes' can
cause a problem.

Now, bearing in mind that the top
radio icon is initially selected, let's
ensure its associated writable icon is

enabled (available for use) and the
lower writable icon is disabled (greyed
out, not usable).

So, add the following lines just before

the ENDPROC line in DEF PROCuser-

initialise:

PR0Cwimp_iconenable(main's,3,1)

PR0Cwimp_iconenable (main's, 6,0)

This wimp-function is new to you, but
its format is the same as

PROCwimp_iconselect() which we have
already used.

The first two parameters define the
window and icon involved and the third

parameter sets the required state (as
described by the wimp-function name).
Here, the third parameter is set to 1 if

we want the icon to be 'enabled' or 0 if

we want it to be 'disabled'. It's as easy

as that.

Now save !MyApp4, run it again and
click Select over the iconbar icon to see

the change in the main window. The
disabled state of the lower writable icon

may, in fact, be a little difficult to make
out visually but it is easily confirmed if
you try to click in it. It will not attract the
caret and, indeed, you will notice that

the pointer shape does not change
when over the icon - as it will over the

enabled top icon.

Now, we want to set things up so that
the correct enabling/disabling takes
place whenever we click Select or
Adjust over either of the two radio icons
any time after the above initial set-up.
We do this by using, again, DEF
PROCuser_mouseclick().

The sort of routine we want is:

CASE window's OF

WHEN main's

CASE icon's OF

WHEN 4

PR0Cwimp_iconenable(window's, 3,1)

PR0Cwimp_iconenable(window's, 6,0)

IF button's^ THEN

PR0Cwimp_iconselect (window's,icon's, 1)

WHEN 7

PR0Cwimp_iconenable (window's, 6,1)

PR0Cwimp_iconenable(window's,3,0)

IF button°-s=l THEN

PR0Cwimp_iconselect (window's, icon's, 1)

ENDCASE

ENDCASE

As you can follow, if we click Select
over the top radio icon (icon 4) we will
enable the top writable icon (icon 3) and
disable the lower writable icon (icon 6).
The reverse happens if we click Select
over the lower radio icon (icon 7).

However, if we click Adjust instead

(button%=1) we also re-select

Jim Spraggs
jim.spraggs ©another.co.uk
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< DrWimp 3
whichever radio icon clicked.

As our IRunlmage listing already has
a small CASE window% OF construct in

it we need not include the first and last

lines of the above routine when we add

it to DEF PROCuser_mouseclick(). So
add that extract now, save it (after re
numbering, if you use line numbers)
and re-run !MyApp4 to check that the
desired results are achieved.

Handling keyboard text
The next step is to enter some text into
the writable icons.

As things stand at the moment, you
can do this quite freely once you have
clicked Select over whichever of the

writable icons is enabled to gain the
caret. Try it. You'll find that there is a
limit of 32 characters, because we set

that limit in the writable icon definitions

in the window template. You'll recall that
we actually set a limit of 33, which is 32
actual characters plus an automatically
added - but invisible - terminator

character.

But we want to be a bit more clever

than this. Firstly, let's limit the allowable
characters to, say, the lower case letters
a-z. This is done entirely within the icon
definition in the window template - via
something called the 'validation string'.
Once again, this subject is nothing
exclusive to Dr Wimp. It's just another of
those things you need to get into for
Wimp programming by any means.

So, load the template file called
Templates into your template editor (for
example, TemplEd in the Dr Wimp
package), double-click on the Main

window and then double-click over the

top writable icon - icon number 3. You'll

get the window of which Figure II is the
top part.

You'll immediately see the writable
icon labelled Validation. It currently
contains the mysterious string:

Ktar;Pptr_write

This is a 'validation string' - and there is
really nothing very mysterious about it.
The string is merely a set of special text
commands which determine some of

the icons characteristics. Each

command is of the form:

Xyyyyyy

where X can be any one of the letters
ADFKLPRS and yyyyyy means other
code letters or text (of varying length)
and depending on the value that X
takes. If you want to use more than one
command they are separated by a
semi-colon. A validation string is not
case-sensitive but it is clearer if we

keep X-values in upper-case and the y-
values in lower-case.

So our writable icon number 3 already
has a validation string containing two
commands: Ktar and Pptr_write - and
we read these as a 'K-command' and a

'P-command'.

You will need to look in the RISC OS

Programmer's Reference Manuals
(PRMs) for the full details of all the
available validation string commands (or
in my 'Dr Wimp's Surgery' book!) but for
our current purposes we only need to

look at the A, K and P commands.

The P-command allows you to
change the mouse-pointer shape as it
passes over the icon being defined. All
you do is add the name of the sprite
you want to use for the shape. Here, the
pointer shape is defined by a sprite
called ptr_write which is the blue caret-

IQ X Template 'Main': Edit icon 3

[•Text Validation

Ktar;Pptrj/vrite
J Sprite

[•" Indirected 33

Update Update & Exit Exit

£Z. Rn«W- I N rontrnri

Figure II: The top part of ITemplEd's 'Edit
icon'window showing the 'validation string'
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looking shape with which you will be

familiar. Check it by running !MyApp4
and noting what happens as you move
the pointer in and out of the enabled
writable icon.

It is vital that any sprite-name you use
is already known to the computer but,
fortunately, RISC OS supplies and
automatically loads several different
sprites for pointers (all named
ptr_xxxxxx) and ptr_write is one of
them, so it is straightforward. For
pointers, the sprite also needs to be of
a certain specification, so you cannot
use just any sprite.

So, simply by including the P-
command Pptr_write in the icon's
validation string, the pointer changes
when it is over the icon.

The A-command is extremely useful.
It determines which characters are

(A)llowed to be typed into the icon from
the keyboard. (Without an A-command,

the default situation is that all printable
characters are allowed.)

As indicated above, we want only the
lower-case letters from a to z to be

allowed; and the A-command to do this

is simply:

Aa-z

Ifyou want to exclude characters, you
precede them with a - character (ASCII
126). So a more complicated example
might be:

Aa-zO-9A-Z~pqrPQR

which means OAllow all lower-case

letters, upper-case letters and the digits
from 0 to 9, except the letters p, q, r, P,
Q and R". Note that you should not
normally use any space characters in
validation strings. In an A-command
they will be interpreted as a legitimate
printable character.

The K-command has been left until

last because it is a little more involved -

and we do not actually need it in our
application. It determines how the caret
moves between different writable icons

in the same window and also whether

or not the application will get a specific
notification when keyboard keys are
pressed.

We do not need to go into the detail
here and we only need to note that, a
little later, we will wish to take action

when the Return key is pressed - and
RISC OS always notifies the application
when that occurs. Thus, we can delete



the K-command here and rely on this
default situation.

So, we end up with needing a
validation string of:

Aa-z;Pptr_write

and we need the same string in both
writable icons (icons number 3 and 6).

So edit the box accordingly in the above
Edit icon window of TemplEd and click
the Update button. Then do the same

for icon 6 and save the changed

Templates file.
Now re-run !MyApp4 and check that

the only characters to appear when you
use the keyboard are the lower-case

letters. So far, so good!

Now let's move on and take some

action when the Return key is pressed.
For this we need to look at:

DEF FNuserJceypress(window^,icon%,key%)

=0

By now, it will be no surprise to learn
that the parameters give the window%
and icon% handles where the keypress
took place and key% is a number
representing the keyboard key pressed.
In fact, because we deliberately decided

to use no K-command in the validation

strings of the writable icons, the only
keypress to activate this user-function

will be the Return key - whose value in
this context is 13 (&D).

But this is also the first time we have

met a DEF FNuser_xxxxx as opposed

to a DEF PROCuser_xxxxx and hence

we now have the return value from the

DEF FN to consider. Here, in its 'empty'
state, you can see that the return value
is 0.

Dr Wimp uses the return values from
any DEF FNuser_xxxx to decide what
specific magic to perform behind-the-

scenes. In the case of DEF

FNuser_keypress(), if the return is 0 it

is the same as you telling the Wimp
Manager that you are not taking any

particular action as a result of the call.
The Wimp Manager will then tell other
running applications of that key press in
case they want/need to take action on

it.

However, if you change the return
value to 1 then it is the same as telling

the Wimp Manager "O.K. This keypress
is for me. I'll deal with it, thanks." and

the Wimp Manager (possibly with a sigh

of relief) will know that it needs do
nothing more at that moment.

All the DEF FNuser xxxxx work in a

similar way. The return of the 'empty'
value (which is not always 0) usually

means "not interested" and the return of

something else usually means 6 I've
taken some specific action on this".

Section 3 of the Dr Wimp Manual gives
full details for each case and you can

appreciate that it is vital you ensure that

the correct return value is given for the

particular circumstances which may
arise during the application run.

With this explanation, let's add code
which, when we press the Return key,

simply copies the text typed in one

writable icon to the other.

So, make DEF

FNuser_keypress()look like this:
DEF FNuserJceypress(window^, icon%,key%)

LOCAL retum%,text$

return%=0

CASE window% OF

WHEN main°<6

CASE icon% OF

WHEN 3

CASE key% OF

WHEN 13

text$=FNwimp_geticontext(window^,icon%)

PROCwimp_puticontext(window%,6,text$)

return%=l

ENDCASE

WHEN 6

CASE key°-5 OF

WHEN 13

text$=FNwimp_geticontext(window^, icon^o)

PROCwimp_puticontext(window%,3,text$)

return%=l

ENDCASE

ENDCASE

ENDCASE

=return%

Renumber and save the IRunlmage

and run the altered !MyApp4 again to
try it out.

You should be able to follow this

coding without a problem and it is not

the only way the same result could be
achieved. Even the two new wimp-
functions FNwimp_geticontext() and

PROCwimp_puticontext() should be

easy to understand. They 'do what it
says on the tin'.

Note in particular how the LOCAL
variable return% is used to ensure that

the DEF FN returns 1 when Return

•c DrWimp

(key% value 13) is pressed over either
one of the writable icons (icons 3 and 6)

and only in those circumstances. Also

note that a disabled icon can still have

text written to it, though not from the

keyboard.
You may feel that the coding is a little

heavily structured for such a small task

but please remember that most

applications will have more than one
window, several writable icons and

perhaps many different key presses to
take action on. The above sort of

structure would then become very easy

to expand - and to understand when

you read it again some months later. So
it is good practice to do it from the start.

Finally for this time, you might want to
alter the DEF PROCuser_mouseclick()

coding to delete any existing text in a
writable icon when you enable it. It
probably is a bit neater. I'll leave that for
easy 'homework' but it is incorporated
into the version of !MyApp4 in the
EndApp folder in the download from the

Acorn User Web site.

Don't forget that we'll start from that
version of !MyApp4 next time and we'll

have a closer look at menus.

Contacts

Download the Dr Wimp package from

my Web site at:

www.argonet.co.uk/users/rayfavre/

and this site also contains details of

my books 'Starting Basic' and ODr
Wimp's Surgery" which are sold entirely
for charity.

E-mail: rayfavre@argonet.co.uk
Printed versions of the separate

panels missing from the first article of
this series are also available on receipt

of an SAE at the address below.

If you do not have Internet access a

copy of the latest Dr Wimp package can
be obtained by sending a formatted
(1.6M) floppy disc and return postage
stamps to:

Ray Favre, 26 West Drayton Park Avenue,

West Drayton, Middlesex. UB7 7QA, U.K.
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The Zillion PA30 is one of the smallest MP3 players in the world, only

52mm x 75mm x 15mm, one of the few portable products to support

multi-audio formats. In addition to playing MP3, WMA and AAC files in
extremely good quality stereo, the Zillion gives voice recording (up to four

hours).

With 64MB onboard memory upgradable to 16MB, 32MB, 64MB and
128MB. Its unique diamond-shaped LCD display with an unusual pale
blue electroluminescent backlightgives the user maximum information

about status, file types, memory capacity, running times and play modes.

The Zillion PA30 will play for up to 10 hours using two standard AAA

batteries.

Music is loaded via an integrated USB interface conforming to USB V1.1.

Software provided is compatible with Win98, SE, ME, 2000 and XP. The
Zillion PA30 is supplied in a kit complete with stereo earphones,
neckcord, USB cable, batteries, user manual, software and CD.

The new DCP 100 has more features than any other MP3 CD player. Firmware upgrade, alpha navigation for easy
searching, four line graphic LCD, 480 second anti-shock for MP3s and 960 for WMA, complete VBR, 12 CD
memory /auto resume and much more. Definitively the best MP3 CD player ever!

Firmware Upgrade

Thefirmware of the DCP-100 can be upgraded by loading a CD that contains an execution file.

Multi 4 Line Graphic LCD (supports multi-language): Supports English, European
special scripts and many other languages: Indicates file name, track title, artist name
(ID3 Tag information) of the current playback and also the next track Indicates 7
bands animated equalizer by using actual frequency substitute.

Powerful Shock Protection

Electronic Shock Proof for MP3 CD: 480 seconds, WMA CD: 960 seconds, Audio

CD: 192 seconds (max selectable.).
Multi Codec CD Player:

Plays both the regularaudio CDs, MP3 and WMA files support both CD-R / CD-RW.
Supports next generation's music formats with Firmware upgrades.

All Types of CDs Support

Supports Packet-write, MultiO-session, Enhanced CD (CD- Extra), IS09669,
Joliet, Mixed-CD and all its CDformats. ONLY £99.99

MP3 Plus Limited

Telephone 01225 785188
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The latest education news

Interactive whiteboards
Schools and Colleges throughoutthe United
Kingdom are in foran educational boost this
springand summer, with the launch of a
nationwide initiative, designed to substantially
reduce the cost of acquiringinteractive
whiteboards.

Through corporatesponsorship, interactive
whiteboards are being made available to all
educationalestablishments at heavily
reduced prices.The Interactive Whiteboard
for Education Initiative is the brainchild of Go

Educationpic,a company that specialises in
educationaland learning resources. Through
the Initiative, Go Educationis able to give
manyschools an unprecedented opportunity
toacquire a highly effective teaching toolat a
veryaffordable cost.

Interactive whiteboard technology is now
regarded as an essential learningtoolforthe
digital classroom a fact recognised by the
Government. Trials have already shown that
thistechnology greatlyenhances pupils'
learning and performance, and withthe
initiative, classroom teaching is poised to
enter a whole new level.

Ms Swanton, ICT Coordinator at St
"Mary's RC PrimarySchool, recalls Right
from the start the children were enthusiastic,
which encouraged them to produce work of
a high standard. I am intendingto purchase
more boards next term and highly
recommendthem to any school. Intime, this
technology will replace allthe conventional
blackboards and whiteboards."

The technology has been heralded as
significant forschools and pupilsalike, and
has been welcomed by several keyfigures in
education. Peter Frost, Chief Executive of the
National Primary Trust, summarises: "Clearly,
the whiteboardtechnologywhen used as a
toolfor learninghas exciting possibilities, and
itis encouraging that this has been
recognisedby Government."

Due to populardemand, the initiative offer
has been extended to run until 30th

September 2002. Fora free information
pack, call Go Educationon 020 8795 3882
or visittheir comprehensive Web site at
www.goeducation.co.uk

CAP it all
Anew governmentinitiative is now up and
running to help pupilswho have difficulty in
understanding language,communicating
verbally and using written communication.
The Communication Aids Project(CAP) is
funded bythe DFESand managed by Becta.
£10 million will be spent to assess pupils'
needs and fund hardware, software and
peripherals as well as training teaching staff.

CAP is seeking to help all pupilswho have
a communication difficulty by providing

technologyto enable them to access the
curriculum and to interact with others.

Communicationdifficulties range from
primaryproblems,such as hearing
impairment, to more complexones such as
severe cerebral palsy, while some communi
cation difficulties are temporary. CAP aims to
meets the needs of the individual child. To

helpschools a series of registered CAP
suppliershave been created and latest of
these is R-E-M. You can find out more about

what they can offerat www.r-e-m.co.uk

PE and ICT mix it up
Extending its innovative Your Espresso range
intosecondary schools, BETTaward winner
Espresso Education (+44/020 82371200)
has launched a Physical Education GCSE
resource on CD-ROM. Developedin
association with Hartlepool City Learning
Centre, the resource is the first ever
standalone module availablefrom Espresso.

This new addition is divided into four

sections of the PE syllabus: Human Body,
HealthyLiving, Training, and Sport and
Society. This incorporates lesson resources
that are based around current and topical
television programmes and new reports
supported by relevantwebsites, interactive
tasks, differentiated test papers and issues to
stimulate debate.

The module is fully indexed to the National
Curriculum and has a staffroom that guides
teachers through its resources and howeach
one fulfils the requirements in the GCSE PE
syllabus. Like the resources on Espresso's
subscription-based Secondary Service, it
also has a homework site which provides
printabletest papers and Web site links.

Manyof the Web sites on GCSE PE are
incompleteor out of date, commented
Jonathan Crone, Head of PE at DykeHouse
School in Hartlepool, 'This CD-ROM is
specificto the syllabus and to the interests of
our pupilsand will stimulatelearning; it is the
most motivating resource I have come
across forGCSE PE. Itcoverstopicareas
very well and even gives extension workto
our most able pupils. Itshould make planning
lessons much easier."

Bards unite
Shakespeare Primary School in Leeds has
been at the head of a scheme called

Altogether Now. This is the largest project of
its kind ever undertaken bya BBC local radio
station who aim to use broadcastingskills,
social action initiatives and arts projects to
reallymake a differenceto the local
community.

Two members of the BBC Radio Leeds

team, Trevor Gibbons and David Miller, have
been based at the school working with Year6

to make radioprogrammes and gain an
insight intobroadcasting. Also involved was
Keith Wass, the Training and Resource
Manager fromSoftease who has been
helpingthe pupilslearn howto build and
maintain their school's Web site using
Textease.

Meanwhile, Year5 pupilshave formed a
groupthat will be responsible forthe design
and maintenance of the web site named The

Website Club. All of the work on the web site

will be done entirelyby the pupilswith only
minimal input from teachers.

Talking about the scheme, BeckyMoyce,
ICTCoordinatorat Shakespeare Primary
School said, "We have seen a dramatic
increase in both the pupils'and teachers'
learningcurves since Textease has been
implemented.Boththe staff and children's
enthusiasm for ICThave shot up since the
start of the Softease training sessions from
Keith."

Marking help
SAM Learning are aimingto free up hours of
teachers' time by enhancing its online
learningservice - www.samlearning.com - to
includethree brand new options that allow
teachers to access realtime progress reports
instantly, enabling them to spot areas of
strength and weakness at a glance. The
updated service also includes an automatic
markingfacility that allowsteachers to give
students crucial feedback on work,
completed at home or school, without the
lengthytask of marking.

The new Web-based Subject Report
shows at a glance whichstudents are using
SAM Learningand the total hours of work
completed withthe average scores achieved,
giving teachers an unrivalled overview of
achievement levels. The Question Report
enables teachers to utilise SAM's online

exam courses for homework and end-of-

topictests, as the enhanced reporting shows
which class members have completed set
tasks along with theircorresponding scores.
SAM Learning deals with allthe marking and
data handling.

Finally, the Learner Report gives teachers
an in-depthlookat the strengths and
weaknesses of individual students without

the teacher having to set or markany work.
The enhanced reportingfacilities further
strengthen a recent survey showing that 95
per cent of secondary schools using SAM
Learning's revision methods, forfive hours or
more per pupil, last year increased the
number of students achieving five or more
GCSE grades A* to C by over 6 per cent.

Vacomuser.com ...y >
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Freephone 0500 - 69 00 70

integration experts
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Acorns
Avantis CD server

Laptops
PC's

Servers

Network Cabling
Network Hardware

Network Audit / Consultancy
Computer Benching
Wireless Networks

Projectors
Whiteboards

Printers

Education software

On-site support and training
(West Yorkshire only)

Music PCs

Music Suites

Software —

Winsuite / Textease / NetOp Schools

CALL KHADAM

0500-690070 for further

information

PHILIPS

Projector and
Whiteboard Bundle

Philips cSmart + 60" Smart Board

Call for quantity pricing j^ £ |J \J^J
Installation kit £295 Installation £450

For use with standard PC's

i-cubed Ethernet cards:

the standard against

which all others will be judged
still produced and supported by:

I

O NEW PRICES

Q NEW DRIVERS

Q PC CONNECTIVITY SOFTWARE

You can now purchase versions of our tried and
tested EtherLAN 500 and 600 series Ethernet cards
which include Design IT /£.?•• li^-yp-" software,
allowing easy transfer of files and data to and from
your PC. You can even use your PC to store your
RISC OS applications! Sounds expensive?
How about £99.00 including VAT?

Telephone, write, fax or email for more information
• 6 OAK DRIVE ' SEISDON •

• SOUTH STAFFORDSHIRE • WVS 7ET '

• Telephone: 01902 894775 • Fax: 01902 324287 •
. www.deiignit.co.uk * enqQdezignlt.co.uk •

The home of RISC OS networking!
Wc also

support:
1 \ . Design If lui owned. tt'jnui.Hlifcd .*nd supported the Kubed I theilAtj

product rj.igc tor (hfiv yc.vi. fthctLAWn a Vxiemaik of Oeiign IT.
fthnnet n a tudermtl ol Xeio\ Cotporjtioo Carriage(hugeuppiy. (SOt

the world is available from Etc. Systems.

Call us for friendly advice, visit our Web site or e-rriail us for
further detaUs. We stock RISC OS software and accessor



This new application
will allow you to

transfer sheets via

HTML between

Schema 2 and Excel

2000/XF and

retain all

styles & formulae
and now also colours.

Now works wffcfi XF as well

HTML XLS

The cost of SchemEx

isUKP£25incVAT&p+p
or buy Schema 2 for UKP

£30 inc VAT

&get SchemEx for FREE.
Please see our Website

for more details

(I I I M
Micro Supplies Ltd

75aWEBBS LANE, MlDDLEWICH, CHESHIRE CW10 9DS
TEL 01606833999 FAX: 01606836111 email: sales@claresmicro.com

Web site: http://www.daresmicro.com

GREAT SCANNERS
GREAT PRICE

ustek Be@rPaw 240

19200dpi USB
A4 Flatbed Scanner

Drivers Available:

Scan Modei
Colour Mode
Grey Mode
Line Art Mode

Scan Area 21,6 cm x 29,7 cm (A4)
4x35mmnegative film
3x35mm positive slide
InterpolatedRes 19200dpi
Optical Res 1200 x 2400 dpi
Butler 32 KB
Interlace USB
Power 100-240 V, 50-60Hz
Features Built in Transparency Adapter
Five Buttons in frontmake copying,
faxing and e-mailing easier
Slim scanner through Slim-CCD technology
Opticalresolution up to 1200x2400 dpi
Maximum scanning size DINA4
Easyand fast installationthrough USB-Port
TWAIN-compatible
Big software bundle containing a Picture-Editor and
OCR-Program
System Requirements Pentium 166MHz or higher with

findows 98 or higher OS.

• > ~

Weight 2.30kg
Dimensions 436 x 261 x 80mm

J

'!inS.(leinu

For all your PC & Peripheral needs

CYDINE.net
UK SUPPLIERS OF NETWORKING,

COMPUTER PARTS AND TELECOMS

email: sales@bournville.net

web www.cydine.net

Tel 08700 551 800
Fax 08700 551 801
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Turtle turnaround

Since Logo was first created
people have expounded on its
virtues and capabilities. However

in Primary schools in particular you are
only likely to see Roamers, floor turtles
and programs which simulate the
physical action on a computer screen.
Sherston started to change teachers'
perceptions with their Crystal
Rainforests but Logo has long been
confined to turtle graphics.

I've heard various arguments why this
is the case over the years but in the end
it comes down to the fact that most

teachers have not got an all-
encompassing interest in computer
programming and even if they have time
restricts how many hours they can take
learning the intricacies.

Companies have realised this and
produced some excellent programs over
the years to take these restraints into
account. However, in 2002 the words
programming and control are still
guaranteed to send teachers running for
their ICT Coordinator where they seem
much happier with spreadsheet
algorithms.

Enter Textease with a new string to its
ever-growing bow. With its familiar
screen and icons newcomers are less

likely to be put off, but this is no
dumbing down of a powerful
programming tool. I'm always a little
cautious of the word 'flexible' but

Textease promises flexibility from simple
movement of a single object before
progressing to complex programming
and control over multiple objects. The

1.(50).

key however, is whether the program
provides a gentle enough learning curve
allowing children (and teachers) to
progress through these levels of
application building on confidence and
knowledge so that they can handle
nesting procedures without even
noticing.

Let's start at the beginning... At its
simplest level, on-screen buttons are
used to control the movement of a

traditional turtle, optionally leaving a
path or not with the pen up/pen down
commands. Add to this replay which
allows children to look at the path taken
and flood fill these to create simple
shapes. But this can be made more
interesting, challenging and motivating
by adding a backdrop of pictures and/or
words as in essence this is still a

Textease screen. Add to this the fact

that any Textease object can be named
and used as a turtle, whether it is a
simple shape, a photograph or clip-art.
You can have more than one as well.

Moving on, sequences can be pre-set

and run as scripts to create repeating
patterns, introducing simple
programming and control concepts. Or
how about embedding scripts within
scripts for a powerful, yet simple
programming language?

But why stop at children moving
graphics around a screen? There is
much more here and the range of
example files gives you some excellent
ideas to play with from a classic game
of Pong to a lateral thinking puzzle to a
multimedia presentation. But is this just
a pipe dream? Will children still only be
skimming the surface of this program -
the fate of its predecessors? So let's see
how much time and prior knowledge
Textease Turtle will require to get to this
goal.

The first hurdle is lack of manual. I

know that there is an on-screen guide
and all 39 pages can be printed out, but
although there are a couple of examples
on how to create a procedure and
passed parameters this is definitely a

weak point. My wish list would include
short tutorials and links to the ICT QCA

and Numeracy Hour. Unperturbed I
turned on the printer and made notes.

The learning curve has four stages to
it. For the youngest users (Year 2)
children can investigate mazes and
shapes files provided within the
program: First Logo and Shapes are
pre-written files which are simple and
very easy to recreate using standard
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Textease tools. I quickly recreated these
screens and more importantly my test
group made their own mazes for one
another too. There are on-screen

buttons for forward, back, turn left, turn
right, as well as an eraser and a house
button which takes your turtle back to
where it started.

The next stage is the Keypad which
you can toggle between yellow, green
and blue levels. Here the controls are in

a separate window and it starts with
picture buttons duplicating the on-screen
buttons of the first stage while adding
replay. The green level replaces the
picture buttons with textual ones and the
extra commands of repeat and end.

on
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Finally, the blue level provides short
commands and logo shortcuts. You can
toggle through these at any time which
allows for differentiation and a useful

way for children to build and be seen to
be building their skills. When children
found something in the blue level tricky
we backtracked through the Keypad to
find the problem and solution.

Feeling confident, and maybe a little
cocky, I moved on to the third stage and
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the Command Line. This is where my
partner teacher decided to have a cup of
coffee, but dragging her back we
persevered. Here all the Logo
commands are available rather than the

limited selection on the Keypad. So type
Forward 20 in the additional window and

your turtle will move forward 20mm.
Lose your turtle and just type home he'll
come back to you.

As you become more experienced
with this you'll find yourself delving into
three sorts of commands: system, turtle
and logo. We concentrated on turtle
commands by duplicating the
commands we'd been using on the
keypad learning that spaces were
necessary and so on. It also made my
testers want a quicker way of doing
things which led nicely into the next
stage - procedures. This is where you
can easily lose people, so I was glad to
see more time taken over these in the

online manual.

Procedures are written in a separate
window and you start by naming it and
then clicking edit to type in your
procedure. However, the manual
suggests an excellent way of showing
what is going on and I'll definitely use
this in future. Simply use the Keypad at
level 2 (green) and press the buttons;
repeat 4, forward 20, left 90 and save. A
square is created and the saved
procedure is shown in its correct syntax
in another window.

Then there are five ways of
implementing this (or any) procedure:
press run on the procedure editor
window; type the procedure name on the
command line; typing the name of the
procedure anywhere on the page and
pressing the run button on the button
bar - this is really useful when teaching;
the name is part of the body of other
procedures; or select an object, use the
Links window and set the Logo
command.

Finally procedures can have passed
parameters. In effect this means that if
you have a procedure named Polygon
you can write Polygon 5 which will draw
a pentagon and so on. Look at this in
the procedure window and you'll see

that the word sides follows polygon so
that wherever sides appears in the
procedure the number is substituted for
the word. Great fun to use with children.

So far so good, but I was a little
concerned with this passing reference to
Links. I've used this with HTML files and

noticed the icon, but haven't really
explored this aspect. Selecting a turtle
and clicking the button revealed a range
of options, that were not at all well
explained with the exception of the new
addition, Logo. In essence if you want a
procedure to start when you click on an
object on the screen, highlight it, tick the
Logo button and choose a list of
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commands from a list or type in your
own procedure. The next time you click
this object your commands will be
obeyed.

One of the nicest elements of this

program is the ability to create a turtle
from anything and in fact have
numerous turtles acting independently.
There are three different ways of doing
this. Simplest is by opening the
accessing the Turtle menu and selecting
new turtle. Choose one and place it
anywhere on screen - this will be its
home position. Alternatively, place any
object on screen from photograph to

ivBcS J *><- S e B / 11 *Q . N!. A • ./ C,D / O -f-

boxes and text made within Textease. To

make it a turtle, access the Turtle menu
again and choose make turtle. Finally,
you type new on the command line and
a default turtle is placed on its home
position.

These home positions can be
changed at any time via the Details
screen opened via the Turtle menu.
You'll be told the current heading, speed

•c Education review

and home and you can reset these as
well as changing the units (by default
mm) into inches or turtle units. In
addition you have control over the
display of the turtle. You can make it
inactive so that it won't respond to home
commands, put the pen up, hide it, don't
allow it to rotate when you change
directions and change the style and line
thickness of the trail effects. In addition,
you can change the boundary restraints.
By default the limits are the page edges,
but you can make your turtle wrap or
bounce or fence it in.

One aspect we haven't mentioned yet
are the Variables. These are incredibly
useful when creating games and
simulations and give you control over
everything from the number of lives a
graphic has, to the paper size and
colour. The temptation is to use
everything at once and then get bogged
down in the attributes, operators and
functions.

You do not have to be a programmer
to do anything here, the different levels
follow quite naturally from one to
another. So as you find yourself adding
more buttons to a screen you see
yourself assigning a sound or animation
to it. As you can move one turtle why
not move more and so the global and
turtle command types make more sense
as they are used.

So has Textease Turtle allowed

control, investigation of shape and
symmetry and started on the route of
more complex programming? Are
worksheets and simulations a real

possibility? Yes. I really enjoyed using
this program and the fact that the
programming doesn't get in the way of
what I want to do. Although I felt the lack
of manual and handy list of commands,
the sample files really inspired my
testers - especially the piano - and the
fact that you can access the procedures
and thought processes behind them.

Product details

Product: Textease Turtle

7+

various prices apply
- call for details

Supplier:Softease, Market Place,
Ashbourne, Derbyshire
DE61ES

Web: www.textease.com

Email: sales@softease.co.uk

Ages:
Price:

Pam Turnbull

educ ©acornuser.com
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"Hi Wardlaw Surveys
Computer dealers in the North of Scotland

• International suppliers of computer equipment and software •
• Installation and networking specialists •

• Repairs and upgrades •
• PC cards and software supplied and installed •

• Digital photography and printing solutions •
• FREEtraining with selected purchases •

• Full after-sales support •

Don'triska disaster! Ask about our range of
uninterruptable power supplies before it's too late!

Give yourself peace of mind - a UPS guards your computer and
peripherals against power cuts and surges.

Prices from under £50 (plus VAT)
Delivery and Installation service available - please ask

Safeguardyour data against loss or theft.
Ask us about ourrange of backup devices today!

We can supply and install a range of devices from Zip drives to
CD burners that will keep your data safe.

Free advice available!

Wardlaw

Surveys
Wardlaw Surveys, Wardlaw House, Kirkhill, Inverness IV5 7NB

Tel/Fax 01463 831214
www.wardlaw.demon.co.uk

sales@wardlaw.demon.co.uk

NVMDIGITAL.COM Copyright-free Music CDs
kfiTT4 m I ffl ETC53 M.V IB KIM

1 COPYRIGHT-FREE MUSIC "Definitely the best!" - Acorn User

r Music for Multimedia since 1983

1 17 Albums

' Real Musicians

' At least 65 minutes per CD
' Over 30000 world-wide

' From £14.95 inc. P&P

.*w , •**

"A Gem" - Acorn User

' Special Interest CD-ROMs

' 8 Titles

I HTML-based

' From £9.95 inc. P&P

NVM DIGITAL CD-ROMS

s

The Ingleborough Triangle, The Conlston Fells, The Settle-Carlisle
Railway plus Photo Tour albums of Lunesdale, The Three Peaks, The
Langdales, Coniston, and the Settle to Carlisle area.
For advice on how to run our CD-ROMs on RISC OS systems see
Acorn User December 2001

Full details and samples on our Web Site or e-mail, fax, phone or write
for a sampler CD-ROM (html) and brochure. Please quote Acorn User.

NVM DIGITAL

PO BOX 1, Bentham, Lancaster, LA2 7GA
Phone/Fax 015242 62445 E-mail info@nvmdiqital.com

WKSSE3SSS3M Web Sitewww.nvmdigital.com | ft"T^M

lav. 100% Seen

Tel: 0871 871 21

Fax: 0871 871 2101

No minimum order

100% Guarantee

Prices include VAT

Delivery only £1.95
Unit 1BUmbertiust Court, Hoisohoofri.Ccmb'iaqo CB16RG

rfcw

Epson Compatibles

Epson Stylus Color
400/440/460/480/500/580/600/640/660/670
700.740.750*760.800/85O 860/880 900/980

1100/1200/1520/2000/2500/C20/C40

Black-£3.00 Colour-£4.00

Epson Stylus Color
680 777 790/870/875/890/895/1270,1290

jBJack - £7.00 Colour - £8.00

Epson Stylus Color
Photo 810/C60

- £7.00 Colour - £8.00

Epson Stylus Color

Black-£9.1

C70/C80

Colour-£7.00 ,>;Kir,

Inkjet; Paper

HP DeskJet

Black Remanufactured

51626A/51629A- £12.00

51633M/51645A/C6614D/C6615D - £13.00

HP DeskJet

Colour Remanufactured

51625A/51 o41A ('6625A - L15.00

49A-£16.00 C1823D-£17.00

C6578A - £23.00

Many HP reinanufactured laser toners also
stock. Please call or visit our website for

details.

use call for hulk or trade sales

Digital Memory

^..patibles
2ts(BCMY| from only-£15.00

-•"- ij for our fiill Xerox range.

oss 160« (20 Sheet) £5.00 210g (15 Sheet) £5.00

Dry Photocard 254g (10 Sheet) £5.00

Dry Satin 150g (20 Sheet) £5.00

1120g (50 Sheet) £3.00 140g (50 Sheets) £3.50

vlatt I60g (50 Sheet) £4.00 210g (20 Sheet) £3.00

CompactFlash 32MB-£17.00
Compact Flash 64MB - £27.00

Compact Flash 128MB - £48.00
Smart Media 32MB - £12.00

Smart Media 64MB - £23.00

Smart Media 128MB - £46.00

I CF Reader - £16.00 USB SM Reader - £17.00



Jmtools for hundreds of science experiments!
DfDAQ Data Logger
A low cost data logger supplied ready to use
with all software and cables. It is ideal for a

large variety of classroom science experiments.

Output

Voltage

Resistance

Light level

Temperature

External sensors

Microphone (Humidity, etc)

FREE library of
science experiments at

www. picotech.com

T Very low cost - under £60 (excl. VAT)
• Built in sensors:

Temperature, Light, Sound
T Use DrDAQ to capture fast signals

(eg sound waveforms)
T Outputs for control experiments
• Simply plug in to a PC and measure

DG-2QG PC iased Oscilloscope
PC based oscilloscopes open up many new learning opportunities
in education from looking at the waveforms of musical instruments
through to measuring the speed of light. PC based oscilloscopes
offer many advantages over traditional benchtop instruments,
ease of use, low cost, small size and portability to name a few.

^AsMoryotJj^REEdemo software and product catalogue

For information on Pico products for education visit:

{^ ^y www.plcotech.com/odMcatlon/
Tel: 01480 396395, Fax: 01480 396296, E-mail: post@picotech.com

Designing stunning graphics
has never been easier...

Enhance your copy of ArtWorks with powerful new tools

Crystal
'-•*

TextArea BMExport

Transparency in ArtWorks!
Apply a transparency type and
percentage to any object.

Create rotatable, multi-column
text areas. Enter and edit text

like in a word-processor!

Export your designs as sprites
or as high-quality GIF files
ready for the Web!

Special summer offers (valid until 30th August, quote reference AU07 when ordering)

ArtWorks modules Full Set Collection (19 modules) £80*

ArtWorks MasterWorks Edition (ArtWorks plus the full set of 19 modules) £ 149 free postage!

All prices include VAT.

Regular prices: FullSet Collection: £90*

MasterWorks Edition: £159 + £7.50 postage

' price for e-mail delivery, add £2.50 for p&p

MW Software Mannhelmer Str. 18

Martin Wurthner 67655 Kalserslautern

Germany

martln@mw-software.com http://www.mw-software.com/
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June 2002

• Going portable
with RiscStation

• How to choose

fonts for the best

• TextEase and its

Branching database
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• More on
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Issue 241

Christmas 2001

• Retro-gaming with
Repton

• Networking your
home

• BEIT Preview

part 1
• All the regulars

Issue 244

March 2002

• Detailed revew of

Riscstation R7500

• New Viewfinder

card for RISC OS

• Interview with Jack
Lillingston

• * Commands

Issue 240

December 2001

• RISC OS 2001 Show

Report
• Themachines you

can buy now
• Gadgets for the

holidayseason
• All the regulars

Please send me the following
subscription/back issues:

Please subscribe mefor:
Annual subscription (13 issues)

New Renewal
UK ~\ AUN0207Y ~\ AUR0207Y
EU ~ AEN0207Y ~ AER0207Y
World " AWN0207Y ™ AWR0207Y

8-issue subscription
New

UK J /UiN0297g
EU AEM2978

World _ AWN02978
4-issue subscription

New
UK J AUN02974
EU AEN02974

World AWN02974

Renewal

AUR0297S

AER02978

AWR0297S

Renewal
AUR02974

AER02974

AWRD2974

£45.99

£51.99

£63.99

£29.99

£34.99

£40.99

£15.99

£17.99

£20.99

Please send me the following issues:
UK Europe World

£4.80 £5.30 £6.90

£4.20 £4.70 £6.30

-L4.2U £4./

] Issue 248,
~] Issue 247,
] TcqilP 7rifr
1 Issue 245,
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] Issue 241,

July 2002
June 2002
Muj 200S-
Apr 2002
Mar 2002

Bab 700^.

Jan 2002
Xms 2001

£4.20

£4.20

•£4.20-

£4.20

£4.20

£4.70 £6.30

£4.70 £6.30
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£4.70 £6.30

£4.70 £6.30

SOLD
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Any 2 back issues:UK£7.40 Europe£8.05 World £11.15
Any 3 back issues:UK£9.60 Europe£10.55 World £15.20

I wish to pay by:
J Cheque (payable to Tnu Press Ltd)
| postal Order (payable toTau Press Ltd)

Name

Address

.Country

Postcode Tel.

E-mail

Send your completed Acorn User
subscription/back issues form to:

Acorn User, Tau Press, 28a Middle Hillgate,
Stockport, Cheshire SKI 3AY

Telephone 0767 429 8902 or fax your completed
Acorn User subscription/ back issues form with

credit card details to

0161 429 0685

Have a query? E-mail siihscrip@acormtscr.com
Please note e-mail is not secure, we do not recommend
sending your order details as plain text though youcan
scan a signed form and send it compressed by e-mail.

_] Please tick hero ilyou require a receipt
~] Please lick ilyou donot wish toreceive mailings from other companies
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Ashort whileback I purchased a Logitech
mouse following Neil Farnham-Smith's
article in Acorn User, and subsequent to a
telephone conversation with the magazine
editor.

I am well pleased with the mouse
generally, all the functions of which work as
designed, however, I did find that the
operation of the wheel/menu button partic
ularly irksome.To be fair, you did mention
that some people did find it took some
getting used to.

The problem was that in pressing the
wheel, more often than not, I pressed one
of the other buttons, usually the Adjust
button. I had to make a very deliberate
effort to get a clean operation of the Menu
acton.

The problem was sufficiently annoying for
me to determine to find a way of
overcoming this difficulty. I tried a few
alternatives, then settled on one, then an
improved one.

The first modification was to fix a cap
ontothe top of the wheel. I used Copydex
for the adhesive as I did not want to have a

irreversible situation in case it did not prove
to work satisfactorily. In the event it worked
well, but was a bit rubbery to the feel. At no
time did the adhesive fail.

The later modification involved removing
the wheel and its spring completely, and
replacing it witha button which works
directly on the internal mechanism. A small
spindlewas necessary to providefor the
fitting of the return spring which biases the
button in the upwards direction and the
attachment shows this. This modification

works perfectly and is in regular use.
I realise that these modifications

deactivate the designed function of the
wheel, but I was happy to forego this for a
reliable menu button function.

The wheel system may have some
material benefit in the PC/Windows world,
but I could not see that it had any merit on
a RiscOS machine, as I found it easier and
quicker to move the pointer by moving the
mouse than I did by rotatingthe wheel.
Perhaps I have missed something
somewhere, but I am content to do without
it.

Iofferthese comments merely in the
hope that they will be helpful/of interest,
especially as you indicated that others had
commented on the use of the wheel. If you
wish to pass on to others any of the
enclosed comments, then please feel free
to do so.

Graham German

by e-mail

Print happy
Atmy school, we have six A7000s which

Logitech mice
run very reliably. I have just bought some
HP920C printers and the latest printer
driver on the applications is for the HP850
and it won't work.Please could you tell me
where to get a printer driver from, as it is a
shame that the computers aren't being
used. Thank you.

Sara Bull

Derby

/ cannotguaranteeyou will find whatyou
are lookingforbut ifyou try
www.riscos.com as a starting pointthat
might be the place to find help.

Luckily we will soon be able to use a
whole new rangeof printers with the USB
cards now comingavailable, although we
will stillneed the printer drivers, of course.

How does the future look?
I have been stickingwith the RISC OS
market for a long time now. Iwas wondering
ifyou could give me any idea as to whether
there's any hope? I've been hoping for
years that something good was going to
happen but nothing ever seems to
materialise, there are always endless
delays after premature announcements.

And, by the way, whydo you have so
many PC-related adverts in the magazine?
I don't want it to end up likeone of those
bloated PC magazines.

RayTownshend
by e-mail

Hope is a good thing, butIt can wearthin
aftera while Iknow. However Ireally do
think things are beginning to lookup, I
won't get overly enthusiastic but we are
beginning tosee the appearance of new
hardware and that alwaysgives the market
a bit of a spur.

The new faster network cards are the first

finished product to reach the market,
although to truly benefityou do have to
have faster hubs as well. These cards have
been going like hotcakesparticularly at the
highly successful Wakefield Show.

Nextup we have the USBcards, both
Castleand Simtechave therealthing, and
you can readournew regular feature on
USB which will coverboth products and
what drivers are available.

This is a particularly good development
because it allows dealers to Invest in some
generic hardware to sell on to you.

Then comes theportable, the working
prototype was at the Show, read ourshow
round-up in this issue toget the full picture.
Andmaybe, dare wesay it, theOmega?
Microdigital are beginning to make noises
again so perhaps that is actually not too far
away. But let's not hold ourbreath, and
don't avoid buying new hardware for your
currentmachine just because a new

•c Letters

machine mightbe round the corner. The
cornermaybe further away than you think.

As to the adverts... well, there are a
couple of points on this: Firstly, the majority
of Acorn users either own or use PCs, so
this type of advertising is not irrelevant; and
secondly, the magazine is supported by
advertising so anyone whoadvertises is
supporting RISCOS directly or indirectly.

Less then optimistic
I read with particular interest letters from
Mark Syder (April) and Phil Clark (May)
regarding the Microdigital Omega and
agree that considerable damage has been
done to the RISC OS market by its non
appearance and lack of news.

In the meantime I had taken stock of my
changing computer requirements and
decided that because my son and family
had moved to Switzerlandfor a few years, I
needed a video conferencing facility to keep
in touch with my young grandchildren. I
needed also the ability to deal with e-banks
such as IF, Smile and NatWest. Other
requirements included a USB card reader
for my digital cameras and the ability to
maintain street cred with my other
grandchildren who were weaned on 'Flossie
the Frog' etc. but now expect to play 'Harry
Potter and The Philosopher's Stone' for
instance.

So, using money intended forOmega, I
bought a Windows PC now upgraded to XP
with 1.5Gb RAM and complete with DVD
player, CD burner, four USB (now USB2.0)
ports, webcam and surround sound. It
works for me.

I have been loyal to the Acorn market for
twenty years — from an 'Alpha' of the BBC
'B' through the 3010, A540, Rise PC SA
OS4.02 ViewFinder to the phantom Omega.
I have bought most of the major software
up to Vantage and spent a few thousand
pounds.

But until some 21st Century serious
RISC OS hardware appears on the market,
I have no intention of spending any more
'Acorn* money — not even on your
recommended 'consumables'. I shall

continue to subscribe to the Acorn

magazines and use Ovation Pro and
PhotoDesk for the time being. I have given
up on the Internet Suite — whatever
happened to the promised Oregano
upgrade?

Thanks for the new look magazine. I do
admire your optimism.

Peter Brigginshaw
by e-mail

•IM
Letters Page
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rcomp@rcomp.co.uk

Please note - R-Comp prices now include VAT

Internet Utilities
R-Comp Internet Suite £69
Firstclass software toget you online!
Consistsof DialUp, Messenger Pro2 &WebsterXL (described
below). Available with a 56k Modem and Account for £115.
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Have live conversations with friends

and family anywhere in the world
when you are online!

Web Authoring
HTMLEdit 5 Studio (Whole Suite) . . .£115
HTMLEdit Studio contains:

HTMLEdit V5 £55

WebsterXL £30

Web Designer's Toolkit v2+ £30
WebSpell (HTML-aware spelling checker) . . . .£15

Also Available:

SiteMaster 2+ £35

Network-in-a-Box New Product!

Network-in-a-Box givesyou all you need to network up
RISC OSand Windows computers, andshare printers/internet.
Containing 2 network cards, cables, the Internet/Print sharing
box, software and 5 printed, step-by-step manuals
covering both RISC OS and Windows.

AD$L-in-a-B0X New Product!
Similar to above, but for ADSL and without the
shared printing. Everything you need to network a
RISC PC/A7000 and Windows PC for ADSL £26!

100Mbit Network Card - NEW!
High speed 10 and 100Mbit card . . . .£89

Price includes VAT anddelivery. Available NOW.
This exciting newproduct allows RiscPC/A7000 machines to
take advantage of higher speed networking, andco-exist more
easilywith othermachines on high speed networks. What's
more, the new cards are more cost effectivetoo!

E

DialUp £23
Internet connection software
NB. £18 toMPro owners, or £12if youown WXL

Messenger Pro 2 £37
• Easy to set up and use,
• Flexible view options
• Offline and Network (£45) andServer (£100)

WebsterXL £30

• Supportforadvanced Web technologies
• Supportforframes, tables, CSS and JavaScript
• Includes128-bitSSL —shopwith confidence!
• Uses plug-in interface to supportJava, Flash etc.



Giving you more

^Choice
^^ ^Stationery Supplies

/

r
100% Guarantee

These cartridges are made to ISO9000 standards and are
guaranteed to be equal to, if not better quality, and have the

V.same amount of ink as the manufacturer's original.^

Epson Compatibles *C
Multi-packs available for most of the Epson Stylus range
including:200/400/440/460/480/500/580/600/640/660/PhotoEX
/700/740/750/760/800/860/880/900/980/1160/1200/SCAN 2000

& 2500 & lots more! ^—^

Quad
Pack

2 Black &
2 Colour

£9.75

Double
Quad

4 Black &
4 Colour

£18.75

Twin
Pack

1 Black &
1 Colour

£5.2n

Mono
Pack

5 Black
Cartridges

£9.99

Epson Stylus
C60/680/790/810/

870/890/1270/1290

Now On Sale -

Call for Price Details.1

Mega
Pack

8 Black &
8 Colour

£36.99

Colour
Pack

5 Colour
Cartridges

£17.50

Canon Compatibles M
Cartridge Ref. Suitable for Use in

BC01 Black BJ10E/BJ10EX/BJ20 £ 9.35
BC02 Black BJC150/BJ200/BJ220EX/BJC1000 £9.35
BC05 Colour BJC150/BJ210/BJ220EX/BJC1000 £12.75

BC06 Photo BJC240/BJC250/BJC1000 £13.75

BC20 Black BJC2000/BJC4000 £10.45

BX02 Black FAX B320/3410 £9.45
BX03 Black FAX B100/110/MP10 £ 9.45

BJC4000Twin 2000/4000/5000 (BCi21B & BCi21C)£ 4.39
BJC3000/6000 Black £ 4.49
BJC3000/6000 Each Individual Colour £ 4.49

HP Compatibles »/
Cartridge Ref. Suitable for Use in

51626A Black 500/510/520/540/550C/560C £10.25
51625A Colour 310/320/340/540/550/560 £12.99
51629A Black 600/660/690C/695C £10.45
51649A Colour 600/610C/612C/660C/690C/695C £14.99

51645A Black 710C/720C/820CXI/850CXI/870CXI £9.95
51633A Black 310/320/340 £10.45
C6614ABIack 610C/612C £10.75

C6615ABIack 810C/840C/843C £11.75

C1823AColour 710C/720C/810C/815C/820C/895C £15.49
C6578AColour 970CXI/930C/950C/1220C/P1000 £16.99
C6625AColour 840C/843C £16.99

Lexmark Compatibles y
Cartridge Ref. Suitable for Use in

13619HC Colour 1000/1020/1100/2030/2050/3000
13400HC Black 1000/1020/1100/2030/2050/3000

12A1980 Colour 3200/5000/5700/7000/Z11/Z31
12A1970 Black 3200/5000/5700/7000/Z11/Z31/Z51
15M0120 Colour Z42/Z51/Z52
17G0050 Black Z12/Z22/Z32

17G0060 Colour Z12/Z22/Z32

£15.29

£13.89

£15.29

£13.89

£17.50
£13.89

£15.29

AllTrademarks recognised. E &OE.

The price
you see is

Inc. VAT
FREE
DELIVERY

"We constantly monitor our
prices to ensure we offer you
the best value, should you
happen to find any of our
cartridges cheaper elsewhere,
we will beat it by up to 10%!"
Terms & conditions apply.

High Quality CD-R
80 minute 24 speed 25 x CD-R £ 9.99 50 x CD-R £18.99 100 x CD-R £34.99

Specialist Inkjet Papers
A4 Gloss Range

Photo Gloss 140gsm 20 sheets £ 4.49
Photo Gloss 140gsm 50 sheets £10.99
Instant Dry Satin 150gsm 20 sheets £ 5.99
Instant Dry Gloss 160gsm 20 sheets £ 5.49
Instant Dry Gloss 180gsm 50 sheets £12.99
Instant Dry Gloss 210gsm 50 sheets £18.99
Instant Dry Gloss 254gsm 20 sheets £ 9.99
Instant Dry Gloss Self Adhesive 20 sheets £ 4.99
Double Sided Gloss 20 sheets £10.99
7x5 Photo Cards £ 4.99

A4 Matt Range

Coated Matt 100gsm 100 Sheets £ 5.99
Coated Matt 10Ogsm 200 Sheets £11.75
Coated Matt 140gsm 100 Sheets £ 7.49
Coated Matt 160gsm 100 Sheets £9.75
Coated Matt 210gsm 100 Sheets £11.45
Others
Business Card Pack 250 Cards £ 3.99
Clear OHP Film 10 Sheets £ 4.99
A6 Greeting Cards & Envelopes Pack 25 £ 5.49
A5 Greeting Cards & Envelopes Pack 25 £ 6.99

Others

T Shirt Transfer Pack 10 Sheets & Instructions £ 5.99
Dark T Shirt Transfer Pack 10 Sheets & Instructions £ 5.99
CD Labels MattCoated Pack 20 (2 per Sheet) £ 2.99
CD Labels Gloss Coated Pack 20 (2 per Sheet) £ 6.20
Day Bright Paper 5x Green 5x Yellow 5x Orange (pack 15) £ 3.99

Try Our _
Sample Selectionof listed

r specialist papers.
Pack

AllOur Inkjet Specialist Papers
lire 2880 dpi Quality!

NEW! Funline Range
TATTOO JET Designand
print your tattoo onto the
special transfer film and stick
it to a clean area of skin!
That's all there is to it. Now
you can have the body art you
always wanted without the
pain and with no regrets.

3 sheets

PUZZLE JET Make
professional looking jigsaw
puzzles with the picture of
your choice. The ideal gift for
family or friends. Make a
jigsaw with your favourite
football team, your boyfriend
or girlfriend - the possibilities
are endless.

STICKY JET Crsytalclear
self adhesive Injet film, for all
Inkjet printers. Suitable for
up to 1440 dpi, for stickers,
name plates, window and
document labels, etc.

CD CASE JET Special
coated paper to produce
personalised CD-ROM Case
inserts. Performated and
perforated paper.
Instructions and template
available.
10 sheets.

Visit web site for more details NEW! Funline Range
GLOW IN THE DARK
T SHIRT TRANSFER....
.Design, print and transfer
your image to a T Shirt, cap,
etc. and achieve an amazing
glow in the dark effect.
T Shirt not included.

3 sheets

MOUSE PAD JET
Create your very own
personalised mouse mat with
this special kit. The kit
contains a special textured
film that aids mouse
movement and is resistant to
scratching, plus an adhesive
foam base.

: CLING JET.

': Sticks to any glass like
• surface and leaves no

residue!

FLOOR JET For floor
graphics. Highly scratch and
chemical resistant anti-reflective
fine textured surface with the

-€??§ reverse side inkjet coated.Print
«^r^C<?' your image in reverse and
$*^2< ' 'am'na,c t0,nesupplied double

*-"•"".-• sided white adhesive. Apply to
-" floors, table tops, etc.

A4 3 Sets

All Our Prices Include VAT! - FREE Delivery - Same Day Despatch!
No Minimum Order! - Free Technical Advice!

All Major Credit Cards Accepted - No Surcharges!
100% No Quibble Guarantee On All Our Products!

FREEPHONE 0800 093 3231
Telephone 0870 44 22 460 Fax 0870 44 22 461

Choice Stationery Supplies Ltd, Unit 2 Mart Road Industrial Estate,
Minehead, Somerset, TA24 5BJ. Personal Callers Welcome.

Secure Online Shopping
www.choicestationery.com



* Hardware

* Software

&Repairs

* Upgrades

sales@cjemicros.co.uk

78 Brighton Road
Worthing

West Sussex

BN11 2EN

Tel: 01903 523222

Fax: 01903 523679

Open Mon - Sat,
9.00am — 5.30pm

The Fourth Dimension

-*• Games

* Upgrades

»,,. Refurbished
Hardware

http://www.cjemicros.co.uk/

Not 'Arf
mice • connectors • leads • keyboards • advice

'•'••'•'"

Stuart Tyrrell Developments
PO Box 183, OLDHAM OL2 8FB
Tel: 0845 458 8803 / 01706 848 600

Fax: 0870 164 1604 (national rate)
Email: lnfo@stdevel.demon.co.uk
http://www.stdevel.demon.co.uk

We are the one stop shop for
, all your RISC OS requirements! **«,

card reader (or RISC05

Logitech

CITRIX

The <r<I.im <arc

Prirtttn

EPSON iiyama

SurftecJ
Internet Computer Solutions M

bjgendary Ratability"

Surftec Ltd, Burma Cottage, GlenRoad, Beacon Hill, Hindhead, Surrey, GU26 6QE
Tel:+44 (0)1428 608121 Fax:+44(0)1428 608123 E-Mail: sales@surftec.com

^/vww. photodesk.ltd.uk

for Graphics Hardware and Software

Chris Hornby
Photodesk Limited
1 The Courtyard
Southwell Business Park
Portland DT5 2NQ

Tel: 01305 822753 Fax: 01305 860483

Mobile: 07740 895851

Email: chris@photodesk.ltd.uk

{A

Liquid Silicon
Supporting all RISC OS and Acorn users...

...around the world.

*
FREEPOST EH2725

Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
United Kingdom

Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

sales@liquid-silicon.com
www.liquid-silicon.com

%crwm
168 Elliott St.

TyIdesley
Gtr. Manchester

M29 8DS

Acorn Dealer and RiscOS Centre of Excellence

Acorn Spares and Repairs

All Acorn Machines available on 0% finance

Installation, Networking _ _ _ . . ,
Repairs on a no-fix See Main Advert on

no-fee basis. Pages 4 & 5

Tel. 01942 797777 Fax 01942 797711

Tel: +44 (0) 1942 797777

For details of the next generation in
RISC OS computing, call now,

or visit your local dealer

NIGEL
GATHERER
ETC GRAPHIC DESIGN

A COMPLETE RISCOS DESIGN SERVICE

FROM CONCEPT TO PRINT

Wlien your business is ready to go into print
or establish a presenceon the web

contact us — we can help

tel: 01764 656347

email: gatherer@argonet.co.uk

www.argonet.co.uk/users/gatherer

ACORN USER CONTACTS
Editor: editor@acornuser.com Letters: letters@acornuser.com

Enquiries:

Advertising:

Webmaster:

Subscriptions:

Free ads:

enquiries@acornuser.com News: news@acornuser.com

advertising@acornuser.com Comms page: comms@acornuser.com

webmaster@acornuser.com Graphics: graphics@acornuser.com

subscrip@acornuser.com Education page: educ@acornuser.com

freeads@acornuser.com Rambles: rambles@acornuser.com



LTD

1 The Courtyard, Southwell Business Park, Portland, Dorset DT5 2NQ

Telephone +44 (0) 1305 822753 Fax +44 (0) 1305 860483

chris@photodesk.ltd.uk www.photodesk.ltd.uk

All Prices Include VAT — photodesk limited

PHOTODESK The studio quality image editing package is now available as a CD-
ROM edition. It includes an HTML manual and in addition a CD of professional digital
photos by David Cowell. It also includes the complete set of special effects plug-ins.
This is the full CMYK/Layers version of Photodesk.

NOW ONLY £135.00
£85.00 3L.xx/0lymp: £70.00Upgrades: 2.xxL/Olymp:

3.xx/Olymp: £20
£100.00 2.xx/0lymp:

Special Offer: Dave Cowells 2 CD Tutorials worth £49.98 with any Olympic or Olympic
upgrade add only £25

BRAND NEW CD "STARTING POINTS"£25 (Not just RISCOS or Photodesk.C 'j,
ideal primer for general photo editing, artwork generation onany platform. ^

OHP 2 £40

A presentation
Package on CD-ROM:

Version 2 now has

Powerpoint export.

(upgrade from 1.xx £13) , .i^pSL
OHP is a screen-based presentation package for use with Rlbu ^o computers

OHP lets you compile Presentations comprised ol a number of graphics files, which
you create or purchase outside OHP. and show them on your computer's VDU as a
full-screen presentation. OHP has facilities to order the graphics, give them consistent
styling, add sound effects and help you present them to an audience. If you have
access to an electronic projector, you can use that to project the presentation onto a
screen.

The read-only version, OHP Show (which is Freeware) can be given away with your
presentations or used on any number of computers; this makes OHP presentations an
ideal way of communicating or advertising.

NEW Digital Cameras
Canon

• OLYMPUS

USB cameras, Card reader or USB podule required for RISCOS

^*/(ltOCanon Powershot S30 3Mpixel optical zoom call

Canon Powershot S40 4Mpixel optical zoom call

Canon Ixus V 2.1Mpixel optical zoom video call

Canon Pro90 3.3 Mpixel 10x optical zoom call

Canon G2 4 Mpixel 3x optical zoom call
All cameras include PhotoShow software FREE (worth £25)

Olympus C2 2.1 Mpixel p o.a

Olympus C200Z 2 1Mpixel optical zoom p.o.a

Olympus C700UZ 2.1 Mpixel 10x optical zoom p.o.a

Olympus C3020Z 3 Mpixel optical zoom p.o.a

Olympus C4040Z 4 Mpixel optical zoom compact p.o.a

Olympus C40Z 4 Mpixel optical zoom compact p.o.a

Refurbs available, Please CALL

FUJI
CASIO complete range

FUJI A201 2.2 Mpixel.video, only £219.00

*

CAIfl FOR Quote Camera prices are changing frequently and I often have special
offers. Please phone me for a special quote if you have seen a
camera you like. My prices include VAT, Pnotoshow software and for
a very little extra. Photodesk software as well. Smartmedia orCamera*

PRINTERS
Canon S750 £230

Canon S4500 A3 £350

All printers include PhotoReal software

Worth £69 PholoReal Printer Driver Software

Canon S800 £375
The S750 and S4500 are brilliant general purpose printers with separate ink
tanks, the price includes a PhotoReal driver and a standard set of cartridges (4
colours) The S4500 may be upgraded to stunning photo-quality with the
optional photo pack which includes a photo cartridge and pack of PR101 pro
paper.(£55) S750 A4 £230. S4500 A3 £350.

The S800 is Canon's top of the range photo printer, it uses the latest Canon six
ink technology with superfine droplet size. The PhotoReal driver utilises the
printers capability to produce really superb photographic output.

PLEASE ASK ME FOR BROCHURES AND SAMPLE PRINTOUTS

by qymdflc*Pfe^fr-

L0OK
...for PHOTODESK
with any Camera,
Scanner, or Printer!



INDEPENDENT EXPERT ADVICE

WWW. InternetCamerasDirect .co.uk

MAKES MODEL

CANON Powershot A20

CANON Powershot A30

CANON Powershot A40

CANON Powershot G2

CANON Digital Ixus 330
CANON Digital lxusV2
CASIO GV10(redor blue)
CASIO QV2900

CASIO QV3500 +FREE Binoculars

CASIO QV4000

FUJI Finepix A101
FUJI FinepixA201
FUJI Finepix 1400

FUJI Finepix 2600
FUJI Finepix 2800
FUJI Finepix 30i

FUJI Finepix S602
JENOPTIKJD1300

JENOPTIKJD160

JENOPTIKJD2300Z3

JENOPTIK JD3300Z3

JENOPTIK JD350 multimedia

JENOPTIK JD350 video

JENOPTIK JD350E .

KODAK DX3215

KODAK DX3500

KODAK DX3600

KODAK DX3700

KODAK DX3900

KODAK DX4900

KONICA KD200

FUJI 64MB

FUJI 128MB

SANDISK 16MB

SANDISK 32MB

SANDISK 64MB

SANDISK 128MB

TOSHIBA 64MB Smartmedia card

£288

£188

£228

£618

£378

£335

£258

£308

£308

£460

£128

£160

£128

£238

£288

£288

FUJI Finepix 4700 £358
FUJI Finepix6800 £438
FUJI Finepix 6900 £488
FUJI Finepix F601 £471

£568

£152

£40

£230

£358

£120

£90

£80

£168

£168

£220

£268

£308

£368

£218

DIGITAL

+ 16MB CARD +32MB CARD

£302 £306

£202 £206

£242 £246

£632 £636

£392 £396

£349 £353

£272 £276

£322 £326

£322 £326

£475 £480

£136 £141

£168 £173

£136 £141

£246 £251

£296 £301

£296 £301

£366 £371

£446 £451

£496 £501

£479 £484

see website see website

£167 £172

N/A N/A

£244 £248

£372 £376

£134 £138

£104 £108

£94 £98

£186 £196

£182 £186

£234 £238

£282 £286

£322 £326

£382 £386

£232 £236

MAKE & MODEL CAMERA

KONICA KD300 £378

MINOLTA Dimage 5 £508
MINOLTA Dimage 7i £778
MINOLTA Dimage X £348

MINOLTAE203 £198

MINOLTA F100 £468

MINOLTA S404 £418

NIKON Coolpix 775 £270
NIKON Coolpix 885 £358
NIKON Coolpix 995 £498
NIKON Coolpix 2500 £270
NIKON Coolpix 5000 £788
NIKON D100 see website

OLYMPUS C40 £428

OLYMPUS C120 £148

OLYMPUS C220 £178

OLYMPUS C700 £378

OLYMPUS C3020 £418

OLYMPUS C4040 £548

OREGON DShot III £68

PENTAX Optio 230 £158

PENTAX Optio 330 £448

PENTAX Optio 440 £598
RICOH RDCiSOO £448

RICOH Caplio RR1 £548
RICOH Caplio RR10 £278
RICOH Caplio RR120 £195
SONY DSC S85 £618

SONY DSC S75 £517

SONY DSC-F707 £867

SONYFD200 see website

SONYFD75 £348

SONYP31 £195

SONYP51 £248

SONY P71 £308

+ 16MB CARD +32MB CARD

£396 £406

£522 £526

£792 £796

£362 £366

£216 £225

£486 £495

£436 £440

£284 £288

£372 £376

£512 £517

£284 £288

£802 £806

see website see website

£436 £441

£156 £161

£186 £191

£386 £391

£426 £433

£556 £541

£76 £81

£172 £176

£462 £466

£612 £616

£462 £466

£556 £562

£296 £306

£209 £213

see website see website

see website see website

see website see website

see website sec website

see website see website

see website see website

see website see website

see website see website

'TERS

FUJI ZIO USB Smartmedia reader/writer £29

JENOPTIK USB Compact Flash reader £24
JENOPTIK USB Smartmedia reader £24

SANDISK Compact Flash USB reader £27

MART IYIEDI,

FUJI 16MB £9

FUJI 32MB £16

COMPACT FLASH (TYPE I & II) ' UmHIWI

F MEMORY STICKS

BATTERIES & CHARGERS

4x 1200mAh CG.50

4 x 1800mAh £11.50

4 x 1200mAh & mains charg
4 x l800mAh 8rmains charg

sr £16.50

sr £20.50

£30

£54

£11

£17

£32

£56

£33

FUJI 16MB

FUJI 32MB

FUJI 64MB

FUJI 128MB

IBM 340MB microclrive

IBM 1GB microdrive

sandisk 16mb

sandisk 32mb

sandisk 64mb

sandisk 128mb

sandisk 256mb

••mul
sandisk 16mb

SANDISK 32MB

SANDISK 64MB

£15

£20

£32

£58

£168

£268

£15

£21

£34

£60

£120

e vat (and delivery for orders over £100)

i.lr.uXfn

call 0870 745 1036
or fax 01484 845 947 ore-mail sales@internetcamerasdirect.co.uk

'Secureon-line ordering at lnternetcamerasdirea.co.uk we usea 128bitmodel to encrypt yourcredit en
the browser onyourPC. The details are notdecrypted until downloaded ontoourserver. This Isthe mosts
usean encryption standard called Diffie-Hellman, which isa public key algorithm for key exchange, and is.
the internet.lnternetCamerasDirect.co.uk. 4 PeelStreet.Marsden, Huddersfield HD7 6BW

EXTENDED WARRANTIES
AVAILABLE FROM £20

FREE QBEO
PHOTOGENETICS 2.0

WORTH £24.99 WITH
EVERY PURCHASE

WIN 100 DIGITAL
PRINTS IN OUR WEEKLY PRIZE

DRAW- VISIT WEB TO REGISTER

£15 OF DIGITAL
PRINTS WITH ALL

ORDERS OVER £500

COMPARE & CONTRAST
DIGITAL CAMERA

SPECIFICATIONS SIDE BY SIDE

r
FREE MINI TRIPOD WORTH

£8 WITH EVERY CAMERA

share & print

>load digital images to on-line album.
m

Store, share or order prints.

m
Prints delivered direct to your door.

n line

Ibum storage

gistration

£15 worth of
...s with every

purchase over £500


